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SUMMARY

There is widespread pressure to operate power systems with lower security margins. This has

partially been due to an increasing focus on the economic aspects of power system operation,

e.g. induced by deregulation, and to increasing public focus on environmental issues.

Traditionally power systems have been operated by deterministic criteria like the N-l criterion.

Such criteria tend to provide conservative security limits, and will be inflexible and insensitive

to changes in outage probabilities or market demands in a deregulated power system.

A risk oriented multiobjective approach to power system operation

This thesis introduces a new approach to power system operation which presents the problem

of determining operating limits for critical transmission lines or corridors as a multiobjective

decision problem. Risk assessment is included in the approach, the risk being a characteristic of

the decisions and their consequences in the future. The consequences of making different

decisions are measured in terms of the attribute - values of the objectives, and they also include

probabilities of different future outcomes.

The two objectives included in the approach in this thesis are minimization of operating costs

and obtaining a secure operating level. The operating costs which have been included are

congestion costs, interruption costs and the cost of preventive or corrective actions to enhance

security. Secure operation, as in the N-l criterion, is defined as,operation which will give no

violation of physical security limits. Secure operation is determined based on the results from a

security assessment.

A security assessment will involve evaluation of consequences due to outages of system

components like transmission lines. This assessment can involve steady state and dynamic

analysis of phenomena threatening system security, such as thermal overload, angular stability

and voltage stability. The assessment has been limited to steady state voltage stability and the

security level is assessed by measuring a load distance, which is the distance from an operating

point to the maximum power transfer capability.

Modeling of uncertainties

Power system operation will include substantial degrees of uncertainty. This work has

addressed aspects that are considered to be important in determining operating limits.

Especially finding the amount of load lost due to outages will involve uncertainty, but also
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weather dependencies in outage probabilities will be uncertain.

Fuzzy numbers can formalize subjective uncertainty which will result from system operator's

expert judgments and opinions. A fuzzy model for the amount of load lost due to outages has

been presented. This model includes the subjective uncertainty involved in the assessment of

the amount of load lost. Also, the weather dependencies in outage probabilities and subjective

judgment about outage duration are modeled by fuzzy numbers.

Expert judgment and opinion

The approach represents a formalized framework for power system operation which will allow

system operators to include expert judgment and opinions in determining operating limits. The

expert judgment includes: uncertainty in the amount of load lost, weather dependencies, outage

durations, acceptance of security limit violations and operator preference for cost versus

security in the making the final decision.

Main conclusions

The main conclusions which can be drawn from this work are:

• the approach adopted here is flexible and sensitive to changes in outage probabilities and

market demand

• a recommended solution will depend on system operator preference and expert opinions

• the approach includes the deterministic N-l criterion as a special case

• the regret measure may in some difficult cases lead to indecision between solutions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives a brief description of the background and motivation for the

thesis. The chapter also includes the objectives, scope and main contributions of

this thesis. Finally, an outline of the thesis is included.

1.1 Background

Security is a relatively recent concept in the history of the electric utility industry. The term

security, as it is understood today, was not used through the first two thirds of this century. The

major 1965 American north east blackout brought focus on more secure operation and control

of power systems. Possibly the first mention in the literature of security in its present sense was

in Proceedings of The Second Power System Computation Conference'm. 1966 [7].

One of the more significant early papers is that of Tomas E. DyLiacco on adaptive reliability

[28]. In this paper, the concept of system operating states is defined. The problem of security

monitoring is introduced as that of monitoring, through contingency analysis, the conditional

transition of the system into an emergency state. A slow, but significant, progress followed since

then, and continuous effort has been made in (1) objectives, (2) modeling and formulations and

(3) solution methods for various functions in the power system security analysis [7].

Voltage instability and voltage collapse have been subjects of great concern during the planning

and operation of power systems, due to several voltage collapse events around the world [68].

Some major incidents are:

• France, December 19,1978.

France was importing power from other countries. High load rise resulted in voltage

decay. EHV/HV tap changers were blocked. After approximately 30 minutes, cascading

began after an overload relay tripped a major 400 kV line. Total interrupted load was

29,000 MW.
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• Sweden, December 27,1983.

A disconnector failure and fault at a substation resulted in loss of the substation and two

400 kV lines. 8 seconds later a 220 kV line tripped on overload. On-load tap changers

action caused lower voltages and higher currents on the remaining north to south lines.

After 50 seconds another 400 kV line tripped which led to a cascading tripping of lines.

The total load loss was about 11,400 MW.

• SE Brazil, Paraguay, November 30,1986.

After several AC system outages the inverter AC-voltage dropped causing commutation

failures. DC-control increased DC-current which increased converter reactive

consumption. This resulted in DC-system shutdown and AC system break-ups, 1200 MW

of load was shed.

• Tokyo, July 23,1987.

Weather was very hot and loads were abnormally high. Just after noon, loads increased at

400 MW/minute. Despite connection of all available shunt capacitors the voltage

decayed. After approximately 20 minutes the system collapsed and 8,200 MW was

interrupted. Unfavorable characteristics of new types of air conditioners were thought to

be part of the problem.

This problem is expected to increase as the trend becomes one of operating power systems

closer to their limits. The reasons for this have been the large increase in power demand through

the last decades, in addition to an increasing difficulty in building new power plants and

transmission lines. The difficulties are due to high investment costs in addition to the

environmental issues.

The trend in the power industry has been towards deregulation, introducing a liberalized and

market oriented organization of production and unbundling of production and transmission.

This will cause an increasing focus and pressure on more cost-effective operation. Norway has

had an open market for electric power since a new Energy Act came into force in 1992.

The Department of Electrical Power Engineering at the Norwegian University of Science and

Technology (NTNU) together with SINTEF Energy Research have for several years been

working with power system security analysis. Several dr.ing. (Ph. D.) programs have been part

of this activity. In 1996, the Research Council of Norway started a research program {EFFEKT),

which includes Operational Security Assessment - Planning and Control (Driftssikkerhets

planlegging og -kontroll). This project is run mainly by the Norwegian Power Grid Company

(Statnett) and SINTEF Energy Research. One of the major objectives of this project is to be able

to calculate and control power system security. This is important if the power system is to be

operated closer to power transfer capabilities and voltage stability limits.
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1.2 Motivation

Power system operation has primarily been based on the deterministic N-l (or N-x) criterion.

This criterion states that power system operation is secure if the outage of any single (or a

multiple of x) component does not lead to unacceptable consequences. This criterion is based

exclusively on technical aspects and does not include economic aspects. Hence, it does not

necessarily lead to the most cost-effective operation. At the same time it does not guarantee an

acceptable security level. In severe weather conditions the N-l criterion might not be sufficient,

while it in fair weather could be too restrictive.

The deregulating trend in many countries leads to new problems regarding power system

operation. In a deregulated power system the actual short-term scheduling is determined from

the balance of supply and demand in a power market. This competitive environment has led to

larger variations in load flow patterns [48], and more often the power transmission demand is

exceeding the available capacity determined by the N-l criterion. As a result, bottlenecks or

congestion occurs which may lead to increasing operating costs.

Deregulation implies that there is a competitive and free market in production and trade of

electric power. Network operation, however, is still a monopoly, and the transmission grid is

operated and mainly owned by Statnett, which is responsible for the operation of the Norwegian

power system. The regulatory guidelines involve specific requirements with respect to cost-

effective operation, and imply that the operator should aim to minimize the total costs of

transmission reinforcements, operation and maintenance of the system.

An approach to power system operation introducing probabilistic assessment of system security

has been proposed in [48,49]. It suggests a probabilistic criterion for operational security

assessment and control based on on-line minimization of expected interruption costs and

congestion (bottleneck) costs. Operating limits are determined based on a trade-off between

these two cost elements. The computation of interruption costs includes contingency analysis

and the use of time and weather dependent probabilities of incidents. There are, however,

fundamental uncertainties related to the computation of interruption costs.

In [72] a risk assessment is included. This approach includes a trade-off between optimal

operation and security. The optimal solution is given by the minimization of total costs

(congestion and interruption costs) determined by the approach mentioned above. Operation

according to the N-l criterion is regarded as safe. The trade-off between optimal and secure

operation is found by introducing penalty functions for deviations from optimal and secure

operation. The approach has been called the penalty function approach.

The basic ideas from the two approaches have been among the sources of inspiration for the

work presented in this thesis.
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1.3 Objectives

Current practice using deterministic criteria for power system operation will be inflexible to

changes in power market demands and to changes in the probabilities of critical incidents

caused by outages of power transmission lines, generators or other system equipment. It is

believed that criteria including probabilities of events can lead to more flexible and better

operation of power systems, especially in a deregulated power system with an open power

market.

The main goal of this work has been to introduce an approach which can be more flexible and

sensitive to power market demands and to variations in outage probabilities. The objectives of

this work can be summarized as follows:

• include cost minimization

• include the current practice of obtaining secure operating limits

• model the relevant uncertainties in determining operating costs and security

• design a framework for decision support in finding transfer limits for critical transmission

lines or corridors (interfaces), which includes the elements mentioned above.

1.4 Scope

The cost elements included in this work will be limited to:

• congestion costs

• interruption costs

• cost of preventive and corrective actions to enhance security.

The security aspect of power system operation can be included in the expected interruption costs

due to interruption of customer loads. These costs will not include any requirements on physical

quantities like power transfer, voltage levels, or other security induced limits. In current practice

the N-l criterion is based on limits from these physical quantities. A risk oriented concept for

power system operation should probably also include requirements on such quantities.

The security of a power system can be threatened by a number of phenomena like:

• thermal overload

• angular instability

• voltage instability.

The scope of this work will be limited to security aspects for steady state (or longer-term)

voltage stability, though the concept will not in general be limited to this phenomenon. The

models developed should also be valid for different security aspects such as thermal overload
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problems, angular instability problems, etc., though some extra effort may be necessary to adapt

the approach to include these aspects.

In the approach it will be assumed that transients due to the initial disturbance, such as tripping

of a transmission line, have died out. The security limit introduced will be based on steady state

voltage stable solutions. However, transient stability of transitions between operating states is

crucial and additional analysis of transient stability should in general be included.

The methods chosen for contingency analysis and voltage stability assessment have been based

on available tools implemented at SINTEF Energy Research, and the know-how in using these

types of analyses. The contingency screening is based on a few iterations of a Fast Decoupled

Load Flow which utilizes a compensation technique to include outages. The steady state voltage

stability assessment is performed using a continuation power flow. Some additional

implementation of the continuation power flow has also been performed during this work.

The determination of security and interruption costs can include large degrees of uncertainty. In

this work, the modeling of uncertainty has been limited to types which are easily represented by

fuzzy models. Such models can formalize the representation of subjective uncertainty which are

often the result of system experts' judgment and opinion. Especially in determining the potential

consequences of critical outages, expert judgment is of importance, but also aspects like

weather dependencies of outage probabilities of transmission lines and the time of duration of

interruption of loads could include an expert's judgment and opinion.

This doctoral work is expected to give a considerable contribution and new dimension to power

system operation by introducing a probabilistic approach which also includes risk assessment

and fuzzy concepts. The approach allows the operator to include uncertainties and expert

opinion in a formalized framework giving important insight and providing decision support in

determining power flow limits for critical transmission interfaces.

1.5 Contributions

The major contributions from this work are:

• a flexible and risk oriented approach to power system operation, and

• models for including subjective types of uncertainty in terms of fuzzy concepts.

The new approach is presented as a framework for decision support about transfer limits. In this

approach the problem of deciding operating limits for critical transmission interfaces is

presented as a multiobjective (criteria) decision problem. The following objectives are

considered:

• Minimize operating costs consisting of congestion and interruption costs. Other cost
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elements can also be included, such as the cost of preventive or corrective actions.

• Maintain an adequate level of security considering physical constraints such as thermal

overload limits, voltage limits, voltage or angular stability limits. In this thesis focus is on

steady state voltage stability.

The objectives do not have to be limited to these two objectives. Other criteria could also have

been included, such as environmental issues. The complexity of the decision problem would, of

course, increase with an increasing number of objectives.

Risk assessment is also included in the decision process. The risk is a hazard to which a power

system is exposed because of uncertainty, and the risk is a characteristic of decisions. Risk

assessment is included by evaluating the consequences of each individual solution in all of the

(uncertain) futures which are likely to occur. The risk concept also includes the probabilities of

these futures, which are defined by contingencies or outages. The approach seeks a solution

which will minimize the risk of making a bad decision about operating limits.

A system operator's or expert's judgment and opinion will be important in the decision problem.

In the proposed approach, the expert's judgment includes assessment of important parameters

like maximum acceptable cost levels, minimum levels of security and weather dependencies in

outage probabilities.

The thesis also presents models for representing subjective uncertainties. Aspects which could

include large degrees of subjective uncertainties, modeled in this thesis, are:

• the amount of load lost due to outages

• the duration of load interruptions or outages

• weather dependencies.

These uncertainties are modeled by fuzzy numbers. Such numbers could be given a

representation which can model linguistic statements like:

• a number close to...

• a number larger than...

• a number in the neighborhood of...

• a number larger than... but less than ...

These are typical expert judgments.

The thesis also presents a model for representing security limits as soft constraints. These are

modeled by fuzzy membership functions representing a system operator's "preference" for

violation of security limits.

The models of subjective uncertainty and soft security constraints are included in the new
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approach to power system operation. This approach will satisfy the main goal of this work,

namely to introduce an operating criterion which will be more flexible and sensitive to changes

in system conditions. The approach will be sensitive to changes like:

• varying operating costs due to changes in power market demand

• varying outage or contingency probabilities, for example due to weather dependency

• preference involving softness of security limits and weight on cost versus physical

security limits.

1.6 Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2: This chapter gives a brief introduction to different aspects of power system

operation. Initially several concepts are defined and described and important elements in power

system security assessment are presented. The chapter also includes a brief introduction to the

Norwegian power market, in particular cost elements which are thought to have a major

influence on power system operation in the future. Finally, some possible new approaches to

power system operation are presented.

Chapter 3: This chapter gives a description of voltage stability. Important voltage stability

definitions are introduced, together with factors causing voltage instability like mechanisms for

load restoration. An overview of some commonly used voltage stability indices is also included.

These indices are used to predict the proximity to voltage collapse. Many different methods for

voltage stability analysis have been implemented. In this chapter a brief description of methods

is given. Finally a particular implementation of the continuation power flow and a load factor is

described in some detail.

Chapter 4: This chapter describes different aspects of uncertainty, focusing on types of

uncertainty which are easily represented by fuzzy set theory. A brief introduction to basic fuzzy

set theory is given, and concepts like fuzzy numbers and functions are presented. Finally, some

models are introduced. One model introduces a fuzzy representation of the subjective belief of

the potential amount of load lost due to power system outages. Another uses fuzzy sets to model

soft security constraints, with special focus on security considerations for steady state voltage

stability.

Chapter 5: This chapter presents a multiobjective and risk oriented approach to power system

security assessment. The objectives included in the new approach are minimization of operating

costs and obtaining secure operation. In this thesis security will be limited to voltage stability.

The application which has been studied is to make a decision about transfer limits on important

transmission corridors (interfaces). The approach aims to avoid decisions that involve large
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regrets in terms of costs or security violations, allowing the decision maker to give specific

weights for cost and security in the evaluation process.

Chapter 6: In this chapter the approach presented in Chapter 5 is illustrated using an important

transmission interface in the Nordic power system. The flow limit for this interface is

determined based on the concepts introduced in the previous chapters. It includes examples of

preventive and corrective actions to enhance security and illustrates how this may affect the

final solution. The chapter also includes a very brief comparison and discussion of differences

between the minimization of expected operating costs, the penalty function approach and the

multiobjective approach minimizing risk.

Chapter 7: This chapter gives a summary of the objectives of this work. It also provides a brief

discussion of some of the concepts and models which have been introduced. The chapter

includes the main conclusions which can be drawn from this work and a few recommendations

for further work are given.

Appendix A: This appendix presents a detailed description of some load restoration

mechanisms which can lead to voltage instability. The voltage stability criteria and

mathematical proofs have been presented in the literature, but the appendix provides some

additional comments and verifications.

Appendix B: This appendix presents the voltage stability criterion and mathematical proof for

the load index presented in Section 3.8, the appendix also provides some additional comments

and a verification of the mathematical proofs. The appendix also gives some comments on

implementation of the load index in FORTRAN - code using routines exploiting the sparsity of

the power system Jacobian matrix.

Appendix C: This appendix provides some comments about the Fast Decoupled Load Flow

used in a method for contingency screening. This method is applied to detect potentially critical

contingencies. The method uses a compensation technique which applies the Inverse Matrix

Modification Lemma (IMML). A proof of the IMML is given, and it is further illustrated how

the IMML is used in the contingency screening method.
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Power system operation -
A brief introduction

This chapter gives a brief introduction to different aspects of power system

operation. Initially several concepts are defined and described and important

elements in power system security assessment are presented. The chapter also

includes a brief introduction to the Norwegian power market, in particular cost

elements which are thought to have a major influence on power system operation in

the future. Finally, some possible new approaches to power system operation are

presented.

2.1 Introduction

The main purpose of a power system is to supply customers with electrical energy as

economically as possible and with an acceptable level of reliability and quality. The security of

a power system may be defined as the ability of the system to withstand, without serious

consequences, probable disturbances or contingencies such as line or generator outages. A

power system cannot, however, be secure in an absolute sense. Security can only be a qualified

absence of risk, specifically risk of disruption of continued operation.

Power system security may be threatened by a number of phenomena. Sudden disconnections

of transmission lines or generator units may cause several different problems. A transmission

line may be disconnected due to a sudden line failure caused by strong wind, snow or lightning.

If a transmission line is disconnected, parallel lines may be overloaded (thermal limits) and dis-

connected by protective relays, thus resulting in a cascading disconnection of lines and inter-

ruption of customer load. The outages may cause large power oscillations between distant

generators, especially if they have electrically weak connections. These oscillations may in turn

result in disconnection of additional transmission lines, and eventually in collapse of the power

system. Also other forms of instability, like voltage instability, may occur after large distur-
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bances such as outages or large increases in load demand, and result in loss of load.

Traditionally, the deterministic N-l criterion has been used by many utilities. The system

operator in Norway currently applies this criterion on certain important transmission corridors,

also called transmission interfaces, thus imposing security constrained transfer limits.

Depending on the power market requirement for transfer capacity this may cause a congestion

cost. The deterministic N-l criterion is inflexible and insensitive to the market situation and the

possible congestion cost as well as to varying power system outage probabilities.

A deterministic security assessment tends to provide a conservative security region for

protecting the system against severe contingencies. In practice this means that system operators

operate with large security margins. However, this is changing due to pressure to operate power

systems with lower security margins [57], in part due to economic imperatives but also because

of the practical difficulties of obtaining authorizations from regulatory bodies to build new

power plants and transmission lines (due to environmental constraints).

The introduction of a deregulated power market has put an increasing pressure on more efficient

and flexible utilization of the transmission system and particularly on the main transmission

grid. Regulatory authorities in Norway demand that the monopoly part: power transmission and

distribution; should be optimized from a socio-economic point of view including the costs felt

by customers caused by power interruptions.

This introduction to power system operation and security assessment is primarily based on the

review of literature given in Xu's dr.ing. thesis [29], a broad overview of security assessment

presented in the article On-Line Power System Security Analysis [7], Fosso's dr.ing. thesis [30],

a CIGRE report [57] and a set of IEEE letters [20 - 22].

2.2 Basic concepts

2.2.1 Security

Several definitions of security have been proposed, none of which have been found entirely

satisfactory. For example, the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) which

provides reliability and security guidelines to all the utilities in North America defines security

as prevention of cascading outages when the bulk power supply is subjected to severe

disturbances [7], whereas in Europe, a CIGRE working group has recently proposed that power

system security is the ability of the system to cope with incidents without the operator being

compelled to suffer uncontrolled loss of load Yet another definition, simply states that power

system security is the art and science of ensuring the survival of power systems [57].

Security is a complex notion that cannot be well represented by any single metric. Its
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representation requires information from four categories: present quality-of-service, the extent

to which this quality may be lost, the likelihoods of these losses, and explanation to aid in the

synthesis of control strategies. The concerns of operating a power system can be grouped into

four main areas [67]:

• operating costs

• environmental impact

• quality of service

• security.

These concerns are coupled and conflicting, improvements in one must be paid for with

degradation in others.

A power system is said to be secure if it is providing high quality service and is likely to

continue to do so despite the occurrence of random disturbances. A complete assessment of

security must answer three questions:

1 what is the current quality of the system?

2 what is the likelihood of disturbances?

3 if disturbances should occur, what quality losses will they produce?

The likelihoods of many disturbances and the responses of the system to all disturbances are

influenced by the pre-disturbance operating state in the system. In addition, responses can be

influenced by control actions taken after a disturbance. In other words security depends on both

pre-disturbance or preventive control actions, and on post-disturbance or corrective control

actions.

Security is freedom from risk of danger. Power systems, however, can never be secure in this

absolute sense. Security in power systems can only be qualified as absence of risk, specifically

the risk of disruption of continued system operation.

2.2.2 Operating states

The operation of an electrical power system is a complex process with frequent changes in the

operating state of the system. Every component failure, repair, planned or unplanned outage, or

change in the loading conditions will introduce a new operating state. It has been customary to

illustrate this process by the scheme in Figure 2.1 where operating history is described with the

help of a few generic system states. Each of these states can represent a wide variety of

conditions.

The operating states were first introduced by DyLiacco [28] and these operating states and the

definition of security have given the theoretic foundation for much recent work on power

system security. Initially the following operating states were introduced: preventive or normal
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Fig. 2.1. The process of power system operation [57].

state, emergency state and restorative state. In the normal state, all system loads are satisfied at

the specified voltage levels and frequency without violating the rated limits on any power

device. In the emergency state, some of the operating limits are violated (e.g., overloaded lines,

unacceptably low frequency, or overvoltage). In the restorative state, some of the loads are not

met (i.e., partial or total blackout), but the operating portion of the system is in a normal state.

In Figure 2.1 the number of states have been increased to also include an alert state, and the

emergency state has been divided into three different states depending on operating conditions.

The most frequent transition out of a normal state is to an alert state which is a fully operational

state but some further contingencies can cause a system problem which would send the system

to one of the emergency states. Occasionally, a temporary emergency condition would set in

where operator action can relieve unacceptable line stress or bus voltages and often return the

system to an alert or even a normal state. In many cases, however, such remedial action is

possible only if load is shed, transferring the system to a controlled emergency state. At other

times, contingencies in an alert state could force the system into an extreme emergency

condition, where stability and integrity (i.e. the continuation of interconnected operation) of the

system are threatened.

Although an emergency state is usually reached from a normal state via an alert state it can be

reached directly if exceptionally severe outages occur. These events, such as multiple or

cascading incidents, are usually referred to as extreme contingencies. Their effects are often

studied in order to design generic measures which may provide a second line of defense to the

power system in helping avoiding complete system shutdown.
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Initially, the main concern in power system operation was the evaluation of long-term effects of

component failures. However, over the last few years it has been gradually realized that both

long-term (static) as well as short-term (dynamic) effects have to be considered. Thus

consideration has to be given to both the final state of operation, and how it gets there.

2.2.3 Reliability

Power system reliability has been described through two attributes, adequacy and security.

These have been defined as:

Adequacy is the ability of the system to supply the aggregate electric power and energy

requirements of the customer within component ratings and voltage limits, taking into

account planned and unplanned outages.

Security is the ability of the system to withstand specific sudden disturbances such as the

unanticipated loss of system components.

While adequacy and security are not numerical quantities, each can be measured through

appropriate indices (such as frequency and mean durations of violations and the associated

amounts of energy not supplied).

STABLE

EXTREME
EMERGENCY

ADEQUACY

NORMAL

Alert:
potentially
unstable

Alert: potentially
inadequate

Alert: potentially
inadequate & unstable

INADEQUACY

EMERGENCY
(temporarily)

Inadequate,
potentially unstable

CASCADING

UNSTABLE
(! System collapse)

STABLE
(inadequate)

North American: insecure = potentially unstable

Europe: insecure = alert

Fig. 2.2. The process of power system operation [57].

A classification of system operating states is shown in Figure 2.2. A state is adequate if all loads

are served, system components are not stressed beyond their ratings and the bus voltages and

system frequency remain within tolerances. A state is normal if no credible contingencies

occurring in that state can lead to inadequacy or initiate cascading sequences. Such a state is
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both adequate and secure, and in this state, the conditions of system adequacy are fulfilled. Most

power systems reside in a normal state for over 99% of the time, and most transitions out of a

normal state are made to another normal state.

If after an occurrence of some contingency the condition of a normal state is no longer satisfied,

the system enters an alert state (called insecure in European usage). In an alert state, at least one

further credible contingency can result in inadequacy or initiate cascading. The definition of

credible contingencies can be different for each utility. Alert states may be of two types:

1 The state may be potentially inadequate; that is, contingencies can occur in it which

transfer the system into inadequate states with line overloads and/or bus voltages outside

tolerances and/or losses of load. While still stable, inadequate states are considered

emergency states in the sense that urgent operator action is needed to relieve the

symptoms of inadequacy.

2 The system may be potentially unstable; that is, contingencies can occur which trigger a

cascading sequence of events leading, in certain cases, to instability. This alert state is

called insecure state in the North American literature where the term is applied only to this

type of alert states.

An alert state may, of course, be both potentially inadequate and unstable. It must be realized,

however, that the alert state itself is perfectly adequate and stable; it is defined through events

causing instability or inadequacy that may eventually occur while in the state but have not yet

occurred.

While instability and cascading sequences are closely related, not every such sequence leads to

the ultimate consequence of instability; system collapse. In practice, stability may be regained

after cascading, either through a damping inherent in the process, or through fast system

protection action. It is nevertheless likely that the resulting stable state will not be adequate.

When using the term adequacy, care must be taken to make sure whether it refers to the system

or to an adequate operating state. The adequate state was discussed above. System adequacy is

determined by so-called N-l (or similar) tests where the selected set of credible contingencies

is examined and, if the states after the contingencies are still adequate, the system is considered

adequate. These post-contingency states may be normal or alert states.

2.2.4 Deterministic vs. probabilistic approaches

In the traditional deterministic culture, both adequacy and security are tested by a series of

systematic experiments. In the case of adequacy, the so-called N-l test is applied; key

components are removed one-by-one and the system must be so designed that no adequacy

violations (i.e. the load, voltages, var requirements, etc.) occur in the resulting system

configurations. The line loadings and bus voltages are computed through load flow analysis,
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and their maximum permissible values are determined respectively by the lines' thermal limits

and a utility's accepted operating criteria.

For security, stability studies are carried out for pre-selected contingencies and stability limits

(based on transient, long-term or dynamic stability criteria) are established for the line loadings

which are generally more constraining than the thermal limits. Security limits are determined

such that the system is stable, loses no load due to such contingencies, and system qualities

remain within emergency operating values regardless of system topology.

The weakness of the deterministic approach lies primarily in the arbitrariness of selecting

contingencies for the N-l tests and for choosing the cases for stability studies (which hides the

underlying probabilistic nature of many variables). The deterministic approach may also lead to

omitting important cases and including unlikely ones, possibly resulting in overdesign without

an indication that risks are reduced to acceptable levels.

Probabilistic approaches reduce these weaknesses, but their usefulness is compromised in two

areas where the methodology is not yet fully mature. One is the accuracy of the probabilistic

models employed and the precision of the solution methods. These problems are also present in

the deterministic approach, but due to the greater simplicity and transparency of this method the

simplifications and approximations applied are often perceived to be justified. As a

consequence, the deterministic approach can often unfairly enjoy higher credibility. The other

area is the unavailability of (most) standards for what constitutes acceptable risks.

Deterministic criteria based on an N-l rule tend to provide large margins in protecting the

system against severe contingencies. In practice this means that planners propose strong

systems and operators operate with large security margins.

2.3 On-line power system security analysis

2.3.1 Security analysis

Three main elements are involved in the on-line security analysis and control, namely:

• security monitoring

• security assessment

• security control.

They are tied together in the following framework:

Step 1. Security monitoring:

System and environmental variables are monitored by on-line measurements, it is identified if
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the system is in normal state or not. These measurements also provide the base-case conditions

for analysis of the effects of contingencies.

Step 2. Security assessment.

By evaluating the data provided by security monitoring, the relative robustness or security level

of the system in its present state is estimated. If the system is in the normal state, it is determined

whether the system is secure or insecure with respect to a set of contingencies.

Step 3. Security enhancement.

If the operating state is insecure or alert there is at least one contingency which can cause an

emergency. It has to be determined what action should be taken to make the system secure

through preventive action, or develop a corrective rescheduling in case the contingency occurs

and the system is violated.

Step 4. Emergency control:

Following a contingency which brings the system to the emergency state, proper corrective

action is executed to bring the system back to the normal (or at least to the alert) state. This is

sometimes also called remedial action.

Step 5. Restorative control:

Service is restored to system loads.

The monitoring component starts with the real-time measurements of physical quantities such

as line power flows, line current flows, power injections, and bus voltage magnitudes; as well

as, the status of breakers and switches. After telemetering the measured data from various

locations to the control center computer, bad data are rejected by a simple check of their

reasonability and consistency. The remaining data are processed to determine the system

configuration (generator and transmission network connection) or network topology. Then an

estimate of the system state variables (bus voltage magnitudes and phase angles for normal

steady-state) is obtained from the remaining data.

State estimation is a mathematical procedure for computing the "best" estimate of the state

variables of the power system based on the available data, which are in general computed with

errors. Prior to state estimation, one would like to know:

1 whether state estimation of the system is possible (enough of the network is observable)

2 if not, in which part of the system state estimation is still possible

3 whether there is any bad data present; if so, which data are bad and should be discarded
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The observability analysis and bad data detection and identification are parts of the state

estimation.

A set of contingencies is needed in order to assess whether a normal operating state is secure or

not. The contingency selection process employs a scheme to select a set of important and

plausible disturbances. Security assessment currently involves primarily steady-state load flow

analysis. Stability constraints are expressed in terms of the limits for line-flows and bus

voltages. Therefore, to assess the system response to contingencies, a contingency evaluation is

carried out using the on-line load flows.

The on-line load flow uses the actual load flow model of one's own system (from the state

estimation solution) together with a system representation of the unmonitored network and

neighboring systems, i.e., an external network model. Because the contingencies are future

events, a bus load forecast is needed. Certain implementations of the state estimator render the

external model observable by strategic placement of pseudo-measurements. Then the state

estimate is performed on the entire model in one step.

2.3.2 Security assessment

Security assessment is analysis performed to determine whether, and to what extent, a power

system is "reasonably" safe from serious interference to its operation. Thus security assessment

involves the evaluation of available data to estimate the relative robustness (security level) of

the system in its present state or some near-term future state. The form of the assessment will

depend on what types of data are available and on the underlying formulation of the security

problem.

Security assessment is the analysis performed to determine whether the current operating

condition is secure, and to specify secure operating limits for power transfer on transmission

lines or bottlenecks. The operating limits are determined by transmission line thermal overload

limits, voltage stability, and limits induced by angular instability problems.

Two alternative approaches to the security assessment problem may be distinguished - direct

and indirect.

In the direct approach the likelihood of the emergency state is estimated. The probability of the

power system state moving from the normal state to the emergency state has to be calculated.

The common practice of assessing security has been based on analysis of a fixed set of

contingencies and classifying the system as insecure if any member of the set would result in

transition to the emergency state.

The indirect method involves definition of a set of system "security" variables. These variables

should be maintained within predefined limits in order to provide adequate reserve margins.
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Examples of such security variables are: spinning (MW) reserve, equipment (line, transformer,

etc.) ratings, VAR reserves within defined regions. These margins could be determined by off-

line studies. The security assessment then would consist of tracking all such reserve margins

relative to system conditions.

2.3.3 Contingency analysis

Contingency analysis plays an important role in security assessment. The purpose of the

contingency analysis is to identify all contingencies causing violation in the base-case.

Contingencies might be events like unplanned or unscheduled equipment outages.

An outage might cause overload which can damage transmission and generator equipment if the

overload persists long enough. Even if the overload itself does not cause damage it can result in

outage of more equipment by the action of protection relays. The result can be an uncontrollable

cascading of equipment outages resulting in partial or total system blackouts. An outage might

also cause other problems such as voltage violations, voltage instability problems, or angular

instability problems.

The use of a contingency analysis is predicated on the idea that when forewarned, the operator

can take some action before or after the event that will help the system avoid problems involved

in an outage. As such, its economic justification comes from the wishes of the electric utility to

avoid overloads that might directly damage equipment, or worse, might cause widespread

power outages to customers.

Contingency analysis is difficult because of the conflict between the accuracy with which the

power system is modeled and the speed required to model all the contingencies that the operator

specifies. If the contingencies can be evaluated fast enough, then all cases specified on the

contingency list are run periodically and alarms are reported to the operators. This is possible if

the calculation for each outage case can be performed very fast or if the number of contingencies

to be run is very small.

With modern energy management systems the number of contingency cases to be solved is

usually a few hundred to a few thousand cases. Coupled with the fact that the results are to be

as accurate as if run with a full power flow program, this makes the execution of a contingency

analysis program within an acceptable time frame extremely difficult.

Figure 2.3 shows the different elements in the contingency analysis.

Contingency definition

Typical contingencies consist of outages such as loss of generation units or transmission

components (transmission lines, transformers, substation buses, or pieces of switch gear). Each
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Fig. 2.3. Elements of contingency analysis

contingency must be specified separately. The definition of a contingency could be as simple as

the name of the component. In the analysis the contingency then is modeled by removing the

component from the load flow model. The contingency can also be modeled by a list of breakers

needed to be operated to correctly model the outage of the equipment. In some cases it might be

necessary to include dependent multiple contingencies.

Contingency selection

Due to the computational burden it is impossible to find all contingencies that cause violations.

One way to speed up the process of contingency analysis is to note that most outages do not

cause system problems. A significant speed increase could be obtained by simply studying only

the important cases. This has led to definition and implementation of special ranking schemes

in order to find the potentially worst contingencies.

The number of contingencies can be reduced by:

1 Fixed list

Using a fixed list of contingencies for analysis. Many operators claim to know the outage

cases that are important to their system and they can get along running them alone.

2 Direct methods

These methods involve screening and direct ranking of the contingency cases. Screening

is fast approximate power flows for each contingency case, where voltages and flows are

monitored and an index is calculated for each case.

3 Indirect methods ("Sensitivity based ranking methods')

These methods produce values of the contingency-case severity indices, without

calculating the monitored quantities. The methods are faster than the direct methods but

not as accurate.

Heuristic (rule-based) and knowledge-based methods have also been introduced for

contingency selection, two examples are given in [19,29]. In [16,17] the notion of correctability

is introduced and the presented contingency selection also flags contingencies which are
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identified as not easily correctable.

Contingency evaluation

In the selection process a reduced list of contingencies ordered by the estimated severity is

produced. Full AC-load flow will be performed on this list until a specified stop criterion is

reached. An example of stop criterion might be that the number of successive contingencies that

do not cause any problems exceeds a specified number, or that all the contingencies in the list

have been evaluated.

Special techniques are often implemented in the contingency evaluation to speed up the process.

Very often the decoupled load flow method is adopted. The influence of outages is often

incorporated using special compensation techniques or factor updating, see [30].

The result from the contingency evaluation is a list of contingencies causing a system problem,

together with the associated contingency consequence.

Interpretation

After the contingency analysis an interpretation process is required. The operator can respond

to the potential contingency consequence with three alternatives:

• change the pre-contingency state to avoid the problem

• develop a control strategy that will remove the problem if it occurs

• decide to do nothing, since the problem can obviously be removed.

The interpretation is a difficult task. The contingencies have to be classified according to

whether the violations can be removed if the contingency occurs. The interpretation will consist

of finding the suitable remedial actions for each contingency, and verifying that these actions

are practicable for implementation.

2.4 Operating costs

2.4.1 The energy market

In the Norwegian (and Swedish) deregulated power system normal operation is organized

through different power markets; the futures market and the spot market. The futures market

permits the purchase of weekly base or peak load contracts for up to three years in advance,

allowing generators and loads to manage the price risk. The spot market accepts bids for all 24

hours of each day until noon the preceding day. The bids are in form of linear segment price

versus quantity curves for both generators and loads. The bids are aggregated into separate price

versus quantity curves for supply and demand. These curves are crossed to obtain a system
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price.

The actual short-term scheduling is determined from the balance of supply and demand in the

power markets. This competitive environment has led to larger variations in load flow patterns

[72], and more often the power transmission demand exceeds the available capacity determined

by the N-l criterion.

The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration (NVE) has established

recommendations involving more cost-effective power system operation, and as an implication

the system operator (Statnett) should aim to minimize cost elements like [63]:

• investment cost

• cost of electric losses

• operation and maintenance costs

• interruption costs.

Typical cost elements in power system operation cost will be:

• congestion or bottleneck costs, CCong(m,F), which will depend on market demands (m)

and power flow (F)

• interruption costs, CEiC(w,F), which can depend on factors like weather conditions (w),

and power flow (F)

• cost elements due to electric losses or due to control actions to enhance security.

Some of these cost elements will be discussed in detail in the following.

2.4.2 Congestion management and congestion cost

Constraint or congestion costs (also termed bottleneck costs) arise when the power transfer

determined by the power market Fm, is limited by system operators due to security reasons, i.e.

when a bottleneck occurs. In Norway a bottleneck may be treated in two different ways [20 -

22,72]:

• price area congestion management

• buyback congestion management.

Price area congestion management

When congestion (a bottleneck) is predicted, the system is split into price areas at predicted

congestion bottlenecks. Spot market bidders must submit separate bids for each price area in

which they have generation and load. If no congestion occurs during market settlement, the

market will settle at one price, which will be the same as if no price areas existed. If congestion

does occur, price areas are separately settled at prices which satisfy transmission constraints.
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Areas with excess generation will have lower prices, and areas with excess load higher prices.

The price area method of congestion management has interesting cash flow implications. The

market receives income, sometimes called congestion rents, as a result of congestion. In the

congested case, the market purchases an amount of energy equal to the transfer limit at the low

price area price, and sells it at the high price area price.

A simple example will be used to illustrate this fact. Consider two bid areas, A and B, each

having aggregate generation (G, in MWh) and demand (D, in MWh) bid curves which are linear

functions of price (P, in NOK). Specifically, let:

Da = 250 -P a , Ga = 3 - P a - 5 0 (2.1)

Db = 629-2 ,86 • Pb , Gb = 2 • Pb (2.2)

In the unconstrained case, the prices are equal and the total generation must equal the total

demand:

Pa = Pb = P , Ga + Gb = Da + Db (2.3)

In the uncongested case the price is settled at (Equations 2.1 and 2.2) P = Pu = 104.85 NOK/

MWh, giving a demand in area A of Da = 145.15 MWh while the production in area A is only

Ga = 264.55 MWh. In the unconstrained case this results in a transfer Tu from A to B of 119.4

MWh.

If the transfer limit (T) is 70 MWh, then each area must be resolved separately. In area A,

generation may only exceed load by the transfer limit:

G a - D a = T (2.4)

From Equations 2.1 and 2.4, Pa = 92.5 NOK/MWh, Da = 157.5 MWh and Ga = 227.5 MWh.

Similarly Pb = 115.0 NOK/MWh, E^ = 300.0 MWh and Gb = 230.0 MWh. Price and generation

in area A have decreased, and load increased, so that the spot market meets the transfer limit,

and congestion is prevented. Price increases in area B. The solution is given graphically in

Figure 2.4.

For the case as presented in this example, the market purchases 70 MWh in area A at 92.5 NOK/

MWh and sells it in area B at 115.0 NOK/MWh receiving NOK 1575 from the transaction. The

market gives this income to the system operator. The congestion income varies with the transfer

limit, this is illustrated in Figure 2.5. When the limit is higher than the unconstrained transfer,

the price in all bid areas is the same and there is no income. As the transfer limit decreases,

congestion income increases to some maximum value and then declines to zero when the

transfer limit is zero.
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Buyback congestion management

When congestion occurs in on-line operation, it is corrected by purchasing generation

adjustment from bids to the regulating market. This market is operated by the system operator

and is also used to adjust generation to match changes in and control frequency. Bids to the

regulating market are accepted after the spot market is settled. The bids are stairsteps bids,

centered on the market price, indicating how much a generator wants to be paid to raise its

output (or a load to lower its consumption) and how much a generator pays to lower its output

(or a load to raise its consumption). When congestion appears, the system operator selects the

lowest cost block(s) of energy to buy or sell, as necessary to correct the congestion. The highest

cost block selected during each hour of operation, for either regulation or congestion

management, determines the regulation market price for the selected buyers or sellers.
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Buyback control costs the system operator money. If transmission from area A to B is

overloaded by 10 MW, the system operator must purchase 10 MW of generation in area B and

sell 10 MW in area A. If the area B regulating bid to raise 10 MW is NOK 2 over market price,

the operator will pay 117 NOK/MWh for 10 MWh in area B and sell 10 MWh at 90.5 NOK/

MWh in area A, for a net cost of NOK 265. Note that the generator in area A originally sold its

10 MWh to the spot market for 92.5 NOK/MWh and is now buying it back for the regulated

market at 90.5 NOK/MWh, so its net income from buyback is NOK 20.

Congestion costs

The differences in cash flows for the two ways of handling congestion (price areas and buyback)

can result in different results if the objective of rninimization of operating costs is applied. In

the case of different price areas, the "congestion costs" for the system operator become negative

(income). However, a congestion would result in an increase in socio-economic costs. In the

high price area there would be a seller's surplus while in the low price area there would be a

buyer's surplus. It can be shown that the net result is an increase in socio-economic costs.

There is an ongoing discussion whether the system operator (in the Norwegian power system)

should handle congestion by introduction of price areas or by the buyback principle. In this

work, however, it will be assumed that a congestion will result in a congestion costs which will

be minimized. Anyway, if a congestion has not been predicted, this will result in congestion

costs which the system operator has to pay.

2.4.3 Outage consequences and interruption costs

Outages of system components like transmission lines or generating units may cause the

interruption of system load. A possible measure of system robustness or security is the

interruption cost due to equipment outages. The amount of load lost due to a contingency is hard

to measure in a meshed power system, thus this amount will include considerable uncertainty.

Interruption costs occur when outages result in the interruption of load. The interruption costs

are the customers' total costs of non-delivered energy resulting from transmission grid failures.

Higher interface flow increases the risk of outages leading to system collapse, thus the expected

costs increase with increasing interface flow.

Customer surveys seem to be the preferred method for the estimation of customer interruption

costs. A thorough discussion of estimating interruption costs is beyond the scope of the work in

this thesis, and for detailed information reference is made to the work in [42] (with further

references). In this part some important aspects related to the use of interruption costs in power

system operation are presented.

Different cost evaluation approaches may be used in customer surveys, examples are:
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• Direct costs evaluation which is applicable to industrial and commercial sectors where

direct outage costs often are easily attainable. Typical cost elements are lost production,

lost sales, cost of wages for overtime, damaged equipment and start up costs.

• Indirect worth evaluation which are often used in the residential sector. This includes the

evaluation of preparatory actions such as insurance policies and standby generators.

These cost estimates are considered to be the customers' valuation of avoiding different

interruption consequences.

• Contingent worth evaluation where the customers are asked about their willingness to pay

an extra to avoid interruptions, or what they would be willing to accept in compensation

for having an interruption.

The questionnaires typically contain hypothetical questions on cost valuation for different

interruption scenarios like:

• momentary interruptions

• interruptions of 1 hour, 4 hours, 8 hours and 24 hours

• cost reduction for planned interruptions

• cost variation for different months, weeks, days and hours of the day

The results from customer surveys are usually presented as normalized cost estimates and give

cost functions (cp) in monetary units per kW of load not supplied as a function of interruption

duration. Different cost functions are given for different sectors or load categories. These cost

functions are often referred to as Customer Damage Functions (CDF). The various customer

categories result in different cost curves.

Interruption costs for a given outage

An outage may result in an interruption of load which may last for a period of say r hours. For

an outage where this outage duration is known, this cost is given by (note that cpjj and q in

general are functions of interruption duration):

Cj(F) = cp j • Pi(F) [ = r; • C; • Pj(F)] (2.5)

where:

• q is the average time to restoration [per hour]

• cp]; is the cost of the amount of load lost for contingency / [NOK/kW]

• Cj is the cost of energy not supplied for contingency i [NOK/kWh]

• Pi(F) is the expected amount of load lost, for contingency i, at an interface flow F [kW]

The customers which lose their supply are mostly concerned with their ability to use their

electrical equipment for residential, commercial and industrial purposes, not with the amount of

energy that the equipment would have consumed if the supply would have been available [36].
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In the customer surveys the customers value the outage costs in monetary units for outages of

specified duration. Thus, if an interruption of load occurs, and the amount of load lost and

duration are known, the outage costs are specified in monetary units (by Equation 2.5).

The failure rate X^ gives the relative amount of failures which is expected to occur within the

next time interval. Thus, the expected interruption cost due to an outage i in the next hour is

given by:

Ci , EIC( F ) = *i • Ci(F) = V Cp> i • p i ( p ) = V Ti • cj • P;(F) (2.6)

The total expected interruption costs for the next hour can be found by the summation of all

possible outages resulting in interruption of load.

Expected interruption costs

The annual expected interruption costs CEJC are the customers' expected costs of non-delivered

energy resulting from transmission grid failures. To identify the expected interruption costs, the

annual amount of energy not supplied is needed. Average values for non-delivered energy can

be found by:

= Pm -? i - r (2.7)

where:

• AW is the annual non-delivered energy

• Pm is the mean interrupted load

• A, is the mean failure rate

• r is the mean time to repair.

These values represent mean expected values, and these calculations will only result in

approximate values for energy not supplied. The parameters X and r may also be time dependent

but this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

In a radial network these parameters are relatively easy to identify. In meshed networks, failure

mode and effects analysis may be performed to identify the appropriate reliability indices. The

failure modes are related to the minimal cut sets of the system. For a main transmission grid the

consequences of component outages can be difficult to identify. Load may be lost due to system

problems like thermal overload, voltage instability and angular instability, and the effect of

component outages must be analyzed in detail.

In a power system the number of possible outages may be large even if only single outages are

considered. Even if minimal cut sets can be found, it can be practically impossible to analyze

the effect of all the possible combinations of outages. A contingency analysis may be performed
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to reduce the number of contingencies or outages which could lead to system problems. An

outage identified by a contingency analysis may or may not result in interruption of system load.

Calculation of expected interruption costs involves the identification of contingency events and

system phenomena that could lead to system blackouts. For each blackout scenario the

consequences have to be estimated based on characteristics of the affected loads and the

estimated restoration times. One single contingency or outage may lead to several different

outage scenarios.

Assuming that the possible outage scenarios and the associated scenario probability and load

lost could be predicted, the expected interruption costs [NOK/h] could be found by:

N

C E I C (w,F)=

i = 1 Vj = 1

(2.8)

where:

• X (̂w) is a weather dependent failure rate of contingency i [failures per year]

• w is a weather parameter

• py is the probability of contingency / resulting in outage scenario^

• ry is the average time to restoration for contingency i and scenario./ [h]

• cy is the cost of energy not supplied for contingency i and scenario j [NOK/MWh]

• Py(F) is the expected amount of load lost, for contingency / and scenario y at load level

(interface flow) F [MW]

• N is the number of contingencies analyzed

• M(i) is the number of outage scenarios for contingency i.

The prediction of outage scenarios includes a great deal of uncertainty. Especially the scenario

probabilities and load lost would be difficult to predict.

Assuming that average expected values for interruption time, interruption cost and load lost

associated with a contingency i could be found, an approximation of the expected interruption

costs for the next hour at a load level F, could be given by:

N

CEic(w, F) = X (g^o ' Y W ) ) ' f i ' Ci' P i ( F )

i= 1

2.4.4 Other cost elements

Some other cost elements which could influence decisions in power system operation are:
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• cost of electric losses

• cost of corrective and preventive actions

• cost of maintaining adequate active and reactive power reserves.

Except for cost of any corrective or preventive actions, these cost elements will not be

considered in this work. These cost elements are only expected to be of minor magnitude when

compared to the cost of congestion or the cost of interruption of loads.

Any corrective or preventive actions like shedding of load to enhance security could result in

quite considerable costs if such actions are applied.

2.5 Power system operation

One of the main objectives of operating power systems is to maintain secure operation under

varying operating conditions due to changes in load demand or network configurations. System

security may be threatened by contingencies like outages of transmission lines, generating units,

or other equipment. Power system security assessment is performed to estimate the system

robustness, and to find operating limits for a specified time interval in the future.

To clarify important elements in power system operation, an example of a transmission line

interface is presented. The Hasle interface shown in Figure 2.6 is a major interface for power

transfer between Norway and Sweden. This interface is known to represent a bottleneck in the

Nordic power system. The power transfer, also called interface flow is the sum of the power

transfer on the transmission lines in the interface.
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Fig. 2.6. The Hasle interface

Operational security assessment mainly involves the determination of interface flow limits. An

interface is defined as a set of transmission lines separating two portions of the power system

(closed interface), or a subset of transmission lines exposed to a substantial portion of the

transmission exchange between two parts of the system (open interface) [72]. The interface flow
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represents the net flow from a sending end to a receiving end area.

Interface flow limits determined by the N-l criterion assure that no single outage of a

transmission line or a production unit will lead to any security limit violations. The power

transfer may be limited by:

• line overload (thermal limits)

• system voltage instability which can lead to voltage collapse

• system dynamic instability

• cascading of lines.

When a contingency, e.g. an outage of the transmission line from load bus 1021 to 405, results

in violation of limits for power transfer, the interface represents a bottleneck in power system

operation.

2.5.1 Corrective and preventive actions

If any of the possible events has unacceptable consequences, either preventive or corrective

actions could be considered. Such actions can be introduced to enhance security. Preventive

actions are performed prior to any contingency, to prevent unacceptable consequences if any of

these contingencies should occur.

Corrective actions are performed after a contingency has occurred. These actions can be

performed to reduce security violations in a post-contingency case, or to bring the system back

to normal operation if the contingency has caused to the power system to enter an emergency

state.

Preventive or corrective actions can take the form of redispatch, shedding load, or various other

alternative ways of controlling system parameters.

However, these actions require time to be accomplished. The necessary time-scales for remedial

action vary with the problem. If the inadequacy is a thermal overload then the operator may have

many minutes or even hours to seek a solution. If the problem is one of voltage (i.e. either

overvoltage or voltage collapse), then the timescale is several seconds to a few minutes. If it is

transient instability, the timescale is seconds, at most [57].

The inclusion of preventive or corrective actions can alter the operation of the power system. A

system operator may for example allow a higher interface flow on a critical transmission

interface, if corrective actions can increase the security level if a critical contingency should

occur.

In [74] several types of actions that are considered implemented in the Norwegian power system
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are described. The actions considered are aiming at stability, voltage stability and overload

problems. Different aspects that are described are:

• load shedding, either due to frequency variations or low voltages

• unloading or tripping of generators

An example of a corrective action implemented in the Norwegian power system, is the tripping

of generation. If an overload is registered on the transmission line from Hasle (Norway) to

Borgvik (Sweden) in the Hasle-interface, 600 MW of production at this power plant is shed

[35].

Shedding of load as a corrective action could be implemented similar to the tripping of

generation. Load could be shed at different locations based on monitoring of voltages, interface

flow, load margins [77], and disconnections of specific transmission lines. Some consumers

could be offered special tariffs for disconnection of load as a corrective action.

Shedding of load as a preventive action could be implemented by offering special tariffs for

loads like electro boilers. These loads can be shed on short notice (300 MW of electro boilers

in Oslo can be shed within 1 hour). These loads could be disconnected if the interface flow on

a critical transmission interface (i.e. the Hasle - interface) exceeded a given limit.

[74] also reports on some preventive or corrective actions implemented in other parts of the

world: (Northwest Power Pool (NWPP), USA; Florida Power and Light Co USA; BC Hydro

and Ontario Hydro Canada; Sweden).

2.5.2 The traditional N-1 criterion

The current practice in most transmission utilities is to use deterministic criteria to determine

operating limits. No single outages or contingencies giving limit violations (thermal/voltage

stability/angular stability limits) are allowed. This is known as the N-1 criterion. For this

criterion, the power system should withstand any single contingency without resulting in

unacceptable consequences.

In normal weather conditions the probability of the initial fault is quite small, and deterministic

criteria are thought to give too conservative operating limits, imposing unnecessarily high

constraint costs for producers and grid operators. On the other hand, with severe weather

conditions the operating limits determined by an N-1 criterion may not be sufficient.

In the N-1 criterion the probabilities of critical contingencies are only indirectly included. The

probability of independent multiple contingencies is considered to be so low that only single

contingencies are included in a contingency list. According to the N-1 criterion the power

system should withstand all the contingencies in this list. Common mode multiple faults can,
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however, have higher probabilities and should therefore be included in the list.

An important task in power system operation has been power system security assessment, where

the ability of a system to withstand disturbances is considered. One of the main tasks is to

identify potentially critical contingencies.

2.5.3 A probabilistic approach minimizing expected operating costs

Probabilistic methods are thought to better fulfil the demands of more flexible and sensitive

power system operation than the current practice in determining operating limits in the power

grid. The deterministic N-l criterion is not sensitive to varying outage probabilities, nor does it

include the economic aspect. The outage probabilities may vary with changing weather

conditions.

A probabilistic approach to determine operating limits for interface flow on critical transmission

interfaces has been proposed by Statnett [48,49]. The main objective in this approach is to

operate in a way that will balance the congestion costs and costs associated with system failure.

In "fair weather" when outage probabilities and thereby the expected consequences are low,

operating the power system this way may lead to power flow limits which are higher than the

limits given by the N-l criterion. In "severe weather" with higher outage probabilities this

criterion may lead to lower power flow limits.

The optimal solution is found by minimizing (for simplicity the variables m and w have been

omitted):

min(CT 0 T(F)) = min[CCong(F) + CEIC(F)] (2.10)

Fig. 2.7. Optimal solution determined by cost minimization
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The interface flow limit will vary with time, spot prices, and factors affecting the grid operating

costs. The optimal solution is illustrated in Figure 2.7. A methodology for determining

operating limits based on minimization of operating costs is presented in [48].

2.5.4 Penalty function approach

A method which includes risk assessment and gives a compromise solution between cost

optimization and secure operation has been presented in [72]. This method, the penalty function

method, includes modeling of risk aversive attitude. The solution is given by a compromise

between the optimum solution given by the approach, presented in the previous section, and a

criterion for operation regarded as "safe".

The approach is inspired from [60] and uses fuzzy membership functions to combine the N-l

criterion for risk assessment and the criterion for cost minimization. This approach may also

incorporate the operator's judgments interactively.

Fuzzy membership (or penalty) functions combine the N-l criterion for risk assessment and the

criterion for cost minimization. The penalty functions take any value in [0,1], the higher values

being associated with higher risk or disadvantage. An unacceptable level is given by a value

equal to one. Two penalty functions are introduced. One, |%_y, is associated with risk of a severe

system collapse. The other penalty function, \LCT, is associated with the aim of minimizing the

total grid operating costs.

The flow limit determined by the N-l criterion, F ^ , is regarded as "safe". For interface flows

lower than Fjsj.i, the penalty function \iN.j equals zero. Higher interface flows introduce

additional risk, thus introducing a penalty higher than zero. The penalty function equals one for

interface flow higher than a maximum acceptable limit, Fmax. The maximum limit may be

related to line overload limits, system angular stability limits, voltage stability limits, etc. The

penalty function [i.N_j may take the form given in Figure 2.8 A).

The other objective is related to minimization of costs. Thus, the penalty function \iCT increases

when the total cost CT0T(F) deviates from its minimum value, Ctot>mirp see Figure 2.7. This is

indicated in Figure 2.8 B) where Ctotmax represents the maximum acceptable total cost as

specified by the operator.

The "best" decision is to choose an interface flow minimizing the maximum penalty:

min[max(penalty(F))] = min[max(nCT(F), |J,N_1(F))] (2.11)

The penalty function \iCT as a function of interface flow limit F takes the form given in Figure

2.9 (two different penalty functions are presented).

The "best" solution is illustrated in Figure 2.10, given by the intersection of {%.; and \x.^j (solid
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line) at Fj. A different penalty function \iCT given by the dotted line, resulted in an operating

limit F2 considerably lower than the limit found by cost minimization, Fopt.

Fig. 2.10. Compromise solution
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The steepness of \IQJ(F) will depend on factors like:

• the maximum accepted total cost Ct0(max

• the shape of the total cost curve CTOT(F)

Accepting a large deviation from Ctolmjn results in a more risk aversive attitude or less steep

\lCj{F). The lower, and more secure interface flow limit is chosen by operating away from the

optimal solution.

For a rapid increase in CJQJ(F) on either side of the optimal solution Fopt, a steep increase in

V-Ci(F) *s obtained (solid line), and the solution Fj is rather close to the cost minimization Fopt.

A flatter total cost curve results in a less steep licr(F) (dotted line). In such a situation the

penalty function method will chose an operating limit with a higher degree of security, without

giving too large an increase in operating costs.

In this method, the total operating costs given by the congestion and expected outage costs, is

minimized, while trying to keep the system operation "as safe as possible". A minimum

operating cost Copt has been found from the cost curve. Insecure system operation is defined by

operating at interface power flow above FN.j. Operating at power flow in excess of an upper

limit Fg is considered unacceptable.

The optimizing problem can be stated by, "operate as close the optimum solution, while still

maintaining as secure operation as possible". This is obtained by introducing penalty functions

for deviations from the above stated objective and constraint. This method can be interpreted

as: "keeping the solution close to an uncertain minimum Copt, while keeping the solution within

secure limits for safe system operation", thus, making a decision in an uncertain (fuzzy)

environment.

2.5.5 A strategy for probabilistic and risk based approaches

In order to calculate new interface flow limits based on outage probabilities and risk assessment

several types of analysis are needed. Figure 2.11 shows an overview of analysis required to

determine operating limits based on operating costs and security aspects. This figure was

presented in [73].

The calculations require a base-case representing the power flow in the next hour or the period

of interest. This may be provided by a state estimator. From the state estimator, and from the

market demands the power transfer demands on critical transmission interfaces can be found.

A contingency analysis is needed to determine critical contingencies which potentially can lead

to violation of security limits, and predict the possible consequence of critical contingencies in

terms of load lost and interruption cost estimates. Dynamic as well as steady state analysis could
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Fig. 2.11. Overview of the process of determining operating limits

be considered, and phenomena like thermal overload, voltage stability, and angular stability

problems can be analyzed.

To determine weather dependent parameters, information from a weather forecast should be

included. Uncertainties in weather conditions could be represented as described in Chapter 4,

and included in calculations of interruption costs.

Based on a market situation, the congestion costs for (some preselected) critical transmission

interfaces, known to cause congestion, can be determined. Once the power prices and power

demand on the critical interfaces are known, the constraint costs can be determined (e.g. by the

buyback principle).

The interruption costs can be determined based on estimates of the amount of load lost. Other

cost elements, like cost of electric losses, could also be included in the total operating costs.

Corrective or preventive actions could be considered to enhance power system security in pre-

and post-contingency cases. These actions may depend on a system operator's experience
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(especially corrective actions), and in many cases they may also consist of a predetermined set

of actions.

The operating limit for critical transmission interfaces can now be determined depending on the

choice of approach: N-l criterion (no cost estimates needed), minimization of the expected

operating costs, a criterion which includes risk assessment like the penalty function method, or

the regret approach presented in this thesis.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has given a brief introduction to important aspects of power system security

assessment and power system operation. In the chapter key concepts are described, and some of

the analyses required are discussed. The chapter also gives a short introduction to the

Norwegian power market, and to cost elements which could be important in determining

optimal and secure operating limits by future operating criteria.

As they move towards more flexible power system operation, system operators will face new

problems. New operating tools for decision support will be necessary to determine operating

limits which bring the power system closer to the socio-economic optimum or closer to secure

limits.

Power system operation involves several aspects of uncertainty. Despite the amount of

uncertainty present, a system operator will have to make a decision on the level of system load

which can be accepted, or how large power transfer which can be accepted on transmission

interfaces, etc. Such a decision should be based on a power system security assessment,

assessing the potential risks involved due to possible phenomena that threaten system security.
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Chapter 3

Voltage stability -
An overview of theory and analysis

This chapter gives a description of voltage stability. Important voltage stability

definitions are introduced, together with factors causing voltage instability like

mechanisms for load restoration. An overview of some commonly used voltage

stability indices is also included. These indices are used to predict the proximity to

voltage collapse. Many different methods for voltage stability analysis have been

implemented. In this chapter a brief description of methods is given. Finally a

particular implementation of the continuation power flow and a load factor is

described in some detail.

3.1 Introduction

Power system voltage stability is a dynamic phenomenon involving power generation,

transmission and distribution. Voltage stability is closely associated with other aspects of power

system steady-state and dynamic performance. Voltage control, reactive power compensation

and management, rotor angle (synchronous) stability, protective relaying, and control center

operations all influence voltage stability.

Voltage stability covers a wide range of phenomena. Induction motors, air conditioning or

HVDC links can lead to fast acting system responses which within seconds can lead to system

collapse. While for on-load tap changers the process is slow, where a possible system collapse

due to voltage instability may take several minutes to evolve. Thus, voltage stability might mean

different things to different engineers.

In developing power systems voltage problems are expected, and likewise in the case of major

system break-ups. But also in mature power systems voltage stability may be of concern. Two

possible reasons are the intensive use of existing generation and transmission, and the increased
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use of shunt capacitors for reactive compensation. Excessive use of shunt capacitors will extend

the transfer limits, but will make the system more prone to voltage collapse.

The time frame of a voltage collapse can vary from a few seconds to several minutes. For some

of these events this might be enough time for operators to act. However, there is a need for

reliable voltage stability indices for the detection of proximity to voltage collapse. Section 3.5

provides an overview of some indices used for voltage stability.

Voltage stability is a dynamic phenomenon, thus there should be an obvious need for dynamic

voltage stability analysis. For the faster, transient, phenomena dynamic simulations are

necessary, but for slower, longer term phenomena, steady state-based methods might suffice. A

brief overview of some commonly used methods for voltage stability analysis is provided in

Section 3.6. Neither the list of methods, nor the depth of description is exhaustive.

In this research work a particular implementation of the continuation power flow is used. This

method was chosen because the implementation was available. This method does not suffer

from the ill-conditioning of load flow equations near the maximum power transfer capability

limit, thus this method is capable of tracking the entire PV-curve. This implementation is

described in some detail in Section 3.7.

Section 3.8 describes a load index which measures the load distance for individual load buses,

this index will be introduced in the models presented in Chapter 4. This index was chosen

because it can be used to predict voltage vulnerable areas or load buses, and because it is easily

calculated from the load flow equations.

The part of the chapter describing the general voltage stability theory is mainly based on

[23,31,56,68,75], while the part describing voltage stability analysis is based on [3,31,34,46].

3.1.1 Definitions

There are several definitions used for voltage stability. Voltage stability is a subset of overall

system stability. Some of the definitions developed by the CIGRE working group 38, which are

analogous to stability definitions, are:

Voltage stability

A power system at a given operating state is small-disturbance voltage stable if, following any

small disturbance, voltages near loads are identical or close to the pre-disturbance values.

(Small-disturbance voltage stability corresponds to a related linearized dynamic model with

eigenvalues having negative real parts. For analysis, discontinuous models for tap changers may

have to be replaced with equivalent continuous models.)
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A power system at a given operating state and subject to a given disturbance is voltage stable if

voltages near loads approach post-disturbance equilibrium values. The disturbed state is within

the region of attraction of the stable post-disturbance equilibrium.

Voltage instability

Voltage instability is the lack of voltage stability, and results in progressive voltage decrease (or

increase).

Voltage collapse

A power system at a given operating state and subject to a given disturbance undergoes voltage

collapse if post-disturbance equilibrium voltages are below acceptable limits. Voltage collapse

may be total (blackout) or partial.

In this definition of voltage collapse, the cause of low voltages is not mentioned. Mansour [80]

suggests a definition of voltage collapse where voltage instability is the cause of low voltages.

Voltage security

Voltage security means the ability of a system, not only to operate stably, but also to remain

stable following credible contingencies or load increase. It often means the existence of

considerable margin from an operating point to the voltage instability point (or the maximum

power transfer point) following credible contingencies.

3.1.2 Time frames for voltage instability

Voltage instability and collapse dynamics span a range from a few milliseconds to tens of

minutes. Voltage stability is often classified as either:

• transient voltage stability

• longer term voltage stability.

There is almost always a clear separation between the two time frames [68]. Figure 3.1 shows

many power system components and controls which play a role in voltage stability. However,

only some will significantly participate in a particular incident or scenario. The system

characteristics and the disturbance will determine which phenomena are important.

The time frame of transient voltage stability is zero to about 10 seconds. A voltage collapse is

often caused by unfavorable fast acting load dynamics of components such as induction motors

or DC convenors. The scenarios will often involve large disturbances like temporary short

circuits. The unfavorable fast acting load dynamics will also often be the final cause of any

voltage collapse also in longer term voltage collapse.
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Fig. 3.1. Voltage stability phenomena and time responses [68].

Introduction of high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission has also been known to cause

transient voltage stability problems, the HVDC inverter presenting the more unfavorable "load"

characteristic.

For longer term voltage stability the time frame is from 10 seconds to 10-20 minutes. Such

scenarios often involve high loads, high power imports and sudden large disturbances. The

disturbance causes high reactive power losses and voltage sags in load areas. Load can be

restored by different mechanisms like the action of on-load tap changers or thermostatically

controlled load. Load restoration in load areas causes further sags of transmission voltages.

Local reactive support can be lost when the field current of nearby, overloaded and overexcited

generators, is reduced by over excitation limiters. Thus, load voltages will sag even more.

The longer term instability can also be driven by a very large load buildup or large rapid power

transfer increase.

For this time-frame the overall response time is quite slow, the mechanisms causing the voltage

instability act slowly compared to the speed of response of the voltage controlled equipment,

such as generator excitation controls and SVC controls. Voltages at controlled buses are

therefore restored well before the overall load characteristics like load restoration.
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3.2 Mechanisms

Voltage instability and collapse are dynamic and normally large disturbance phenomena,

involving load, transmission and generation subsystems of large power systems. Three key

aspects of voltage stability are:

1 The ability of the network to transfer power, particularly reactive power, from the point

of production to the point of consumption.

2 The load characteristics as seen from the bulk power network.

3 The available means for voltage control at generators and in the network.

3.2.1 Difficulties with reactive power transmission

Active and reactive power transmission depend on the voltage magnitudes and angles at the

sending and receiving ends. Figure 3.2 shows a model with synchronous machines at both ends

of the line. With the voltages assumed fixed at each end it can be interpreted as points in a large

system where voltages are stiff or secure.

•

Si

V
R + jX

\

s2

Fig. 3.2. Elementary model for calculation of active and reactive power transmission

Usually the lines have large X/R - ratio, and voltage angles across lines are small. With these

assumptions the resistance can be neglected and cos(S) = 1, where 5 is the voltage angle across

the line. The formulas for reactive power transmission can be approximated as:

^ ^ V I - ( V I - V 2 )
Qi = x « ^

^ v l V2-(V1-V2)
Q2 = _ . _ (3.2)

From Equations 3.1 and 3.2 it can be seen that reactive power transmission depends mainly on

voltage magnitudes and flows from the highest to the lowest voltage.

During high power transfer and high angles across lines, the transfer of reactive power can be

difficult. With Ux = 1.0 p.u., U2 = 0.9 p.u. and an angle 8 = 30° across the line in Figure 3.2, the

power transmission is:
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_ _ I 2 - 1 • 0,9-cos3Q _ 0, 22
Q l " X ~ X

_ 1 • 0 , 9 C O J 3 0 - 0 , 9 2 _ 0, 03

^ 2 ~ X " X

The negative sign means that the line is demanding reactive power from bus 2, thus the line has

become a drain on the transmission system. This illustrates that the transmission of reactive

power can be difficult under high stress. It is difficult to transmit reactive power across large

power angles (long lines, with high active power transfer) even with substantial voltage

magnitude gradients.

There are other reasons for minimizing the transfer of reactive power. The active and reactive

losses across a series impedance of a line are given by:

2 P2 + O2

P tap = I • R = f- • R (3.3)

2 P + Q

r x *f- x (3.4)
To minimize these losses, reactive power transfer should be minimized and voltages should be

kept high.

3.2.2 Load restoration

Voltage stability is closely related to load characteristics. The load is the aggregate load seen at

the transmission system high voltage buses, and includes the effects of subtransmission and

distribution systems. After sudden disturbances causing changes in voltage magnitudes these

aggregate loads can be restored to near pre-disturbance values by three mechanisms. This load

restoration is a key aspect of voltage stability. The mechanisms of (active) load restoration are:

1 After a sudden change in voltage, induction motors will respond rapidly and within

seconds match their mechanical load. Immediately after a sudden change in the source

system, induction motors will act as impedance loads, since the motor slip cannot change

instantaneously because of motor inertia. For slow moving decay, fast-responding motors

track the slow dynamics of other equipment, acting as constant active power loads.

2 Automatic tap changing on bulk power delivery transformers and distribution voltage

regulators operate over tens of seconds to several minutes to restore load-side voltage, and

thus voltage sensitive loads. Reactive power load and reactive power output of shunt

compensators are also restored.

3 Constant energy loads are restored by thermostatic or manual control.

The dynamics of all three load restoration mechanisms can, at first, be approximated by a first
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order model using a single time constant. Important insight into the mechanisms can be obtained

using such simplified models, incorporating only the elements that are dominant. The equations

are similar in form but they will have different time constants. The first order differential

equations are:

Induction motor

fj? = i-(Tel - To) (3.5)

where:

• Q is the motor angular speed

• M is the mechanical starting time (an inertia constant)

• Tel is the electrical torque

• To is the initial mechanical torque.

Thermostatically controlled load

- V L - G ) (3.6)
V

where:

• G is the load conductance

• TL is the load time constant

• PQ is the reference active power

• VL is the actual load bus voltage.

Tap changers

J = |(V0-V) (3.7)

where:

• n is the tap changer turns ratio

• T is the tap changing time constant

• Vo is the reference voltage at the regulated side

• V is the actual voltage at the regulated side.

For tap changers, the formulation could be changed so that Equation 3.6 applies, where G is the

conductance reflected to the high voltage side by tap changing. For tap changing involving

deadbands, voltage and timer relays, and discrete taps, a continuous first order model is a quite
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crude approximation.

P , Q

Tap changer dynamics regulating
low side voltage

Induction motor
dynamics

Other loads Constant energy
load dynamics

Fig. 3.3. Three mechanisms for restoration of voltage sensitive load [68,75]

The three types of load may be present at one bulk power delivery load bus as shown in Figure

3.3. The state variables for the three load restoration mechanisms can be taken, respectively, as

motor slip, tap changer turns ratio and load conductance. As each state variable increases from

zero, load power increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases. For all three mechanisms,

the active load power versus state variable will be as in Figure 3.4. For simplicity, the initial

active load power is assumed constant.

Region of attraction

T, P, V i I \

V""—-A—

xs

1
1

1
1
1
1

xu

Pre-disturbance curve

Final post-disturbance curve

\ . Initial and final power

s, n, or G

Fig. 3.4. Active power versus state variable of load dynamics [68]

For stability following a large disturbance, the state variable at the moment of the final source
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system configuration (say, after fault clearing) must be within the region of attraction of the

stable equilibrium point, xs. The region of attraction extends to the unstable equilibrium point,

xu. For state variables less than xs and greater than xu, the right-hand side of Equations 3.5,3.6,

and 3.7 are positive, causing an increase in state variable. For the region between xs and xu the

right-hand side of Equations 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 will be negative, thus causing a reduction in the

state variable. Note that for the discussion above, Equation 3.5 rewritten as a function of

motorslip)

Appendix A presents examples of load restoration mechanisms. The appendix also includes a

discussion of voltage stability limits.

3.3 Power system components and control

Many power system components and control play an important role in voltage stability, refer to

Figure 3.1 Some load restoration mechanisms and the transfer capability were described in

Section 3.2. Some of the more important components and controls will be presented in this

section.

Reactive power compensation is an effective way to improve power transfer capability as well

as voltage stability. The compensation can be introduced at or near loads and in transmission

and subtransmission systems. Some of the main contributors to reactive compensation are:

• shunt compensation

• static var compensation

• series compensation

• tap changing transformers

• generators and synchronous condensers

While some of the main reactive consumers (potentially) critical from a voltage stability point

of view, are:

• induction motors

• HVDC links.

It is considered beyond the scope of this work to get into a thorough description of details for

these components.

3.4 Countermeasures for voltage collapse

Only a brief description of some possible countermeasures is given.
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3.4.1 Countermeasures for transient voltage instability

Short time overload capability for generators

Generators operate in the same time frame as the destabilizing mechanisms of transient voltage

stability. Therefore, generator reactive output is very important in preventing transient voltage

collapse. The generator has substantial overload capability, and it is vital that the excitation

limiter takes advantage of this capability.

Network reactive power compensation

Generators are often placed geographically far from load centers. Other power system

components like shunt capacitor banks, static var compensators, synchronous condensers and

series capacitors, can be used for local reactive power compensation.

Load shedding

For severe short circuits and outages it is difficult to ensure voltage stability and reacceleration

of induction motors by reactive power compensation alone. Undervoltage load shedding is a

powerful countermeasure. The time delays must be coordinated with other countermeasures like

line reclosing, capacitor bank switching, and protective relaying.

3.4.2 Countermeasures for longer term voltage instability

Generation design characteristics

By using generators with higher nominal power factor c o s ^ at rated active power, a higher

reactive power reserve is available. The power factor at normal operation should be maintained

close to 1.0, using other components for reactive power compensation. Thus, providing a fast

continuous reactive power reserve.

Rescheduling of active and reactive power

For longer term voltage stability rescheduling of active and reactive power can prevent voltage

collapse.

OLTC transformer blocking

OLTC transformer tap changing can cause longer term voltage instability by restoring loads.

The destabilizing mechanism may be prevented by blocking the tap changers on some OLTC

transformers. The voltage collapse prevention, obviously, will depend on the voltage

sensitivities of the loads.

Using several OLTC transformers in series, coordination of the time delays for tap changers is
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vital, the tap changers regulating the higher voltages should have the lower time delays.

Load shedding

Three possible methods for load shedding are:

• voltage reduction, this will depend on the voltage sensitivities of loads

• disconnection of single loads

• disconnection of specific types of loads.

3.5 Voltage stability indices

3.5.1 Classification of indices

All indices for prediction of voltage collapse give in some way or another a kind of distance

between the operating point and maximum transfer capability conditions. The point of

maximum transfer capability may or may not be the voltage stability limit.

Two main classes of indices are discerned:

• given state-based indices

• large deviation-based indices.

3.5.2 Given state-based indices

For the given state-based indices the distance to the voltage stability limit is based exclusively

on the conditions in a given state of the system. The distance, or index, is calculated as the

difference between the actual value in the given state, and the critical value at the voltage

stability limit. The index can be a direct measure of system parameters, or based on calculating

first derivatives, eigenvalues or the distance to near load-flow solutions. The index then

provides the distance to voltage collapse, but the system robustness is not considered explicitly.

Some of the indices are summarized below, other indices based on dynamic representation are

also available:

Voltage drops

The more the system is loaded, the more the voltage drops. The distance to voltage collapse is

based on the voltage drop, the voltages in the current state are compared to the voltage at the

voltage stability limit. However, the effect can be masked by the action of reactive

compensation devices.
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Several indices are used, the main features being:

• only standard load flow data is required

• no dynamic representation

• in principle two load flow solutions suffice

• contingencies require post-contingency load flow calculations

• the threshold value is system dependent, tuning is necessary.

MW/MVAr losses

The more heavily the system is loaded the more the grid series transmission losses increase. The

losses can be used as voltage instability proximity indices. Some of the main features are:

• only standard load flow data is required

• no dynamic representation

• power losses can be calculated for given areas, however individual weak spots cannot be

detected

• threshold values depend on system area size

• tuning is necessary

Incremental values

These indices give information about the system state in the close vicinity of an operating point.

A solved load flow case is needed before the indices are calculated. Two main classes of

incremental values calculated from the Jacobian matrix are in use:

1 Indicators computed from the change in AP and AO

These indices express the incremental change in state and output variables for an

incremental change in system load. Any distribution of increase in load can be chosen, the

indices, therefore, provide sensitivity signals for a given direction. Examples of

sensitivities are incremental changes in:

• g-i : voltage for an incremental change in reactive injection in bus 'i'

• =^s' : reactive generation in bus 'i' for an incremental change in system complex load

• ^ ' : voltage on bus 'i ' for an incremental change in system complex load

• s . t o t a i reactive production for incremental change in total reactive load

2 Eigenvalue combined with the associated eigenvectors

The eigenvalues and the eigenvectors provide useful sensitivity information. By applying
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modal analysis the same sensitivities, as above, can be calculated. The sensitivities can be

connected to system modes, thus providing information about worst directions in a given

state.

Main features of these two types of (incremental) indices are:

• the methods are load flow based, but enhanced models of components can be included

• no dynamic representation

• contingencies require additional power flow solutions

• threshold values are system dependent. A large value is a good indicator of a potential

critical condition. However, a small value is not a guarantee for sufficient margins.

3.5.3 Large deviation-based criteria or indices

For large deviation-based indices a distance to voltage collapse is calculated for a given

disturbance. The disturbance can be a system component outage or a given load or transfer

increase. The distance to voltage collapse is measured in a given direction of load increase.

Two main classes of load increase direction are used:

• load margins in a given direction

• closest distance to maximum transfer.

A load margin can be used as a measure of the system robustness at a given operating point and

given direction of load and production increase. A voltage collapse can be assumed when a zero

margin is found. The choice of threshold value is very dependent on the power system,

operating strategies and constraints, etc. Load margins are also dependent on the chosen

direction of load increase.

Contingencies require a new post-contingency operating point to be calculated, and new

margins must be found.

Load margin in a given direction

The margin is calculated for an operator defined load- and production increase. The direction

can be based on the most probable load increase. However, the margins can appear large even

though local voltage problems may limit the transfer capability of the system.

Some examples of load directions are:

1 Reactive load increase

Reactive power is of vital importance in voltage stability. By reactive load margins, the

system robustness can be evaluated. The activation of reactive power reserves is of great

importance. The reactive power margin can give unrealistic power flows resulting in local
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instability problems, even though local reactive power reserves can be available.

2 Active and reactive load and production increase

The load increase can be based on a given load distribution or be specified in a direction

of probable load increase, for example increase in export/import between adjacent power

systems. The active production increase can be specified as:

• distributed according to active power reserves

• distributed according to droop characteristics

• specified sequence of production increase.

Closest distance to maximum transfer

It is sometimes useful to find the worst possible direction of load increase, even if this is an

unlikely direction of load increase. The load margin in the worst direction gives information

about the worst locations for an increase in demand. It also gives the best location for load

shedding to best increase the load margin.

3.6 Methods for voltage stability analysis

There are many different methods for voltage stability analysis, where only some will be

presented.

3.6.1 Characteristic phases of a dynamic voltage stability event

Voltage stability can be characterized by different phases after an initiating event. In this

description a line outage is assumed. The span in time frame of the voltage instability dynamics

makes it nearly impossible to analyze by dynamic simulations. Thus, various methods are used

for the different phases of instability, and in a step-by-step method, power flow solutions for

each characteristic phase can be used for voltage stability analysis.

The following classification of characteristic phases is used:

T = 0 - 1 second

In this phase the dynamics are represented by

• a transient reduction in generator flux, due to a sudden increase in reactive load

• the generator voltage regulator responds to the drop in voltage

• a transient drop in motor power until the motor flux settles to a new value, and the motor

slip increases to a new operating point (this takes about a second)

• fast SVC, STATCOM, HVDC terminal regulators.

If there is significant generation at the receiving end of the tripped line, there will be an angular
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swing and subsequent angular oscillations which will dominate the voltages,

T = 1 - 20 seconds

This phase is characterized by:

• the generators are holding the terminal voltages where the reactive power is within var

limits set to the exciter-on-ceiling value

• loads are given by their transient load characteristics

• all OLTCs remain at pre-disturbance settings

• all switched capacitors remain at pre-disturbance status

• SVC have acted to regulate the voltage.

In this period, low voltages can cause stalling of induction motors and undervoltage load

shedding.

T = 20 - 60 seconds

In this period excitation protective devices will reduce generator field current where this current

is above continuous rating. The new field current depends on the excitation protective system,

having essentially three different types [46]:

• continuously acting field current limiting

• switch to an automatic follower type field rheostat by a field overcurrent relay

• switch to a manually set rheostat by a field overcurrent relay.

The first type will adapt to the reactive power demand, while the two latter types will reduce

excitation to a given limit, thus they will no longer participate in voltage regulation. This can be

critical to voltage stability, and can give a substantial reduction in network voltages and possibly

voltage collapse.

T = 1 -10 minutes

In this period the OLTCs will be activated, the first tap changing normally being activated after

about one minute. The next steps often have shorter time delays, depending on OLTC

transformers being in series, or not.

Each transformer tap changing initiates a new dynamic sequence and the time delay of the tap

changers can be reset between tap changes. The tap changing can stretch the time to reach a

steady state to as much as 10 minutes.

T = above 10 minutes

A steady state is usually reached within 10 minutes, and the dynamics of this phase are usually
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initiated by operator actions to change voltage profiles and increase load margins.

3.6.2 P-V and Q-V curves

These methods determine the loadability limits which are related to voltage stability. The

methods are useful for a conceptual analysis of voltage stability, and the methods are used for

radial as well as meshed networks. The active load P (or reactive load Q) can be the total load

in an area or the load at a specific load bus. P can also be the power transfer increase across a

transmission interface or interconnection. V is the voltage at a critical bus.

3.6.3 Load flow based analysis

P-V and Q-V curves, and load margins can be calculated by repeated load flow runs. These

methods tend to be computationally demanding and require some kind of dichotomic search to

locate the critical point in between the last converged and the first diverged solution, in the case

of margin calculation. The traditional load flow experiences numerical problems and diverges

near the maximum transfer capability.

The traditional load flow analysis introduces some simplifications:

• Active and reactive generation are modeled as PV or PQ nodes, that is fixed active

production and voltage, or fixed active and reactive production. As long as generators are

within reactive limits, PV nodes give a good approximation. Generators exceeding then-

reactive power limits are usually transformed to PQ-nodes setting the Q-production to the

maximum limit. This may lead to poor results in voltage stability analysis.

• The reactive output of SVC systems which exceed their reactive limits, is set to the

maximum reactive limit.

• The load is modeled as an aggregated load at the transmission, or sub transmission level.

Often the load is represented by a voltage insensitive (fixed) and a voltage sensitive

(impedance) load.

• OLTCs are often locked in the preset position, or the tapping is set (in the load flow) to

get the desired regulated voltage.

3.6.4 Continuation power flow

Continuation methods have been used for many years in a variety of applications. Continuation

(or homotopy) methods are a class of methods for solving a set of nonlinear equations by path-

following. These path-following methods offer a formal method for finding multiple solutions

to nonlinear problems.

These methods aim at tracking successive points on the PV or QV (or SV) curves, using

generally a sequence of predictions and corrections. Predictions are linear extrapolations based
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on the current Jacobian matrix. Corrections enable the solution of the exact, nonlinear

equations. The corrections are performed using a constant bus voltage, a constant impedance

load or perpendicularly to the prediction, in order to track the turning points while avoiding the

ill-conditioning of the nonlinear load flow equations.

3.6.5 Point of collapse method

The point of collapse method solves the conditions for the bifurcation point (the maximum

transfer capability). The bifurcation point is characterized by the steady state Jacobian, denoted

by Dzf(z,^,), having a single and unique zero eigenvalue, with non-zero right and left

eigenvectors. These conditions can be summarized by:

f(z, X) = 0 f(z, X) = 0

Dzf(z, X) = 0 or D*f(z, X) = 0 (3.8)

where:

are the load flow equations

• Dzf(z,A,) is the system Jacobian

• v and w are, respectively, the right and left eigenvectors

• z are the system variables

• X is the vector in the direction of load increase.

The point of collapse method has the advantage of producing right and left eigenvector

information. The right eigenvector can be used to detect variables (areas) in the network prone

to voltage collapse, whereas the left eigenvector can be used to compute an optimal control

strategy to avoid saddle-node bifurcations.

3.6.6 Optimization-based methods

These methods aim at directly obtaining the critical point, or the maximum transfer capability

point, as a solution of an optimization problem. The objective is to maximize an objective

function subject to a set of equality and inequality constraints. Several implementations of

optimization-based methods have been developed, and the following three classes of methods

can be identified:

• special formulations handling active and reactive power

• special formulations handling only reactive power

• general optimal power flow.

The optimality of the objective function is found by iterative techniques. This provides a direct

solution of the distance to the maximum transfer capability, in the direction of load increase.
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In case a solution for the problem is not feasible, the Lagrange multipliers provide information

of the closest possible feasible solution. The Lagrange multipliers also provide sensitivity of the

margins to various parameters.

3.6.7 Eigenvalue analysis

Eigenvalue analysis can be used for analyzing dynamic systems. The eigenvalues and their

eigenvectors give valuable information about system stability for a given system state. The

eigenvalues and eigenvectors are based on a linearization of the nonlinear differential equations,

thus the analysis have only limited value outside the operating point. This analysis cannot be

used to analyze the effects of nonlinearities, discrete events or saturation.

Negative real parts of the eigenvalues indicate a positive damping and thus a stable solution.

Eigenvalues often appear in complex conjugate pairs, indicating oscillatory modes. From the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, system parameter sensitivities can be found.

The eigenvalue analysis has also been used for algebraic equations. One example is the modal

analysis [32]. The eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the reduced Jacobian:

are found. From the modal analysis; eigenvalues and eigenvectors, critical system modes can

be identified. Participation factors for buses, lines and generators can be found, identifying

critical components. This method can be used to identify the worst direction of load increase for

a given system state.

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be identified by QR-decomposition. However, since this

method does not take advantage of the sparse system matrices it only has limited value for large

power systems. There are some iterative methods for the calculation of a few eigenvalues and

eigenvectors.

3.6.8 Dynamic simulations

Voltage stability phenomena span time frames ranging from a few seconds to several minutes.

Thus dynamic simulation using traditional simulation programs can be very time consuming.

These programs often lack models of components like tap changers for OLTC transformers.

A thorough investigation of the voltage stability problem would involve full nonlinear

simulations, modeling all the important system dynamics. However, this is not feasible due to

the large difference in time constants of the dynamic phenomena involved. The different phases

of voltage instability need to be modeled and analyzed separately.

Transient voltage stability can be modeled and analyzed by traditional simulation programs.
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Special programs might be necessary for longer term voltage stability dynamics.

3.7 Continuation power flow

In this section a particular implementation of continuation power flow is described. This is a

method which can be used to analyze voltage stability margins in specific directions of load

increase. Thus, it can be used to determine a load margin for a given load increase, i.e. a large

deviation-based index. This method has been implemented at SINTEF Energy Research, and

this implementation has been the basis for the work on steady state voltage stability analysis.

However, the method has also been implemented in Matlab, based on a freeware power flow

implementation.

The continuation power flow is based on a predictor-corrector scheme. The predictor part finds

an estimate of the new load flow solution from a specified pattern of load increase. The corrector

part finds the "exact" load flow solution of the nonlinear load flow equations, by using the

estimated solution as a starting point for load flow iterations.

The computation sequence is based on a stepwise increase in load from a base case operating

point. Operating points on the lower part of a P-V (or Q-V) curve can be calculated using the

sequential calculations. A typical sequence of calculations is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5. Intuitive view of continuation methods

In the corrector phase, as well as in the predictor phase, a voltage or load can be fixed. Holding

the load fixed corresponds to a vertical move, while holding a voltage fixed corresponds to a

horizontal, or near horizontal, move. If an estimated solution is beyond the maximum transfer,

holding the load fixed causes the method to diverge.
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The ill-conditioning of the nonlinear load flow equations near the maximum power transfer

capability is avoided by a modification of the load flow equations.

3.7.1 Mathematical formulation

The standard load flow equations are augmented by including the increase in load as a variable.

The load flow equations, separated into a real and imaginary part, now become:

= PG ; i( |U| ,6)-PL ; i( |U| ,5) =

= QO i i( |U|,5)-QL > i( |U|,8) =

(3.10)

where:

• P jnjt j is the net injected active power at bus T

• Q jnĵ  i is the net injected reactive power at bus 'i'

• P Q i is the active power production at bus T

• PL j is the active power load at bus T

• Q Q ; is the reactive power production at bus 'i'

• QL j is the reactive power load at bus 'i '

• oq is the part of reactive load increase at bus 'i'

• Pi is the part of active load increase at bus T

• S is the total increase in load (active and reactive).

By linearizing Equation 3.10:

3P

35

3Q
35

3P R

3|U| P
I I

3Q

A8

A|U|
AS

- [ A b ] (3.11)

Thus the incremental load flow equations have been augmented by a column containing the

vector giving the distribution of active and reactive load increase. Having one column more than

rows, this matrix is singular, and an extra equation is necessary.

This extra equation imposes the additional constraint, either on the load increase S or one of the

other variables (usually a voltage), causing the matrix to be nonsingular. The extra equation will

differ for the prediction and correction phase, as will the right-hand side vector Ab.
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3.7.2 The predictor phase

The predictor phase consists of an estimate of the next increase in load. The estimate is based

on sensitivity information obtained from the current operating point.

The right-hand Ab side of Equation 3.11 is set to zero. In the extra equation, one of the variables

is forced to be different from zero. Which one will depend on the selection of continuation

parameter. In the initial step, the load will normally be used as the continuation parameter.

Equation 3.11 now takes the form:

3P
38

3Q
38

3P
3|U|

3Q
3|U|

ek

P AS
A|U|
AS_

=
0
0

±1

(3.12)

where ek = [o, o o, l, o , o] have a nonnegative number (1) in position k, depending on the

choice of continuation parameter. If the load increase is the continuation parameter, the last

element of ek equals one, and the last element of the right-hand side vector equals +1. If one of

the voltages is the continuation parameter, the k'th position, associated with the chosen voltage

equals 1, and the last element of the right-hand side vector equals -1.

After a backward and forward substitution, the solution vector will contain the sensitivities in

voltage angles and magnitudes, and in load increase. The sensitivity vector is now monitored to

identify if any voltage changes are more than a maximum permitted voltage change. As the

maximum load is approached, the continuation parameter will normally change, and will

typically become the parameter (voltage) with largest rate of change.

The new predicted solution is found by:

(3.13)

where the step size is selected according to:

a = ASmax with load increase as the continuation parameter

a = AVmax with a voltage as the continuation parameter. AVmax is the largest

permitted voltage change in the prediction phase.

3.7.3 The corrector phase

After an approximate solution is found in the predictor phase, corrections are found by load flow
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iterations. The right hand side is in this case the mismatch of the load flow equations. In the extra

equation one of the variables (usually the load increase, or one of the voltages) is kept equal to

the estimated value, thus:

3P
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3|U|
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3|U|

e k
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_AS_
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AQ
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(3.14)

where e^ is the same as above.

If the load is the continuation parameter, the correction will be vertical (see Figure 3.5). If one

of the voltages is chosen as continuation parameter, the correction will be horizontal (or near

horizontal).

3.7.4 The selection of the continuation parameter

The choice of the continuation parameter can be vital in the corrector phase, a bad selection can

cause the algorithm to diverge. Using the load increase as continuation parameter, when the

predicted value exceeds the maximum capability, the algorithm will diverge. No solution is

found by a vertical move. If a voltage is used as continuation parameter the algorithm can also

fail if no solution exists for the predicted voltage. This might appear if too large steps are used.

The selection of the continuation parameter is based on the sensitivity vector found in the

prediction phase. The variable for which the change equals 1.0 in the prediction phase, provides

a scaling of the sensitivity vector. For the base case the voltage sensitivities are normally small

compared to the load increase sensitivity. At the maximum transfer capability the load increase

sensitivity will be zero, using the load increase as continuation parameter will cause at least one

of the voltage sensitivities to be -°°. It is therefore necessary to change this scaling parameter

before the maximum transfer capability is reached.

By selecting the variable with the largest rate of change as continuation parameter, the change

of continuation parameter from load increase to voltage tends to appear too late. This can often

be the problem if the load is increased on several load buses. It is now likely that the algorithm

fails, and a smaller step size is required.

In the implementation, the user can specify:

• the maximum permitted change in load

• the maximum permitted change in voltage.
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3.7.5 Initialization

The a and p give the distribution of the increase in load. The values are initialized as follows:

Increase of reactive load

If only the reactive load is increased, the requirement to the initialization is:

£ ak = 1.0 (3.15)
k = 1

The coefficients can be based on a user specified distribution or the area load can be used as a

key for distribution.

Increase of active load

When the active load is increased, it is necessary to decide how the load is going to be supplied.

The initiation is given by:

Pi = Pgi + Pii (3-16)

where:

• Pj gives the decrease in injection at bus T

• Pgi gives the increase in production at bus T

• Pi, gives the increase in load at bus T.

The requirements for the initialization are:

n n n

£ pgi = -1.0 + a, £ pH = 1.0 and £ p. = a (3.17)
k = 1 k = 1 k = 1

where 'a' is the part of the active power supplied by the slack bus. In order to prevent all the

incremental losses being loaded at the slack bus, 'a' can be selected to be smaller than zero. The

slack bus will participate in the load increase if 'a' is larger than the incremental losses.

Increase of active and reactive load

In this case, it is convenient to use the active load as parameter. This means that the requirements

to initialization of P are the same as in the previous section. The a - values can now be initialized

as:

cCi = p.- tanh (3.18)
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where <|); is the phase angle of the increase in load at bus T

3.8 Load factor L

In this section a load - index is described. This index has been presented in [40]. The load index

is a state-based index which measures "how close" a load bus is to the maximum loadability

limit, often denoted as the steady state voltage stability limit, or the bifurcation point. This load

index can be used to measure the risk of a possible voltage collapse, as the system loading is

increased. The load index will be used to determine a security index for steady state voltage

stability. The security index is a measure of to which degree a load index violates a specific

security limit introduced for this load index. The security index will be presented in Chapter 4.

The load index will also be used to determine the amount of load lost due to outages, determined

by a simple fuzzy model introduced in the same chapter.

3.8.1 Line model

The fundamental theory for this load index is described and proved for the simplest of power

systems. Such a power system is represented in Figure 3.6 and consists of a single load bus

supplied by a single generator bus across a transmission line.

( G

Genera

v 2 , i 2 .

j

tor node, 2

P2.Q2

1

z L =
Y L = 1/ZL

Load

1

D Y c

node, 1

Fig. 3.6. A single load supplied from a single generator across a transmission line.

The admittance matrix for this simple system is given by:

Y = 12

22

(3.19)

The properties at node 1 (load node) can be described by:

(3.20)
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where the variables Ui; Yjj, \ and Sj are complex variables (vectors), and Sj is the complex

power:

Sx = U r I * = P ^ j - Q j (3.21)

By substitution of the equivalent voltage UQ:

Y,, YT

(3.22)

where YL is the series admittance and YQ is the shunt admittance in the 7i-equivalent, Equation

3.20 may be written as:

*

V I + U Q - U J = - i - = a + j - b (3.23)
Ml

This complex equation is solved analytically. As a result Vj (Vj is the absolute value of the

complex vector Uj) becomes (see Appendix B):

r±Vr - 1 )

where:

r = + 8 n ) (3.25)

$S1 is the phase angle of the complex power and 6^ is the phase angle of the admittance element
Yn-

Equation 3.20 may be written in the form:

S , - Y l i = V 0 -V 1 - |Y 1 1 | (3.26)

This equation has a geometric interpretation. All states having a constant voltage Vj lie on a

circle with radius v0 • v} • |YU| and center Y*, • \\. In Figure 3.7 circles (note that due to the

scaling of the axes they appear as ellipsoids) are plotted for the voltages Vj = 0.6, 0.8,1.0 and

1.2, the generator voltage V2 = 1.0 and YL = 1 - j lO and Y c = jO.5. The solid black part of the

circles represents the high voltage solution of Equation 3.24, while the dotted gray part

represents the low voltage solution.

3.8.2 Stability criterion

The region of feasible (practical solutions) voltage solutions lies on the upper part of the PV
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curve (see Figure 3.5). The voltage solutions on the bottom part of the curve may also be found

analytically, but they are (most likely) voltage unstable. The limit for this region, also called the

steady state voltage stability limit or bifurcation point, is shown as the solid gray curve in Figure

3.7, and is determined by:

= 0 (3.27)

At this point the multiple solutions of the power flow coalesce into one solution. At this point

the power system Jacobian becomes singular. In Appendix B it is shown that the condition in

Equation 3.27 can be transformed to:

(3.28)

and:

= 1
lY I • V

11 1

(3.29)

This last relation is then used to define an index or indicator L for the assessment of the voltage

stability. Its range is: R = {L I 0 < L < 1}, for the feasible (voltage stable) solutions (the larger
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solution of Vj). The index or indicator is defined by:

L = '•§! |Yii | -Vt r +

(3.30)

By solving r from Equation 3.30 and substituting Sj from Equation 3.25 the Sj-curves for

constant L - values can be found:

(3.31)

L-indexfor high (+) voltage solutions
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Fig. 3.8. Sj for different values of L

These curves show the possible Sj values for specific L - values and high voltage solutions from

Equation 3.24. The high voltage solutions are given as dotted gray lines in Figure 3.8. L-values

higher than 1 give the solution for the low voltage (nonpractical) solutions. The steady state

voltage (or feasibility) limit is shown as a solid black line in this figure.

Figure 3.9 shows the L-values along the circles shown in Figure 3.7. The angle represented in

this figure, is the angle or argument of the complex number Sj - Y*J • v] in Equation 3.26. The

angle is defined with respect to a complex plane having the origin positioned in the center

( Y *r v i ) °f the ellipsoid. The angle is measured from the x-axis of this complex plane, and

positive angles are measured counterclockwise. The solid black parts of the curves show the part

of the voltage circles which represent feasible solutions. The dotted gray parts of the curves
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represent the low voltage solutions. This curve shows that the dashed parts of the curves in

Figure 3.7 represent nonfeasible solutions (L>1).
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Fig. 3.9. L-values as a function of "position" on the voltage curves in Figure 3.7

3.8.3 Generalization to n nodes

In order to apply the theory to a multinode system, the indicator L has to be extended. This is

done by defining two categories of nodes, production nodes (swing and PU nodes) and load

nodes (PQ nodes). The system is represented by the equation:

T = Y-U =
Y G L Y G G

(3.32)

where:

• UL, IL are vectors of voltages and currents at consumer nodes

• U o I G are vectors of voltages and currents at production nodes

• YLL, YLG, YGL and YQQ are sub-matrices of the admittance matrix Y

By substituting:

UL
 = YLL • IL - YLL • YLG • UG

the following relations are obtained:

(3.33)
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(3.34)

For any consumer node j , jeocL (ocL is the set of load buses) an equation for Vj can be derived

from Equation 3.34 (see Appendix B):

(3.35)

where (a^j is the set of generator buses):

and:

Q c o r r

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

The voltage at node j , Uj, is affected by the rest of the system. In the variables Uj0 and S;+ the

effects from other nodes is included. Equation 3.35 has exactly the same structure as Equation

3.23. The only differences between the two equations are in the equivalent voltage U:0 and the

corrected nodal complex power Sj+. Thus a general voltage stability indicator for individual

load nodes may be determined by:

1 +
Y +

•VI
(3.39)

For voltage stable (steady state/feasible solutions) the conditions for each load node is given by:

Lj < 1. A global indicator describing the stability of the entire power system might then be given

by the largest of the individual load node L-indicators (L = max(Lj)).

3.8.4 Limitations

It can be shown that the theory is exact, i.e. L = 1 at the steady state voltage stability limit

(bifurcation point), when two conditions are fulfilled [40]. These conditions are:

1 All generator voltages remain unchanged, i.e. constant amplitude and phase angle.

2 All other nodal currents I; (i & j) respond directly proportional to the current Ij (k • Ij) and

indirectly proportional to the voltage Uj (k' • 1/Uj) at the node j under consideration.

However, in general these two conditions are satisfied in an approximate manner only, thus
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certain deviations may show up.

The maximum L-value will differ from 1 at the calculated steady state voltage stability limit for

three reasons:

1 The two conditions described above will only be satisfied in an approximate manner.

2 The steady state stability limit will not be found precisely.

3 There are round-off errors in the load flow solutions.

However, the L - indicators (or indices) will give a good picture of where voltage instability

problems may become a problem. These indicators can be used to give a rough prediction of the

possible consequences (amount of load lost) due to voltage instability problems.
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Chapter 4

Uncertainties and use of fuzzy models

This chapter describes different aspects of uncertainty, focusing on types of

uncertainty which are easily represented by fuzzy set theory. A brief introduction to

basic fuzzy set theory is given, and concepts like fuzzy numbers and functions are

presented. Finally, some models are introduced. One model introduces a fuzzy

representation of the subjective belief of the potential amount of load lost due to

power system outages. Another uses fuzzy sets to model soft security constraints,

with special focus on security considerations for steady state voltage stability.

4.1 Introduction

All aspects of power system operation and planning will include a substantial degree of

uncertainty. In this chapter different aspects of uncertainty that are considered to be important

for power system operation are discussed.

In power system planning probabilistic methods have been the main techniques for modeling

uncertainties. Some examples are (numerous references in literature surveys [64,70]):

probabilistic loadflow analysis, stochastic contingency analysis, probabilistic short circuit

analysis, probabilistic dynamic analysis, reliability methods, determination of outage costs, etc.

A probabilistic model can be adequate if there is sufficient information or data available, and if

the phenomenon is quantifiable. The probabilities are related to the long run relative frequency

of occurrence of events (the law of large numbers). However, in some cases there may not be

enough data, or the law of large numbers does not apply to the phenomenon.

It has been argued that these types of models may sometimes be questionable for two main

reasons [58]:

• The extreme mathematical complexity introduced by these models leads to dubious

simplifications.
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• It can be arguable that the basic assumptions for the use of probabilistic models can be

verified. Furthermore, there are some types of uncertainty that cannot be modeled by

probabilistic models.

Also, when probabilistic models are used, it has been argued [52,58] that reliability indices

should be taken as fuzzy. These data are often taken from data bases and applied by similarity,

and an expert may propose an index such as: "a failure rate of more or less 0.05". In many cases

the statistical information may also be obtained subjectively [37]. Thus, models which include

these kinds of uncertainties, or vagueness in data, should be used, like models based on fuzzy

set theory [37,84].

Fuzzy set theory has been introduced in several fields of power systems. In [54] there is an

overview of the literature and the areas addressed. Fuzzy set theory has been applied in areas

that include planning, operation, control and diagnosis of power systems, some examples are:

contingency analysis, VAR/voltage control, load management and forecasting, unit

commitment. Fuzzy set theory has also been introduced in the reliability analysis of power

system [52], and in steady state security assessment [47] in which the operating state is given a

fuzzy classification.

This chapter presents fuzzy models for some important types of uncertainty, and for the

modeling of soft security constraints. The models will be introduced to illustrate that such

models of "subjective" uncertainty can be applied to power system security assessment.

4.2 Types of uncertainty

Some types of uncertainty can be defined according to the type and quality of information

available [58]:

• Uncertainty related to equipment failure. In general, for this type of uncertainty, there will

be sufficient information and historical data to use traditional probabilistic models.

However, the available data for different types of equipment can have large degrees of

uncertainty, and sometimes the data may have been attained from similar equipment and

environments in which the equipment is being used.

• The models included in power system security assessment may include substantial

degrees of uncertainty. Models for voltage stability might be assessed based on a steady

state approximation. In such cases the "exact" stability limits can only be found

approximately. Even if the models that had been included were 100% reliable, the input

data for these models are never known exactly.

• Uncertainty related to loads and costs.

Fuzzy models should not be introduced instead of probabilistic models where the assumptions

for probabilistic models are satisfied. The uncertainty should be modeled as accurately as the
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available data allow.

4.2.1 Uncertainty in the amount of load lost due to outages or contingencies

One of the most difficult tasks in determining expected interruption costs is the uncertainty in

the amount of load lost due to outages or contingencies. The outage consequences could be

measured by finding the "exact" dynamic response due to outages, including the behavior of

system protection. But in a large meshed network, this will involve large and very time

consuming simulations. Such simulations could be unsuitable for on-line control. Even if such

simulations are performed, large degrees of uncertainty can still be involved due to uncertainties

in load changes, exact performance of system relay protection, etc.

4.2.2 Weather dependency

The outage probabilities are thought to be highly weather dependent, being quite low in "good"

weather conditions, while in "worse" weather conditions, outage probabilities increase. One of

the main goals for the work presented in this thesis, and in research at SINTEF Energy Research

and at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), has been to consider

approaches which are flexible to changes in outage probabilities.

4.2.3 Identification of security limits

The "exact" limits for safe operation for phenomena threatening power system security are not

necessarily easy to find. What is the exact limit of "acceptable" thermal loading of transmission

lines? At what levels the load will be lost? Are the settings on all protective relays known

precisely? What is the "exact" limit for safe operation for voltage stability? Can the voltage

stability limit be found exactly? If so, how sensitive is the stability limit to changes in load

variations or other parameters? What about angular stability?

In many cases substantial margins have been included in order to protect the system against

severe contingencies, and this could allow an introduction of soft rather than hard constraints.

A soft constraint modeled by a fuzzy set, as is presented in this chapter, does not actually model

uncertainty in the security limits, but will correspond to a fuzzy model of the satisfaction of a

goal (in the sense of Bellman and Zadeh fuzzy decision framework).

4.3 Fuzzy set theory

4.3.1 Basics

Basic fuzzy set theory and applications are described in a number of textbooks. The descriptions

in this section are primarily based on the following references [27,37,81,84].

Let X be a classical crisp set of objects. The membership of a crisp subset is often viewed as a
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characteristic function \iA from X to {0,1} such that:

l, if and only if x e A

0, otherwise

If the valuation set is allowed to be the real interval [0,1], A is called a fuzzy set (fuzzy sets and

fuzzy set theory was first introduced by Zadeh [84]). The set is now transformed from an exact

set where the elements are either in or not, to a set which partially can contain the elements. The

degree by which the elements belong to the set is given by the membership function \i - (x). The

fuzzy set A is characterized by the ordered pairs:

A = {(x , | i A (x) ) |xeX} (4.2)

The oc-level set (oc-cut) of a fuzzy set A is a crisp subset of X obtained from A for a e [0,1],

such that:

(Aa = ( x | | i A ( x ) > a , x e X ) ) (4.3)

Some important set theoretic operations for fuzzy sets are as follows. For fuzzy sets A, B, C,

D and A defined by Equation 4.2, the membership function M-̂ (x) for the intersection

C = A n B is defined by

H-(x) = min(nA(x), |^(x)) , x 6 X (4.4)

the membership function M-g(x) for the union D = A u B is defined by

\ib(x) = max(nA(x),ng(x)), x e X (4.5)

and the membership function of the complement of a fuzzy set A |i ~c(x) is defined by:
A

HA-C(X) = l - u A ( x ) , x e X (4.6)

Note that these are not the only possible ways to extend the classical set theory. Other

alternatives which allow compensatory characteristics have also been proposed, but are

considered beyond the scope of this work. The ones mentioned above are those which have been

more generally accepted.

One of the most basic concepts of fuzzy set theory is the Extension Principle, and in its

elementary form it was already implied by Zadeh's first contribution. This principle can be used

to generalize crisp mathematical concepts to fuzzy sets. For a detailed definition and description

of the extension principle reference is made to [84].

4.3.2 Fuzzy numbers

A fuzzy number is a number that can be characterized by a possibility distribution, or a number
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that is a fuzzy subset of real numbers. Examples of fuzzy numbers are fuzzy subsets of the real

line labeled: small, approximately 8, very close to 5, more or less large, much larger than 6, etc.

A fuzzy number is defined as a range of values along with a fuzzy set function on [0,1] which

is both convex and reaches a maximum value of one. Thus, a fuzzy set A is said to be a fuzzy

number if it is convex, such that its membership function is piecewise continuous, and normal,

meaning that |x - (x;) = 1 for at least one value x;. A fuzzy number will be written as: A.

Fuzzy numbers may be represented by the intervals defined by each cc-cut. The interval

determined by the oc-cut can be represented by A|A a = [Aa~ , A a
+ ] , where Aa~ and

A a determines the crisp interval of the oc-cut. A fuzzy set is convex if and only if for every

pair of point xj and x2 in X, the membership function of A satisfies the inequality:

M 8 • Xi + (1 - 8) • x2) > min[nA(Xl), HA(x2)]

where 8 e [0,1]. The convexity implies the following property:

(4.7)

«'<« => [Aa"(a')<Aa"(a),Aa
+(a')>Aa

+(a)] (4.8)

Membership functions can be established on the basis of linguistic terms like: x is at least 2 but

not larger than 6, x is most likely equal to 4, or they can be established on the basis of data

available. The literature reports several types of membership functions, but it is considered

beyond the scope of this work to consider and describe other types of fuzzy numbers. However,

triangular and trapezoidal functions are typical, and for these types of membership functions

fuzzy arithmetic on fuzzy numbers can, at least approximately, be represented by interval

arithmetic.

Triangular membership function Trapezoidal membership function

Fig. 4.1. Triangular and trapezoidal membership functions

Figure 4.1 gives examples of triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. For the trapezoidal
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number the following notation is used:

B = (blf b2, b3, b4) (4.9)

The trapezoidal fuzzy number could represent an uncertain (or fuzzy) interval of possible

numbers.

4.3.3 Fuzzy arithmetic and defuzzification

Fuzzy arithmetic can be performed either by using cc-level cut or min-max convolution. The

min-max convolution is similar to the convolution of probability theory by which probability

distributions are added. Fuzzy arithmetic using a-level cuts is merely performing interval

arithmetic. At each a-level cut, the maximum and minimum possible interval values are found.

Let A (Aa = [Aa\ Aa*]) and B (Ba = [Ba", B ^ ) be two fuzzy numbers represented by a-level

cuts. Fuzzy arithmetic now simply becomes finding the possible upper and lower intervals for

each a-level. Fuzzy arithmetic operations ( 0 ) thus become:

C a = [min((Aa 0 B a , A a 0 B+
a, A* 0 B a , A+ 0 B*))

(4.10)
, m a x ( A a 0 B a , A a 0 B+

a, A
+

a 0 Ba, A+
a 0 B+

a) ]

Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers can be represented by A = [a j^^ .a^J and B = [b1,b2,b3,b4]. The

addition and subtraction of fuzzy triangular or trapezoidal numbers result in triangular or

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. For triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, fuzzy arithmetic

becomes very simple. For addition and subtraction one simply adds or subtracts the corner-

points of the fuzzy numbers. Fuzzy addition becomes:

C = (ai + b1,a2 + b2 )a3 + b3, a4 + b4) (4.11)

Some care is necessary for fuzzy subtraction. A - B must be seen as A + (-B) leading to:

C = ( a j - b ^ a 2 - b 3 , a 3 - b 2 , a 4 - b ! ) (4.12)

For operations like multiplication, division or inverse the results are no longer triangular or

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. However, for practical purposes approximating the result as

triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy numbers is reasonable. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2, which

shows the result of squaring the triangular fuzzy number A = [1,2,3]. Represented by a-level

cut this number becomes A a = [ 1 + a, 3 - a ] . By squaring this fuzzy number the following

result is obtained: A2 = [ 1 + 2 • a + a2, 9 - 6 • a + a 2 ] . Figure 4.2 shows the exact result as

a dotted line, while the approximation to a triangular number is shown by the solid line.

Special care must be taken when inversion or division is applied. Inversion of, or division of a

fuzzy number including 0 is not allowed.
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Fig. 4.2. Fuzzy number resulting from squaring of a triangular fuzzy number A

Contrary to real or crisp numbers, it is not possible to define a unique linear order of fuzzy

numbers. Methods for mapping of fuzzy numbers onto a crisp number have been presented in

the literature. Two possible methods which will be described are Removal proposed by

Kaufmann [37] and Center of Gravity (or Mass) COG

The COG defuzzification index is similar to the expectation value of probabilistic theory. This

index is the number which is in the center of the fuzzy interval or number. For a fuzzy set A

defined over 9? having a discrete function: (A = {(Xj, ^-(X;)) x; e 5R, i = 1,2,..., N}), with

N being a finite positive integer, the COG index is expressed as:

COG(A) = ^ (4.13)

5X04)

For a continuous fuzzy number (A = {(x, n~(x))|x e 9t}) the COG value is expressed by:

COG(A) = (4.14)

The Removal value maps each fuzzy number to a crisp number by integration along the

membership axis, finding the mean value of the a-level of the fuzzy number [37,58]. Letting
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M(Aa) be the arithmetic mean of the a-level set, the Removal value becomes:

1

R(A) = |M(Aa)dcc (4.15)

o
The concept of Removal can be illustrated in terms of areas. In Figure 4.3 the value of removal

is given by the sum of the two areas A and B divided by 2, this corresponds to integration of the

mean of Aa.

i 1 1

/ A \ B / \

Fig. 4.3. Illustration of Removal, Removal = (A+B)/2

4.3.4 Fuzzy functions

A fuzzy function is a generalization of the concept of a classical function. Different features of

the classical concept of a function can be considered to be fuzzy rather than crisp. Therefore

different "degrees" of fuzzification of the classical notion of a function are conceivable. The

name fuzzy functions gathers various kinds of mappings between sets generalizing ordinary

mappings in some sense. A fuzzy function can be understood in several ways according to where

fuzziness occurs. Roughly there are three basic kinds of fuzzy functions from an interpretive

point of view [37]:

• There can be a crisp mapping from a fuzzy set which carries along the fuzziness of the

domain and therefore generates a fuzzy set. These functions do not just generate extra

fuzziness themselves, the image of a crisp argument would again be crisp.

• Ordinary functions can have fuzzy properties or be constrained by fuzzy constraints.

• The mapping itself can be fuzzy, thus blurring the image of a crisp argument. These have

been called fuzzifying functions [84].

In determining the total (expected) outage cost due to contingencies, an uncertain cost may be

established at each level of load increase (interface flow), thus leading to a fuzzy function of the

latter kind. Only the latter type of fuzzy function, and how to obtain the extremum of such a
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function will be described in the following.

A fuzzifying function of this type has a fuzzy image f (x) of x € X. An example of a fuzzifying

function is: y = ( a ® x ) © b , where the operators ©, and ® denote fuzzy addition and

multiplication.

Fuzzy functions of a nonfuzzy variable may have two semantic interpretations:

• we do not know the precise image y of x: we know only a distribution of possibility, of

probability, or belief of the value y

• the image of x is actually blurred: it is a fuzzy point (or spot) f (x) in Y.

4.3.5 Extremum of fuzzy functions

Usually, the minimum or maximum of a function f over a given domain D is attained at a precise

point x0. For fuzzy functions such a precise point is not necessarily obvious. The minimum or

maximum value of a fuzzy function may be a fuzzy subset in Y, and this optimum may be given

at a fuzzy subset of the domain D. Only the problem of finding the optimum of a fuzzifying

function of the nonfuzzy domain is considered.

Let f be a fuzzifying function from X to 5R and D a nonfuzzy domain over which f is to be

maximized. Since f is a fuzzy set on 9t the optimal value m will be a fuzzy set. There is

ambiguity for the choice of an element in D realizing m because m is generally not one of the

f(x) 's. Hence we must keep track of the x's that actually contribute to the membership function

of m. One approach to obtain the optimum of a fuzzy function is to consider equations:

Hjw(y) = a,Vae(O ( l ] (4.16)

These equations define functions y = fa(x). The optimal value can now be determined by finding

the optimal y = fa(x) and the corresponding x - values at each level of a. There are possibly

several fa satisfying Equation 4.16.

Example of the maximization of a fuzzy function

[84,27] provide an illustrative example of finding the maximum of a fuzzifying function from

X to 91 such that f (x) is a triangular fuzzy number for any x. A similar example is presented in

Figure 4.4, which shows the fuzzy function f(x). The domain is D = {xi,X2,X3,X4,X5}. The

curves fls fa\ fa
+ illustrates "level-curves" of f (x), and these curves satisfy:

H-f(x)(f!(x)) = 1 H-f(x)(f«(x)) = Hj ( x ) (£W) = o Vxe X (4.17)

In the figure the level-curves fa' and fa
+ are shown for a = 0.
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Fig. 4.4. Maximum of a fuzzy (triangular) function

The triangular fuzzy numbers representing the function f (x) at x = xj, x2, x3, x4 and x5 are also

shown in this figure. As can be seen from the figure the level-curves are not parallel, thus the

maxima are attained at different xt: max fô o"1" = fa-o^xa), max f^" = fot=o"(x2) and max f j =

f i(x3). The maximum set m for the given domain D, is given by the dashed line. As can be seen,

only x2, x3 and x4 contribute to building [i^.

There are numerous approaches to fuzzy mathematical programming which could be applied in

finding the optimum of a fuzzy function, constrained or unconstrained. Several methods in

fuzzy mathematical programming and fuzzy multiple objective decision making are discussed

in [81,82]. However, it is considered beyond the scope of this work to have a full discussion on

all the different aspects of fuzzy theory.

For more details on interpretations of extremum of fuzzy functions, definitions and properties

of proper operations, and rules for determining minima or maxima of fuzzy functions,

references is made to the literature. Further details and simplifications applied in the work

presented in this thesis are given in later sections of this chapter.

4.4 Fuzzy regret

In this section the concept of fuzzy regret is presented, this concept has been introduced in

[52,58]. A typical decision making dilemma may be represented by comparing the cost of two

alternatives A and B. In the case of crisp values for the two alternatives, decision making is

simple. However, if uncertainties are considered the cost may be represented by fuzzy valued

numbers, in which case the "correct" choice no longer is obvious.

Figure 4.5 shows the fuzzy cost for the two alternatives A and B. For a crisp value (at a = 1) the

cost for alternative B is less than for alternative A. For cost minimization the alternative B
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would be preferred. A fuzzy modeling of uncertainties introduces some uncertainties about

which of the two alternatives is less costly. At uncertainties below a = aj the cost of alternative

B may exceed that of A, and below a = 0C2 this becomes obvious. Thus, for levels of uncertainty

below a = a j , a decision maker has to weigh the risk of making a regrettable choice.

Fig. 4.5. Triangular fuzzy costs of two alternatives. Alternative B seems to cost less than
alternative A, but is perhaps riskier [52,58]

The concept of fuzzy regret is a measure of the possible regret felt by making the wrong

decision. The possible regret felt by choosing alternative A and then realizing that alternative B

may be a better choice is given in equation 4.18. No regret is felt if A is a better choice than B,

thus no negative values for regret are allowed. The fuzzy regret for cost minimization is then

defined by:

Reg(A|B) = {max[O;(A a-B+)],max[0;(A+-B a)]} (4.18)

Applying the concept of fuzzy regret to this problem results in two possible regrets. The regret

for choosing alternative A and the realizing that B is a better alternative, Reg(AIB), and vice

versa, Reg(BIA). These two regrets are shown in Figure 4.6. Notice that the regret values

Reg(AlB) and Reg(BIA) are both fuzzy numbers (|iB!A(Reg(BIA) = 0) is equal to 1). The

decision is now determined by the alternative giving the lowest regret.

There are several methods to defuzzify and rank fuzzy numbers, Removal and the Centre of

Mass techniques have been described above.

By applying the Removal technique on the two fuzzy regrets, the following values are obtained:

Reg(AIB) = 2.847 and Reg(BIA) = 2.347. Reg(BIA) < Reg(AIB), thus alternative B is preferred.

Applying the Removal technique directly on the fuzzy costs would result in the crisp values: A

= 7 and B = 8, thus the alternative A would be chosen.
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Fig. 4.6. Fuzzy Regrets, referring to figure 4.5.

4.5 Loss of load

Several large blackouts have occurred, some related to angular instability and some related to

voltage instability. The phenomena resulting in collapses have received considerable attention

during the last few decades, but still the exact prediction of these large blackouts is difficult.

This is due to several reasons. The exact prediction of a large blackout or system collapse,

requires dynamic simulation involving accurate dynamic models for all the different types of

dynamics which may cause problems. The dynamics involved also span time frames from a

fraction of a second for angular instability and fast voltage instability dynamics, to tens of

minutes for the slower forms of voltage instability. To include all these dynamics in a single

simulation would result in very time-consuming simulations. All the dynamics involved in for

example voltage instability have not yet been fully understood, though a good deal of progress

has been made. The dynamic simulations will have to be performed for all the critical

contingencies that can be identified, and also for a large number of possible levels of system

loading.

The prediction of the potential amount of load lost includes large degrees of uncertainty. The

amount of information available about large blackouts or disaster events may be insufficient,

and it may be questionable that such events occur frequently enough to support pure

probabilistic models.

The following sections will introduce a model which could represent a system operator's (or

expert's) subjective assessment of the potential risk of losing load. Their opinion may rely on

dynamic simulations, and to some extent on their past experience in system operation. This type

of knowledge (or uncertainty) could in many cases involve linguistic terms like:
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"If the transmission line a-bis disconnected, the amount of load lost may at least
be the load in a small area A. But most likely the loads would be lost in an area
ranging between B and C. The total amount of load lost could be as high as all the
load in (a large) area D ".

An example of subjective opinions about the risk of system collapse due to component outages

can be found in [50], which summarizes the results from a questionnaire given to system

operators and experts at Statnett. This paper reports on their subjective opinion about the

potential risk of losing the load in several load areas in the Norwegian and Swedish power

systems, for outages of transmission lines considered to be critical for power import and export

between Norway to Sweden over a transmission interface called the Hasle-interface (see

Section 2.5). Also included, are subjective opinions concerning the outage duration due to these

potential power outages.

4.5.1 Load margins, safe operation

Safe operating margins may be defined, for which no critical contingency is expected to lead to

any overload or instability. The traditional N-l criterion has been based on such safe operating

margins. However, multiple contingencies may still threaten system security.

Some questions may be raised in this connection: What are safe operating limits? How large

security margins are required? The phenomena threatening the system security must be

analyzed and understood in order to find the answers.

For voltage stability there has been some discussion about the exact limit for voltage instability.

For load dynamics, like for OLTCs, it has been shown that operation on the bottom part of the

PV-curve is unstable. For other types of loads it can be argued that the voltage stability limit can

be located on the bottom part of this curve. Other load dynamics, as in induction motors, may

even become unstable on the upper part (marginally) of the PV-curve.

Only operation on the upper part will be considered acceptable. The maximum power transfer

limit, also referred to as the steady state voltage stability limit, can thus be used as an upper limit

of acceptable load increase. The load margin, or distance from the operating point to this limit

will depend quite heavily on load variations and where the load and generation increase take

place. Thus a sufficient margin for safe operation will be necessary. The risk of losing load will

increase as load margins are reduced.

4.5.2 Affected areas

What are the areas that are "likely" to be affected by voltage instability? This has been given

relatively little attention in the literature. Most of the work on voltage stability has been focusing

on voltage stability indices predicting the potential risk of voltage collapse, and on analyzing

and understanding the load dynamics causing voltage instability.
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History has shown that voltage instability may lead to widespread system collapse affecting

very large parts of a power system.

A simple model of the amount of load lost due to outages could be based on predictions using

global indices like eigenvalues and participation factors from modal analysis [32,68], or local

indices like the load index L presented in [40]. Such indices would only provide rough estimates

of the potential areas affected by voltage instability, and have a large and "unknown"

uncertainty. Fuzzy numbers can be used to represent an uncertain interval of belief.

The voltage level will not give a good indication of the areas which potentially will be affected

by voltage collapse (see [68]).

4.5.3 Simple model for voltage stability

A simple model for the uncertain amount of load lost for "steady state" voltage instability will

be introduced based on the following assumptions:

1 Fuzzy modeling of amount of load lost.

Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers formalize an interval of belief which represents a system operator's

expert opinion. The fuzzy numbers represent upper and lower limits, based on certain

assumptions about safe operating limits.

2 Full load restoration after an initial contingency or outage.

This results in loads having a constant steady state characteristic. Load restoration is one of the

key contributors to voltage instability (see Chapter 3), but not all the load will necessarily be

fully restored, thus this assumption leads to conservative results.

00
B

"Lo Load characteristic

VC F2 System load F

Fig. 4.7. Pre - and post contingency PV - curves
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3 For pre-contingency system load lower than the "voltage collapse" limit for the outage

event (VC), e.g. Fj in Figure 4.7, the risk of losing load due to this contingency is

considered to be small.

The risk of losing load is assumed to be 0 if no load bus has an L - index [40] higher than a

certain limit L ^ . The L - index is a measure of an individual load bus's distance to the steady

state voltage stability limit, thus it can be used to predict areas that are prone to voltage collapse.

If any load bus has an L index higher than L ^ , possible intervals of load lost may be specified,

e.g. based on the load at load buses where the load index L exceeds Llim.

4 For pre-contingency system loads above the VC (e.g. F2 in Figure 4.7) there is a

considerable risk of losing load.

Due to incomplete load restoration, there is a chance that a voltage collapse can be avoided, but

the risk of losing load increases with increasing system load. In Figure 4.7 a possible transient

load characteristic is indicated by the dashed curve. If the load recovery after this contingency

is small, resulting in a system load F less than VC, there is a chance that the system avoids a

voltage collapse (see discussion on region of attraction [68] in Chapter 3).

5 At the steady state voltage stability limit for the pre-contingency case, any contingency is

likely to lead to a voltage collapse.

The potential area affected by a possible voltage collapse is difficult to predict, and could be

based on system operators' expert opinions.

6 The amount of load lost for the contingency is, for simplicity, expected to increase linearly

(fuzzy numbers) from the estimate at F=VC (from point 3) to the maximum estimate at

the maximum power transfer limit for the pre-contingency case (N-0).

These assumptions represent quite large uncertainties in the amount of load lost, but this type

of uncertainty can be formalized and included in the security assessment using fuzzy numbers.

The amount of load lost becomes a fuzzy function P0Ut(F) of the crisp system load F.

As better knowledge about the phenomena is obtained, the margins of uncertainty can be made

smaller as better assumptions can be made (closer to the exact limit).

4.6 Other important types of uncertainty

4.6.1 Uncertainty in weather

Failure rates of power system components like transmission lines are considered to be highly

weather dependent. The risk of disconnection of transmission lines will increase in severe

weather conditions like high wind, heavy rain, high ice loading on transmission lines due to
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snow and ice storms, etc. An extreme example of the weather dependency was the conditions

in Canada during the winter of 1997.

Many power grid utilities will probably have data bases with quite a large amount of data on

failure rates. These data bases could possibly also contain information on weather dependency.

The weather parameter would, however, still contain quite substantial uncertainty, which is

difficult to quantify. In weather reports, the forecast often will contain information like: "a

chance of rain", "windy conditions, with wind gusts up to X m/s", "a slight chance of snow".

These forecasts most often contain linguistic expert information and subjective assessment

about the weather conditions.

Weather conditions can be represented by linguistic terms like "good weather", "unsettled

weather", "average weather", "severe weather", etc. Failure rates will depend on the weather

conditions. They will be low in "fair weather", and increase with increasing severity in weather

conditions. The failure rates as functions of weather conditions (represented by the linguistic

terms) may be formalized in the analysis by using fuzzy numbers. A trapezoidal number could

be used to represent an uncertain interval of belief about the likely range of the failure rates in

changing weather conditions.

Some definitions taken from the IEEE Standard 346 - 1973 part 2: Terms for Reporting and

Analyzing Outages of Electrical Transmission and Distribution Facilities and Interruptions to

Customer Service are (source [8]):

• Normal weather includes all weather not designated as adverse or major disaster

• Adverse weather designates weather conditions which cause an abnormal high rate of

forced outages for exposed components while such conditions persists, but do not qualify

as major storm disasters. Adverse weather conditions can be defined for a particular

system by selecting the proper values and combinations of conditions reported by the

weather bureau: thunderstorms, tornados, wind velocities, precipitation, temperature, etc.

• Major storm disaster designates weather which exceeds design limits of plants and which

satisfies all of the following: - extensive mechanical damage to plant; - more than a

specified percentage of customers out of service; - service restoration times longer than a

specified time.

4.6.2 Uncertainty in outage duration

A parameter affecting the expected cost of interruptions is the duration of interruption of

service. This parameter may be affected by factors like (examples taken from [50]):

• the time of occurrence of the failure/system collapse

• the size of the area and the number of customers affected
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• the experience of system operators

• existence of plans for restoring the power system

• if the disconnection of loads is planned or not

• the communication system.

The duration of the interruption could probably best be assessed by system operators, and like

the weather parameter it could be represented in linguistic terms.

4.7 Fuzzy operating costs

The different cost elements considered in power system operation have been described in

Section 2.4. Some of these cost elements can contain considerable uncertainty, especially

expected interruption costs which can be represented by the following expression:

N

CEiC(w, F) = £ ( ^ _ . x (w)) . r . . Ci • P;(F) (4.19)

i = 1

where:

• w is a weather parameter

• F is the power transfer on a critical transmission interface

• / is the contingency or outage

• A (̂w) is an annual (weather dependent) failure rate

• q is the duration of interruption

• Cj is the cost of energy not supplied

• P;(F) is the expected amount of load lost at interface flow F

• N is the number of contingencies analyzed.

The function for expected interruption costs will involve multiplication and addition of fuzzy

quantities, and the final cost function will not be a "trapezoidal fuzzy function" of the interface

flow F. But using such a function would give a fairly good approximation, and would result in

only a relatively small increase in the complexity in calculations, since the calculation can be

based on the corners of the fuzzy numbers [37].

Applying other membership functions for fuzzy numbers, and finding the exact fuzzy cost curve

would result in much more cumbersome calculations.

The fuzzy total cost: Ctot(F) = C c (F) + CEiC(F) could be as illustrated in Figure 4.8.
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Fig. 4.8. Fuzzy total cost C~TOT(F) and approximate membership.

4.8 Security constraints

4.8.1 Introduction

Power system security can be determined by monitoring whether or not security limits in the

base case or contingency cases are violated. The security level can be measured in terms of

violation of security limits at different levels of power transfer on transmission lines or

interfaces. Examples of security limits are:

• voltage level

• thermal loading on transmission lines

• load margin (distance to the maximum load transfer or steady state voltage stability limit)

• transfer limits imposed by angular stability limits.

According to the traditional N-1 criterion, power system operation has been considered safe if

no security limits like thermal overload, or stability limits are violated in the base case, and if

no single contingency will result in any violation of such limits.

For the contingency cases, some small violations have been accepted, e.g. in Norway up to 20%

overload on remaining transmission lines is accepted, provided that these violations can be

corrected within 15 minutes after a contingency occurs. A temporal violation of security limits

may sometimes be acceptable, like in the example described with overloading, since some

equipment can have quite substantial thermal overload capabilities.

For other phenomena like voltage, or angular stability limits, a violation of these limits may be

more questionable. However, the exact limits, at least for voltage instability, may be difficult to
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predict and a substantial security margin can have been introduced. The limits for secure

operation will therefore be vague, and the level of security may be seen as a condition moving

from a secure level if the power system is operated well within the security limits, and gradually

moving towards an insecure level if the power system is operated in closer proximity to the

security limits, and eventually violating the limit.

4.8.2 Soft constraints

An operating criterion for power system operation in rather vague terms can be stated as: The

power system operation should be performed in such a way that the system security level is

considered acceptable. For no violations the level of security is considered high, while for

substantial limit violations the level of security is considered low.

A soft constraint could be determined by the introduction of a fuzzy membership function which

has been considered by Bellmann and Zadeh as a model for decision making in a fuzzy

environment [84]. They considered a situation of decision making under certainty in which the

objective as well as constraints are fuzzy, and the problem is to satisfy objectives as well as

constraints. The relationship between objectives and constraints in a fuzzy environment were

considered symmetric, with no difference between the former and latter. The introduction of a

fuzzy model can be justified by the argument that goals or their attainment cannot be judged

crisply but only as fuzzy sets.

A security constraint or goal of the type: operate within secure limits, could be represented by

fuzzy membership functions as is illustrated in Figure 4.9. These membership functions will

model a case of a limit close to the crisp value x ^ . An example of a membership function,

which could represent a gradual reduction in satisfaction of the goal as the security limit is

reached and violated, is:

x>x l im

( 4 2 0 )

Equation 4.20 represents curve 2 in Figure 4.9. At no violations (x<xlim), operation is

considered safe, but when the constraint is violated (x>Xiim) the degree of satisfaction of the

goal (safe operation) decreases rapidly.

Two other types of curves are also presented in the figure. For curve 1, at low or no violations

(x<xliin), the degree of satisfaction of the goal is high. As the limit is reached (x~xlim) the

membership function of this constraint (or goal) is satisfied in an approximate manner only, and

the degree of membership decreases. As the limit is violated (x>x]jm) the membership

approaches 0. Curve 3 represents a linear decrease in satisfaction from the constraint limit to an

upper limit for security. Other types of membership function for secure operation can also be
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Fig. 4.9. Membership functions for secure operation

considered and some other examples of fuzzy constraints and objectives are illustrated in [84].

A security index given by a membership function is a measure of goal acceptance for the

acceptable violation of the security limits.

4.8.3 Soft security constraint for steady state voltage stability

In this presentation focus will be on security violations for steady state voltage stability (i.e. load

margins). In [1] an approach is described where this load-index L is used to perform a

probabilistic assessment of voltage stability. In this work this load index will be used to measure

the load margin for a given interface flow level or system load. The load margin will be a

measure of the security with respect to steady state voltage stability, and a load margin limit can

be introduced to assure a secure operating level. The load index presented in Section 3.8 can be

used as a measure of a local load bus's distance to the maximum power transfer limit. A detailed

description of this load index and its limitations was presented in Section 3.8 and in Appendix

B.

Secure operation with respect to steady state voltage stability could be defined as operating with

load indices below an upper acceptable limit, L j^ . Applying crisp or hard constraints result in

secure operation being determined by having load indices below the limit In current practice in

the Norwegian power system the load margin is not an issue, operation is considered safe with

respect to voltage stability if voltage levels are within acceptable limits.

Soft constraints can be introduced by allowing load margins to exceed LJJJJ, under given

circumstances. Figure 4.10 shows an example of a PV - curve for a load increase at a load bus

i, the corresponding curve of load-index, Lj, as a function of load increase, and an example of a

security index Usecun^i as a function of load increase. The level of "softness" of the security

constraints presented in the figure could be labeled "soft".
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At load levels F giving a load index L, lower than L^m, operation is considered secure giving

M-secunty,i = 1- As the load level increases beyond the secure limit and approaches the maximum

loadability (steady state voltage stability) limit Pmax, the level of security decreases, depending

on the level of "softness" chosen. Theoretically, for a two bus system, the load index at Pm a x is

1.0. However, due to limitations for a multibus system, the load index will in general only be

approximately equal to 1.0 at Pmax.

At load levels beyond Pmax the security index is set equal to 0. The rationale behind a load level

beyond Pmax, is that the PV - curve in Figure 4.10 could be given by a post-contingency case

and pre-contingency load levels could be higher than Praax. Depending on the amount of load

restoration after the contingency occurs, the transition may or may not be stable. It is quite likely

that a voltage collapse can occur. Thus, operation is insecure, resulting in the security index

being set to 0.
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The security index for a given state of operation, will be determined by the largest security

violation for all the load buses.

4.8.4 Other phenomena and security limits

Power system security can be threatened by several phenomena, and other security indices may

also be defined. In current practice (Norwegian power system) security limits are introduced for

voltage levels, thermal limits on transmission lines and security limits induced by angular

stability. The most critical phenomena will determine the maximum operating limit for a critical

transmission interface. If voltage levels are below specified limits, if post-contingency power

transfer exceeds specified limits, or if transfer limits exceeds stability limits the operating limit

will have to be reduced.

Membership functions like those described in the previous section can be introduced for other

security limits, and for other phenomena. The security may then be given by: Sj: operating at

x lower than x!im, S2: aty lower thany!jm, andS3: andz higher thanz!im. These fuzzy goals can

be found by the intersection of the individual goals: S = S j n S2 n S3 . The security level will

in such cases be determined by the worst of the security violations (which is in accordance with

current practice), and the security index becomes:

Hs = min(jiSi, ^ nSj) (4.21)

As an example, a security limit for loading on specific transmission lines could be defined by

allowing up to 20% overload in post-contingency cases, due to the thermal overload capabilities

of the lines. By applying soft constraints higher post-contingency overload could be allowed, if,

for example, it was to enable a less costly pre-contingency operation. Such overload could,

however, only be accepted for a short time period, today's practice is to allow 20% overload for

a maximum of 15 minutes.

Another security limit could be defined by a maximum power transfer limit for a transmission

interface, due to angular stability problem. In current practice, large margins are usually applied

to account for possible critical contingencies. For power transfer below this limit, operation is

considered to be secure, but as the power transfer increases beyond this limit, security is

reduced.

Note that these are just some simple examples of types of security limits which could be

modeled by soft constraints. The "softness" of the constraints, and the time period the violations

are acceptable should be carefully studied.

4.9 Example

A probabilistic approach, in which the objective was to minimize expected operating costs, has
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been introduced as an alternative to the traditional N-l criterion [48,49]. This approach was

briefly described in Section 2.5.3. In this section, the fuzzy numbers will be included, resulting

in the operation cost function becoming a fuzzy function of the interface flow. The function can

have the shape shown in Figure 4.11. Note that this cost curve has been included just to illustrate

a typical shape of fuzzy operating costs.
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At low interface flows there is only a low risk of losing load, resulting in nearly crisp operating

costs. It is assumed that the constraint costs can be accurately determined from the market

situation. At higher loading, security limits may be violated and the risk of losing load, and thus

also uncertainty, will increase. It is evident from this figure that minimum operating cost is no

longer a crisp value and that a decision about interface flow based on minimum cost has to take

fuzziness into consideration.

The data and analysis required to determine the operating costs will be described in further

detail in Chapter 6.

4.9.1 Loss of load

In this example, the estimate of the possible amount of load lost is based on results from

questions presented to experts and system operators at Statnett concerning the potential risk of

system collapse [50]. The experts considered the risk of losing load in several large areas in
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southern Norway and southern Sweden if critical contingencies occurred.

In this example, the risk of losing load at or near the maximum loadability limit for load increase

in the base-case (no contingencies) is considered to be:

• The minimum amount of load lost is considered to be no less than 60% of the Oslo load

(3 500 MW approximately)

• The minimum amount of load lost is likely to be 100% of the Oslo load

• The maximum amount of load lost is likely to be less than the load in most of the eastern

parts of Norway (7 000 MW)

• The amount of load lost will not be higher than most of the load in the southern parts of

Norway (10 000 MW)

These numbers could represent the opinions of system operators about the potential amount of

load lost as presented in [50]. The (fuzzy) amount of load lost as a function of interface flow on

the Hasle-interface is determined based on the load margins (L - indices) from the PV - curve

calculations, using the simple model presented in Section 4.5.3.

For an interface flow below the steady state voltage stability limit for the contingency (VC in

Figure 4.7), the amount of load lost is determined by the load at load buses having L;>0.9. The

amount of load lost is considered to be at least higher than 0% but not higher than 100%, with

the most likely values varying between 40% and 60% of the load at these buses.

Note that this is not considered to be an accurate model of the potential load lost, but considered

to represent a formalization of a system operator's uncertain judgment of the potential risk of

losing load. As better models, and predictions about the amount of load lost can be found, these

should be used.

4.9.2 Defuzzification and approximations

The fuzzy operating cost function in Figure 4.11 is approximated for each interface flow F by a

trapezoid, and the corners of these trapezoids are represented by the four curves shown in Figure

4.12. An approximation of the fuzzy minimum cost can be based on the minimum values from

each of these four curves, giving the trapezoid in Figure 4.13. Note that these four corners occur

at different interface flows F given by the trapezoid in Figure 4.14. Also note that the corner at

1400 MW in Figure 4.14 corresponds to the corner at approximately 100 KNOK/h in Figure

4.13, as can be seen from Figure 4.12.

The curves are calculated based on uncertainties in the amount of load lost, failure rates and

outage duration, the latter two modeled by fuzzy numbers based on the following linguistic

expressions:
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Fuzzy operating costs
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Fig. 4.12. Approximate calculations of fuzzy costs

Failure rates are not lower than 0.125 nor higher than 1.25, but most likely between
0.25 and 0.75 of the average values, and the outage duration is not lower than 1 nor
higher than 3, but most likely between 1.5 and 2.5 hours.

The large uncertainties introduced result in a relatively large uncertain interval of optimal

values. A crisp interface flow limit can be obtained by calculating the removal values of the

fuzzy trapezoidal fuzzy numbers shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. These are shown by the

dashed vertical lines. Thus, the operator is advised to set the transfer limit to 1775 MW in order

to obtain minimum operating cost, including congestion as well as security costs.

Approximate values for minimum cost
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Fig. 4.13. Minimum cost of the fuzzy cost function in figure 4.12 (fuzzy and crisp)
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Fig. 4.14. Interface flow at the optimum in figure 4.12 (fuzzy and crisp)

The uncertainty in cost at this limit will be larger than the uncertain cost interval given by the

fuzzy minimum cost, which can be seen from Figure 4.12, and the large uncertainty can be

unsatisfactory for a decision maker. The optimal solution should reflect both the objective of

minimum cost, and of minimum uncertainty in operating costs. In this example a simplified

procedure is used.

The alternative defuzzification procedure is to go stepwise along the F-axis in Figure 4.12, take

the four corner values and defuzzify the cost for each F-value. This gives a crisp curve, and the

minimum of this curve gives a crisp combination of cost and transfer limit F, shown by the solid,

vertical lines in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. Based on this the operator is advised to set the transfer

limit to 1 600 MW, and the corresponding expected operating cost is 75 KNOK/h. The uncertain

operating cost at F = 1600 MW is given by the fuzzy number: [48,50,75,125] KNOK/h.

This procedure results in a more conservative result, giving lower uncertainty in operating cost.

Uncertain in weather (failure rate, \) Fuzzy minimum Def.min. Min. def.
Operating cost [KNOK/hour]
Large: ^=[0.125,0.25,0.75,1.5]
Medium: ^=[0.25,0.375,0.625,0.75]
Small: ^=[0.375,0.475,0.525,0.625]

3.1
5.5
8.0

18.6
24.5
29.1

73.1
67.6
62.5

99.5
91.2
87.9

48.6
47.1
46.9

74.9
63.2
59.5

Interface flow [MW]
Large: ?4=[0.125,0.25,0.75,1.5]
Medium: ^=[0.25,0.375,0.625,0.75]
Small: ^=[0.375,0.475,0.525,0.625]

2100
2100
2100

2000
2000
2000

1600
1700
1700

1400
1400
1600

1775
1800
1850

1600
1700
1700

Table 4.1. Fuzzy and defuzzified optimal values
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If uncertainties can be reduced, for example by more precise weather predictions, transfer limits

can be increased as shown by the numerical results in Table 4.1. Note that the last column in

Table 4.1 corresponds to the conservative decision as described above.

4.10 Discussion

By introducing the fuzzy models to represent uncertainty as presented in the example above, the

uncertainty in outage consequences can be included in an analysis. The results from the analysis

are an operating limit in addition to information about the level of uncertainty. Under the

assumptions for the models applied, operating costs will have very little uncertainty for low

interface flow levels giving secure operation. For increasing interface flow levels, the

uncertainty in operating costs increases due to the increased uncertainty in the amount of load

lost, as more contingencies become critical. As the uncertainties at higher interface flow levels

are increased, minimizing the fuzzy cost function will lead to lower (and more secure) operating

limits.

The kind of (linguistic) uncertainty presented in this work seems to be adequately modeled by

use of fuzzy models (numbers). Fuzzy set theory provides a theoretical basis for including vague

information in physical models. Such information is often the result from the vague situations

which characterize human activities, or from vague expert judgments.

It should be emphasized that the uncertainty to be included in the analysis or approach should

be represented in the best way possible. If the amount of information available is "sufficient",

and the phenomena under consideration allows it (the basic assumptions for probabilistic

models can be satisfied), probabilistic models should applied.

4.11 Summary

The presented fuzzy models introduced illustrate how "subjective" uncertainty can be

introduced in power system operation. Uncertainties concerning the amount of load lost,

weather dependency and outage duration were addressed, and fuzzy models have been

introduced. Some of these models can represent linguistic uncertainties which can characterize

system operators' or experts' opinions.

An example was introduced to illustrate the use of fuzzy numbers to represent expert opinion

such as expert judgment of amount of load lost and weather dependencies in different

parameters. Power system security was assessed with respect to voltage stability, but similar

fuzzy models, as introduced for voltage security, may also be used for other types of

phenomena.
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A security index representing the introduction of soft constraints has also been introduced. This

security index is a crisp index using a fuzzy membership function to model goal satisfaction.

The softness of security limits could be based on a system operator's opinion about the secure

level of security limit violations.

In the next chapter, a new approach to power system operation will be presented. The models

presented in this chapter will be introduced in this approach.
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Chapter 5

Power system operation as
multiobjective decision making

This chapter presents a multiobjective and risk oriented approach to power system

security assessment. The objectives included in the new approach are minimization

of operating costs and obtaining secure operation. In this thesis security will be

limited to voltage stability. The application which has been studied is to make a

decision about transfer limits on important transmission corridors (interfaces). The

approach aims to avoid decisions that involve large regrets in terms of costs or

security violations, allowing the decision maker to give specific weights for cost and

security in the evaluation process.

5.1 Introduction

The introduction of a deregulated power market has put an increasing pressure on more efficient

and flexible utilization of the transmission system and particularly on the main transmission

grid. Regulatory authorities in Norway demand that the monopoly part, power transmission and

distribution, should be optimized from a socio-economic point of view including the costs that

customers regard as being caused by power interruptions.

In a deregulated power system the actual short term scheduling is determined by the balance of

supply and demand in the power market. This competitive environment has led to larger

variations in load flow patterns [48], and more often the power transmission demand exceeds

the available capacity determined by the N-l criterion. This in turn may lead to higher

congestion costs.

In this chapter an approach which introduces multiobjective analysis and risk assessment is

proposed. In making a decision about transfer limits for a transmission interface the operator

has to consider operating costs as well as security level. The analysis considers operating costs
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and a security index reflecting the vulnerability with respect to voltage collapse as attributes

measuring the goodness of a solution. This is different from a single criterion optimization

applied to operating costs [48,49], which was presented in Section 2.5.3. The risk will be

assessed by evaluating the potential consequences of making a certain decision.

The approach will provide valuable information for the problem to be solved, in which power

system security assessment is important. A system operator's (or expert's) opinion will play an

important role in obtaining the final solution, and therefore this should be included in the

assessment. The problem will be presented as a decision problem. On the basis of available

information, and assessment performed, what is the best solution? How should or could the

solutions be found, and what are the potential consequences of making the decisions?

Different aspects of uncertainty and risk will also be included in the risk assessment presented.

Details about modeling of uncertainty and models including uncertainty and fuzziness are

described in Chapter 4.

This approach will satisfy the objective of this work, namely to find an approach which will be

more flexible and sensitive to changes in market demands and changes in weather conditions

and outage probabilities.

In the following it will be assumed that the critical contingencies threatening system security

and the possible alternatives have been identified. For all the alternatives in a post-contingency

case it will be assumed that the transition from the pre-contingency case has taken place and that

the transition is stable. Of course, stability analysis would be required to assure a stable

transition at least for alternatives close to stability limits (angular or voltage). Furthermore it is

assumed that the consequences of outages at different levels of interface flow have been

analyzed, for example by the analysis described in Chapters 2 and 3.

5.2 Multiobjective decision making

An approach to power system planning which includes risk assessment and multiobjective

decision making has been introduced in [51,58]. This section includes some basic definitions

for multiobjective decision making, introduced in these references. Also some other important

definitions, concepts and relations described in [83] will be presented.

5.2.1 Basic definitions

• Alternatives are instances (options, plans or strategies) that represent possible solutions

to the problem in cause. Each alternative can have several parameters to be specified. In

power system operation an alternative could be defined as a specific operating limit for

power transfer on a transmission line or corridor (interface). The alternative could also
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include a set of preventive or corrective actions to take place under specific

circumstances.

• Criteria are general aspects about the problem that influence decisions. Examples of

criteria are costs, security, reliability, environmental impact.

• An Attribute is a measure of goodness of a solution or alternative, i.e. the quantification

of a given criterion. For example, if the criterion is environmental impact the attribute

might be total SO2 emission, or km of roads in sensitive areas. Other examples of

attributes are: investment costs or operating costs for a cost criterion, and energy not

supplied or mean time to failures for a reliability criterion.

• Objectives are goals concerning the attributes. In general the objective would be

maximization or minimization, but in some cases it could also be reaching a specific target

level. Some examples are: minimize SO2 emissions, minimize investment or operating

costs. Although the term objectives sometimes is confused with criteria, the distinction is

quite clear: sometimes for the same criteria and attributes, the objectives may be different,

depending on the decision maker. For example for the criterion car size, one decision

maker's objective may be to minimize the size, while another may want to maximize it, or

even to reach a certain target size for the car.

• A Nondominated Alternative is, when compared to any other alternative, better in at least

one objective. The meaning is that no other alternative is better than the nondominated in

ALL of the objectives, in which case the alternative would be referred to as dominated.

• A Conditional Decision Set is a set of alternatives that may be taken as acceptable

compromises between objectives and, therefore, will appear as good candidates to a final

decision, in a given future.

• A Global Decision Set is the set of plans that are in at least one of the conditional decision

sets.

• Uncertainties are factors which can have a major influence on a decision and are not

under a decision maker's control or cannot be predicted with certainty.

• A Future has been defined as a set of outcomes or realizations of uncertainties. In power

system operation, a future will denote a likely event for the next period of operation.

Examples of possible futures are: no component outages or contingencies occur thus no

load will be lost, or single or multiple (dependent or independent) outages occur and load

may be lost.

• Risk is the hazard to which the power system is exposed because of uncertainties, if the

decision maker selects one solution instead of another. Risk is a characteristic of decisions

and their consequences, with two dimension: 1) the likelihood of making a regrettable

decision, and 2) the amount by which a decision is regrettable.

• Regret is the measure of what is lost in a certain criterion when compared to what would

have been chosen with perfect foresight about the outcomes of likely futures. The regret
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is an a posteriori concept, since its assessment is made after a decision is taken, and then

realizing that a future will occur. The regret is measured as the difference between the

value of an attribute for a specific alternative, and the value of the attribute for the optimal

alternative for that future. Note that the regrets are evaluated for possible alternatives

(decisions), prior to making the final decision.

5.2.2 Some key concepts

X = {x1 ,x2 xm} (5.1)

denotes the set of initial feasible alternatives, and each alternative is characterized by n

attributes. The k'th alternative is written as

k , k k k. ,_ „.
x = (xj, x2,..., xn) (5.2)

k k

where x is a multiattribute alternative in decision theory. The individual X; designates the

level of attribute i attained by alternative k, where i = 1,..., n; k = 1,..., m, and n is the number

of attributes and m is the number of alternatives.

In [83] the axiom of choice is stated as:

Alternatives that are closer to the ideal are preferred to those that are farther away.
To be as close as possible to the perceived ideal is the rationale of human choice.

The ideal solution is in general a nonfeasible solution, and it will be found as a fictitious solution

containing the best solution for each attribute. The ideal solution is denoted:

x* = (xj, x*2,..., x*) (5.3)

The distance to the ideal can be mapped by introducing fuzzy subsets or membership functions

characterizing the distance to the ideal solution. As close as possible in the axiom of choice can
k * k * k k k *

be defined in a degree of closeness of Xj to X; as d(xj, x ;) = d ; , where d; = 1 if X; = x;

and otherwise 0 < d; < 1.

The scores generated by available alternatives might be labeled with respect to the ideal as

close, not close, very close, etc. To determine the degree of closeness of any x to x in terms
k *

of d to d , a family of distance membership functions (L metrics) is defined as follows:

LP(w, k) = (5.4)

where w is a vector of attribute importance, and the power P represents the distance parameter

1 < P < <=°. This membership function evaluates the distance between the ideal alternative d

and the actual vector of degrees of closeness induced by an alternative d .
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Common alternatives of distance measures are: P = 1, P = 2 and P = °°. For P = 1 the L metric

is denoted the city block or Manhattan block measure of distance. This metric implies the

longest geometric distance between two points. For P = 2, the shortest geometric distance

between two points is obtained. The L^, P = °°, converts Equation 5.4 into the expression:

L ^ w . k ) = m a x { w r ( l - d f ) , i = l , ...,n} (5.5)

This metric is the same as used in a Risk Assessment paradigm [53,58,59]. This metric will not

be affected by any simultaneous transformation of the coordinates by an increasing monotonous

function.

The alternative closest to the ideal solution given by Equations 5.4 or 5.5, has been called the

compromise alternative. Compromise solutions have some useful properties ([83]):

• For 1 < P < oo it can be shown that at least one solution is nondominated

• For 1 < P < oo there is a unique minimum of LP

The degrees of closeness (as well as any other perceptions of attribute scores) are interrelated

with the weights of importance. Thus it is impossible to measure distances without weighing the

attributes.

5.2.3 Multiple attribute dependency

Most theories of multiattribute decision making are based on a set of independency conditions

for the attributes. Two basic types of attribute dependencies are:

• Value dependency

A set of attributes is value-dependent if the measurement of numerical scores with respect

to one attribute implies or restricts a particular attainment of scores by all other attributes

of the set. Typical examples are water temperature and water density, size and weight.

• Preferential dependency

A set of attributes is preferential dependent on other attributes if preferences within the

set depend on the levels at which the scores of other attributes are fixed. For example, the

removal of or nonremoval of one kidney depends on the performance score achieved by

the other.

For the problem at hand, the two attributes to be considered will not necessarily be value

dependent. The score of cost, for example, does not restrict the level of security, and vice versa.

These two attributes could, however, be preferentially dependent. The preference for a low

operating cost could depend on the level of security.

In the theory of the displaced ideal [83] a different and simpler way of dealing with dependency

problems is introduced, which is contrary to the traditional way of treating dependency
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separable from a particular set of alternatives. Attribute values for a particular alternative only

come with this alternative and are thus not separable, and all of these attributes characterize a

particular alternative. Consequently, the value dependency as defined above does not require

any special attention.

Instead of making a prior assessment of attribute dependency, its impact is implicitly

incorporated into a dynamic process of partial decision making. As alternatives are removed

from a decision set, also their attribute values are removed, and this can affect the ranking of the

remaining alternatives in terms of their closeness to the ideal. If the ideal is displaced the actual

distances of the remaining alternatives are recomputed.

A third type of attribute dependency is introduced:

• Anchor dependency

A set of attributes is anchor (ideal) dependent if the degrees of closeness assigned within

the set depend on the corresponding anchor values as well as on the degrees of closeness

associated with other attributes in the set.

5.3 An approach which introduces risk assessment

In [24,51,66] a multiobjective approach using trade-off analysis has been introduced to deal

with risk and uncertainty in power system planning. Uncertainty cannot be eliminated, thus in

decision making this uncertainty must be dealt with by finding solutions that minimize risk.

Note that risk is defined as the hazard to which the power system is exposed because of

uncertainties, if the decision maker selects one solution instead of another.

5.3.1 Example

An excellent example demonstrating why minimizing expectation values or standard deviations

of attribute scores could lead to wrong answers when dealing with risk has been presented in

[24,51]. Suppose that four plans (A, B, C and D) are measured in terms of two attributes

(financial required and present worth of revenue requirements), and that the problem at hand

has three possible futures Fj, F2 and F3. The attribute scores for the 4 alternatives in the three

futures are shown in Table 5.1.

Suppose the approach to risk was to minimize the expected values E{.} of the two attributes.

Either plan B or plan C, depending on the probabilities of the futures, minimizes the expected

value of financing required. Plan A minimizes the expected value of revenue requirements. So

minimizing expectation values leads to three out of four candidates, with no clear winner.

If the approach is to minimize the variance of the two attributes, the fourth plan is introduced.
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$ billions

Futures

Plan A

PlanB

PlanC

PlanD

Financing required

Fi

3.0

1.6

1.2

2.3

F2

3.1

1.1

1.1

2.3

F3

3.2

0.8

0.9

2.3

Present worth of revenue requirements

Fi

13

15

30

23

F2

14

19

31

23

F3

11

13

29

23

Table 5.1. Financing required and present worth of revenue requirements, $ billions

Plan D minimizes the variances of both the attributes. Incidentally, plan B, which is the best

choice, happens to maximize the variance of both attributes.

Figure 5.1 shows how the four plans are related for each of the three futures. Plan B is at what

is called the knee of the trade-off curve for each future. No matter how the uncertainties are

realized, it seems to be the right choice. This is true in spite of the fact that plan B does not

minimize neither the means (depending on probabilities of the futures) nor the variance of the

attributes. As will be explained in the next sections, plan B will be considered a robust plan, and

thus will be an obvious choice in the space of futures.
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Fig. 5.1. Dominated versus nondominated solutions

5.3.2 The process

In order to properly deal with risk in power system operation, the following process will be

followed [51]:

• Formulate the power system operating problem properly: identify criteria, objectives,

uncertainties, etc.

• Perform trade-off analysis, identify conditional decision sets for each future (dominated

and nondominated solutions).

• Determine robustness of alternatives; an alternative which is in all of the conditional
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decision sets for all futures is robust.

• If no alternative is robust, determine to which degree choosing different alternatives will

be regrettable.

In [24,51] two dimensions of risk, robustness and exposure or regret, have been introduced.

Before these two dimensions of risk can be presented, a few details need to be sorted out. In the

next sections the following details will be presented in some detail:

• alternatives and criteria

• determination of conditional decision sets for different futures

• the global decision set

• the two dimensions of risk: robustness and exposure or regret.

5.3.3 Criteria, objectives and alternatives

The identification of the objectives is an important task in decision making. Traditionally, the

major objective for system operators has been quite simple: the power system should be

operated in such a way that no single (N-l) contingency will result in unacceptable

consequences. The objective was to provide secure operation of the power system. In the new

environment minimizing operating costs is introduced as an additional objective.

The criteria in the presented approach are operating costs and system security with the

objectives of minimizing operating costs and obtaining a satisfactory level of security.

The possible alternatives in power system operation could be represented as a selection of

different levels of interface flow for a critical transmission interface, possibly with additional

preventive or corrective actions to enhance security (see Section 5.3.6). One alternative could

be to choose an interface flow limit X with no additional actions. Choosing the same interface

flow limit X, but with additional actions Y would be a second alternative.

A set of futures, defined by critical contingencies or component outages, which may threaten

system security, can be identified in a contingency analysis. An additional result from this

analysis is the consequences associated with such outages.

5.3.4 Conditional decision sets

It has become an accepted belief that nondominated solutions provide a good general starting

point of rational decision making, and that only the nondominated solutions will be of interest

when determining the conditional decision set. However, it can be questionable to eliminate all

dominated solutions from a decision set. If more than one alternative is required for a solution,

then the second and subsequent choices do not need to be nondominated. The concept of

nondominated solutions is viable if and only if a single solution is required. If a ranking of

alternatives is desired, the set of all nondominated solutions does not provide a good basis for
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the ranking. A single or the first selection will, however, always be nondominated. It is only the

tendency to exclusively work with nondominated solutions which is questionable [83].

This is easily illustrated in Figure 5.2, where a problem of minimization of two attributes is

presented. Alternatives A, B and C are nondominated, while alternative D is surely dominated.

However, it is quite clear just from inspection of this figure, that alternative D will be the

second-best alternative. Eliminating this alternative before making the final decision could

result in ignoring the fact that this alternative could be a robust solution in the space of futures.

Even if this alternative is dominated in all the futures, it could be a second, or subsequent option

in all of the futures.

Fig. 5.2. Dominated vs. nondominated solutions

For a given future the alternatives and attributes can be represented as in Figure 5.3, where the

attributes are operating costs and security index. From these alternatives the decision maker can

determine the set of alternatives considered to give a good compromise between the objectives,

if this future should occur. The determination of the conditional decision set is a subjective

process which will require the judgment of a decision maker. As an illustration (see Figure 5.3)

a decision maker could accept the alternatives having operating costs lower than KNOK 150

and a security index higher than 0.5 (l-M-secUrity< 0-5,m Figure 5.3).

5.3.5 Risk assessment

The risk can be assessed in terms of the two dimensions, robustness and exposure or regret.

Robustness

The alternatives in the conditional decision set for a given future are candidates for a global

decision set. If any of the alternatives are included in all of the conditional decision sets, these

alternatives are considered completely robust and would represent good alternatives for any of
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Fig. 5.3. Possible choice of conditional decision set for a given future

the uncertain futures.

The degree of robustness can be measured in terms of the aggregate probability, or the fraction

of futures in which an alternative is included in the conditional decision set. For example, an

alternative which is considered a good or acceptable solution in 7 out of a total of 10 futures

could have a robustness represented by 0.7. If the probabilities of the futures are considered, the

robustness would be the sum of the probabilities of the 7 futures in which the alternative is a

good compromise solution.

Regret

After having determined the conditional decision sets for all of the futures the risk can be

measured in terms of robustness. However, if no alternatives are completely robust, the

objective then becomes to determine the alternative giving the lowest regret for all the futures.

This is the second measure of risk. The riskiness of the alternatives could be measured in terms

of the degree to which the alternative is regrettable. The regret or exposure is defined by how

much an alternative differs in each attribute from the alternative that would have been selected,

if one had perfect foresight regarding which future that would occur [51,53,58,59].

The best alternative for each future, if the future could have been predicted with 100% certainty,

will be presented in Section 5.4. The regrets for different alternatives and attributes will be

defined based on these best alternatives for each future. Finally, the best solution in the space of

future, based on minimization of regret will be presented.
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5.3.6 Corrective and preventive actions

If no alternatives are completely robust and some events lead to unacceptable consequences,

measures could be taken to try to introduce alternatives which would be more robust. Examples

of such measures in power system operation could be the inclusion of corrective or preventive

actions to enhance security, thus allowing higher power transfer.

Preventive actions are performed prior to any contingency to prevent unacceptable

consequences if any of these contingencies should occur. Corrective actions are actions

performed after a contingency has occurred. These actions can be performed to reduce any

security violations in a post-contingency case, or to bring the system back to normal operation

if the contingency has caused the power system to enter an emergency state.

The inclusion of any preventive or corrective actions can alter the operation of the power

system. A decision maker may for example allow a higher interface flow on a critical

transmission interface if corrective actions can prevent or reduce a problem in case a critical

contingency should occur.

Some possible actions for angular stability, voltage stability and overload problems, considered

implemented or already implemented in the Norwegian power system, are:

• load shedding (low frequency or undervoltages)

• unloading or tripping of generators (to alleviate heavily loaded lines)

Alternatives which include preventive or corrective actions could be represented like:

Select an operating limit ofXMW on the transmission interface, but if transfer is
higher than a certain limit AND an outage occurs, corrective actions are
performed.

5.4 Regret-values and least regrettable solutions

In order to determine the regret values for the alternatives in all the futures, the best alternative

in each future has to be known. This section will include several details about finding the best

solutions, the regret values for each alternative and the least regrettable solution in the space for

futures. Flow charts describing the risk assessment will be presented in Section 5.5.

It is assumed that a decision maker would act in accordance with the axiom of choice presented

in Section 5.2.2. If the future were known, knowing that a certain outage would occur in the next

period of operation, a decision maker would try to operate the system close to the ideal solution

for this future. The ideal was presented in the same section. The ideal for each future will be

defined by the best attribute values for all the alternatives, thus this will in general be a fictitious

solution.
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5.4.1 Distance measures: security

For the security index, the degree of closeness to the ideal is given directly by its membership

function (d = |iseCurity)- This security index, which was presented in the previous chapter, could

depend on a system operator's opinion about safe levels of power system operation. Different

degrees of softness of constraints can be introduced in this distance measure (1 - d).

The ideal level of security will be determined by the highest level of security for a given future.

In many futures this will be defined as completely secure, having no security limit violations. In

normal cases power system operation will often include levels of operating limits having no

security limit violations. By reducing all power transfer to zero (a hypothetical case), all security

limit violations could be avoided. Thus, the ideal in any future, can be given by M.securjty = 1-

5.4.2 Distance measures: cost

For the operating costs the ideal will be given by the lowest possible operating costs for the

given future. Several measures of degrees of closeness to the ideal are possible. Some examples

are presented in [83]. One measure of closeness to the ideal (minimum), can be given by:

Ct,j = ^ (5-6)
x,j

where

• x is the alternative

• j is the future

• d*ost; j is the degree of closeness for alternative x, (1 - d*ost j) is the distance to the ideal

• cxj is the operating cost value for alternative x in future j

• cra;nj is the minimum cost for future j , and this is the cost for the ideal.

For this measure the distance to the ideal (1 - d) equals 0 for the ideal and the distance increases

rapidly at increasing cost values. One problem for this measure is that for a future where the

minimum cost value, cm;nj equals 0, ALL other cost values will be given a distance of 1 even

for just a marginal cost deviation from the ideal.

A different measure of the degree of closeness could be to label the most distant cost (cmax) by

zero (d = 0, i.e. a distance to the ideal equal to 1). This is given by:

,x cmax~cx,j .,. „,
dcost,j - - _ „ (5-7)

max min,j

where cmax is the maximum cost for all the futures. A similar measure as determined by

Equation 5.7 could be to label alternatives higher than or equal to an upper acceptable cost limit
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by a degree of closeness equal to 0. This would be similar to the penalty function approach,

presented in Section 2.5.4.

In the approach presented in this chapter an upper maximum acceptable cost will be applied.

The distance to the ideal can change as more alternatives are added. In power system operation

more alternatives could be added, e.g. by including preventive or corrective actions, and as these

alternatives are added, the ideal may change and new distance measures have to be determined.

5.4.3 Attributes

The levels of goal acceptance in both objectives (minimum cost and secure operation) will be

viewed as mappings from the cost and security spaces and into the spaces of goal acceptance

for cost minimization and secure operation. These levels of goal acceptance will be used as

attribute values in the different futures, the attribute values for alternative x in future j

becoming:

^security, j = * ~ M-security, j P-°)

rX. _ Cj,x~cmin,j , , q .
^ostj ~ „ _ c . . *• '

max mm, j

5.4.4 Best alternative for a given future

In order to determine the best alternative in each future, both the attribute scaling (Equations 5.8

and 5.9) and the attribute weights (w;'s in Equation 5.4 or 5.5) have to be determined. These

should be based on the opinions of system operators. This will be discussed in Section 5.5 and

in Chapter 6. The best solution for each future is found as the alternative having the shortest

distance to the ideal for this future, minimizing Lp in Equation 5.4 or 5.5.

Note that finding the alternative which minimizes the distance Lp especially for P = °°,

corresponds to minimization of risk defined as the difference between the attribute values for

the alternatives and those for the ideal solution.

5.4.5 Best decision in the space of futures

The level of regret for the alternatives in different futures will be measured with respect to the

alternative which would have been chosen if one had perfect foresight about the future which

would actually occur. Thus, the level of regret can be measured with respect to different

alternatives for each future. In the space of futures, the regret values will be weighted by the

probability for each future. Thus for all the alternatives x regret values multiplied by event

probabilities are found for both attributes. For each alternative the maximum exposure or regret

value in both attributes is determined by:
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R i x = m a x { p r R ? j f j = 1,2 n} = max{Pj • (ffj - f j ) , j = 1, 2,.... n} (5.10)

where (x and j were presented above):

• i is the attribute (cost or security)

• Rj : is the regret for alternative x for attribute i in future j

• Pj is the probability of occurrence of future (event) j

• f£ j is the value of attribute i for the x'th alternative, given by Equation 5.8 or 5.9

• fjj is the attribute value for the best solution in future j .

In each future the attribute values f£j are represented by fuzzy membership functions giving

the level of goal acceptance for this alternative with respect to the security level or operating

cost. The risk measures are given as probability weighted exposures of goal acceptance in the

space of futures.

Having determined the maximum values for cost and security regrets for all the alternatives, the

best solution in the space of futures can be determined by the minimum regret principle. The

importance or weight of cost and security regret will also have to be known to determine the

alternative with the lowest maximum regret in terms of cost and security. This alternative is

determined by:

™n L P( W cost • Rcost, x' w
Securi1y ' Rsecurity, x) (5-**)

5.4.6 Fuzzy variables and defuzzification of variables

In the expressions presented above, one or several of the variables can be represented by fuzzy

numbers. In Chapter 4 fuzzy numbers were introduced for the amount of load lost and the

duration of outages, as a result the operating costs will become fuzzy numbers. The fuzziness

represented a subjective type of uncertainty in determining these numbers. In addition, the

outage probability or failure rate could be determined as fuzzy. One reason could be that the

failure rates in different weather conditions can be given a fuzzy description, for example to

represent statements like: the failure rate will be close to x. These fuzzy numbers represent

uncertainty which in the decision making process should be carried along all the way until a

final decision has been made.

Note that if the operating costs are given as fuzzy numbers, this results in the cost attribute given

by Equation 5.9 being a fuzzy number. Further note that the fuzzy denominator in Equation 5.9

will have to be a strictly positive number, thus the fuzzy number (interval) cannot include zero.

Therefore the minimum value will have to be sufficiently lower than the maximum acceptable

operating cost.
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By introducing fuzzy numbers, the distance measures (for cost) and regret values in cost and

security will become fuzzy numbers. In determining the best alternatives in each future, the

alternatives are ordered according to their distance to the "ideal". This was measured by the

distance measure or LP - metric given by Equation 5.4 or 5.5. The distance measure for security

was defined as a crisp value, thus a comparison with the cost - distance measure should be

performed by measuring the crisp value for security with a defuzzified value for cost.

On the other hand the regret values are based on applying fuzzy numbers for cost (in Equation

5.9) and the fuzzy outage probabilities, thus resulting in fuzzy regret values. Thus finding

probability weighted regrets, includes comparing fuzzy variables and the minimum and

maximum values could be determined in different ways. In [58] a concept called fuzzy regret

was introduced, this was presented in Section 4.4. This concept could be applied to rank regret

- values in order to determine maximum regret values. It could also be applied to determine the

minimum of the maximum regret values determined by Equation 5.11.

In this thesis, however, maximum probability weighted (fuzzy) regret values are ordered

according to their defuzzified values, and similarly the probability weighted regrets in Equation

5.11 are defuzzified values. This is not considered to be of critical importance for the main

concept of minimizing maximum regret.

5.5 The multiobjective process for managing risk

This section describes the process of assessing the risk associated with each individual

alternative. The process of determining the risk is illustrated in the two flow charts shown in

Figures 5.4 and 5.6. The process will need expert judgment, this is indicated in the figures. One

type of judgment required was introduced in the previous chapter, some additional expert

judgment or system operators' opinions used to determine regret values will be presented in

Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4.

5.5.1 Input data and analysis required

Figure 5.4 shows the types of analysis which have to be performed, and what expert judgment

is needed to determine the security indices and operating costs for each alternative in all of the

possible futures or outage events. In order to determine particularly the amount of load lost, but

also outage duration and weather dependencies, expert judgment will be required.

To fully assess the security level for each alternative (level of interface flow) power flow,

voltage stability and angular stability analysis should be performed. Stability analysis will be

required to determine the stability of interface flow levels and of transitions between futures. A

transition between futures is the result of the outage of a transmission line or a generator (also

multiple contingencies could be included).
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Input data (cost data):
• Congestion costs
• Outage costs
• Cost of preventive and
corrective actions

Input data
• Base - case data
• load forecast

Types of analysis which should be performed:
• contingency analysis
• load flow (overload, voltage levels, etc)
• voltage stability analysis (e.g. PV - curve using CPF)
• stability analysis (not performed in this thesis)

Expert judgment

• Security index: \x, determine softness of constraints
• determine alternatives

Operating costs (alternative x,
future j):

> '-'actions' "out' r )

Future probabilities
Pi = V At

Security indices (alternative x,
future j):
^x,j ~ mecurity,x,j

Risk assessment:
• robustness
• regret

Fig. 5.4. Input data and analysis required to determine regret values and optimal solutions

In this thesis, stability analysis has not been performed to determine whether or not the

alternatives are stable. The risk assessment is performed under the assumption that such analysis

has been performed, and that pre- and post-contingency interface flows are stable. A steady state

voltage stability analysis has been performed, however.

The results from the analysis and expert judgment are a number of possible alternatives for

which risk assessment is required. For each alternative an operating cost and a security index

have been determined for all the futures. The (weather dependent) probabilities for each future

are found, based on the failure rates for the identified contingencies defining the futures. A

period (At) of operation has to be determined, in this thesis At is set to 1 hour. It is assumed that

only one future will occur in the period of operation.

5.5.2 Attribute scaling and weights

The scaring of the cost attribute determined by Equation 5.9, as well as the determination of the

security index, represent functions which will introduce a decision maker's preference for
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different levels of cost and security. Such functions are in decision theory (utility theory)

denoted as value functions [38]. These functions should be determined in such a way that they

will reflect a decision maker's preference for the consequences of determining an operating

limit.

The scaling and determination of attribute weights could be based on finding a decision maker's

preference for the consequences of various alternatives in different futures. For example, how

would a decision maker (or system operator) evaluate the consequences of a decision if no

outages occur, compared to the consequences implied if a critical contingency occurs?

Changes in scaling as well as in attribute weights will result in changing the measure of distance

to the ideal for an alternative in a given future. This is obvious from Equations 5.4 and 5.5. The

attribute weight will directly influence the distance measure as will a scaling of the cost

attribute. Scaling of the cost attribute and determining attribute weights will be interrelated.

Changing the scaling of the attribute will also result in changes in the attribute weights in order

to keep the decision maker's preference for the consequences of different alternatives.

The objectives introduced were to obtain as low operating costs as possible, and obtain an

"acceptable" level of security. The level of security is measured by an index (insecurity) w*m

values ranging from 0 (insecure) to 1 (totally secure). In order to compare distance measures,

the cost attribute should be given a similar scaling. The futures defined have very large

variations in probability of occurrence: the most likely event, no outages occur, having a

probability very close to 1. Due to the very large probability of the event that no outages occur,

the (probability weighted) operating costs in this future can totally dominate the (probability

weighted) security index for outage events. This will depend on the scaling of the cost attribute.

If only the cost attribute (or cost objective) is considered, the scaling of the attribute will be of

no importance, the scaling being equal in all the futures.

An outage event could result in unacceptable consequences both in terms of security violations

and in risk of losing load (resulting in interruption costs). The major difference between these

consequences is that the security index measures the degree by which a security constraint or

limit is being violated due to physical parameters like power flow and voltage levels, while the

amount of the load lost is an estimate of the potential risk of losing load due to the outage.

The scaling of the cost attribute should reflect the preference for consequences in terms of costs

compared to security limit violations. It seems reasonable that the scaling of the cost distance

measure has to be based on cost levels and security levels in different futures which are

considered to be comparable in severity for power system operation for the two objectives:

• minimize operating costs
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• acceptable level of security.

The next two sections will include examples of how a scaling of the cost attribute could be

obtained, and how the attribute weight could be determined.

5.5.3 Maximum acceptable operating cost, cmax

When comparing the distance measures in the cost and security attribute, these measures have

to be scaled to comparable values. The security index is a measure of goal acceptance of secure

operation within a given future, and will be limited to the interval [0,1]. The cost attribute is not

limited, however, and unless a proper scaling is used the maximum regret values could be

determined solely on the cost regret. The scaling of the cost attribute (distance measure) has to

be based on some assumptions about comparable attribute values.

The conditional decision sets for all the futures have been determined based on definition of a

maximum acceptable operating cost CCDS, and a minimum acceptable security level [IQUS- Th-e

CCDs and MCDS determined the robustness of the alternatives. In the most likely future, the

maximum operating cost CCDS will determine the lowest "acceptable" operating limit for this

future. This is due to the operating cost for this future being determined by the congestion cost,

which will increase for decreasing interface flow limits. The minimum acceptable security level

\IQDS
 m a v determine the highest acceptable operating limit for an outage event. This could also

be determined by the outage costs.

It seems reasonable that the scaling of the cost distance measure should be based on the

maximum acceptable operating cost for the most likely future and the minimum acceptable

security level in an outage event the system operator want to be secure against. By letting

Pi • (1 - dcostj CDS) = Pj • (1 - dsecurityj CDs) where i is the probability of the most likely future

and j is the probability of a critical outage event, the severity of the attribute levels for cost in

the most likely future and security in a critical outage event have been made comparable. This

assumption results in cmax in Equation 5.7, being determined by:

Pi • ^ C D S m i n ' i = PJ ' ( 1 -^ecuri ty .CDs) = Pj " d "
max min, i

which results in:

1 P"
^max ~ /1 \ _ ^ C D S (-min. i-* + Lmin. i 1,3.10;

and if cminj; = 0 (for an interface flow higher than or equal to the interface flow given by the

power market demand):
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Cma* = a - ^ c D s ) ' p y C c D s (5-14)

5.5.4 Importance of attributes (Cost vs. Security)

The best solution will depend on the decision maker's opinion about the weighting of the

different attributes (cost vs. security). By varying the importance of the attributes (different wj's

in Equation 5.5) different solutions can be obtained.

The weighting of the importance of the attributes can be obtained by determining two solutions

which are considered equivalent by the decision maker. These two solutions will have the same

distance to the ideal or anchor solution, thus:

Lp(w, x1) = Lp(w, xJ) (5.15)

Then the weighting of the attribute importance can be found by using the fact that w j + w2 = 1.

For a city-block distance (Lj) the values for wj and w2 are found easily, given by:

XJ _ x i

V X W W X ^ W ^ + V X M W l = . i vK / j K . g ^
' ( X , — X - , ) — I X . — X , ) V.J-1U,>

w 1 + w 2 = 1
W2 = 1 - W j

The equations for the L2 metric will be more complex. For the LTC metric the distance measures

for the two equivalent alternatives become:

max(w, • x1,, w, • x\) = max(w, • xJ,, w, • xi)
1 1 2 2J >• i i> 2 2-» ( 5 1 7 )

Wj + W2 = 1

and no analytical solution to this problem exists. However, the weights can be found by a simple

search.

If the operator is indifferent to the alternatives' consequences in the same future, their distance

measures (distance to the ideal) in this future will be equal, and the attribute weights can be

determined by the equations above.

If the operator is indifferent to the consequences of the alternatives in different futures, their

probability weighted regret values for these futures should be equal. However, to determine the

regret values, the best alternatives in the respective futures have to be found, but to find the best

alternatives the Wj weights have to be known.

The weights can be determined based on the algorithm presented in Figure 5.5. Initial values of

Wj are used to determine regret values for the two alternatives in each future. The distance
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measures LP for the regret values (probability weighed) are equal, and new values of w{ can be

found. The algorithm will stop if the difference between the new and the previous W; values is

below a specified limit. If the algorithm converges the attribute weights, based on the two

indifferent alternatives, have been found.

use new w;'s

Indifferent alternatives x and y in futures k and 1

\
Guess values for w( weights (i = C (Cost), S(Security))

For given Wj's find R^ k , Rg k , Ry
c j , Ry

s< ]

LetLp(wi,R^) = LP(wi,Rfil)

i r

Find new w; values

\

ldl<linT^^>

Wj values have been determined

Fig. 5.5. w - values for two indifferent alternatives in different futures

5.5.5 Robustness and regret

Figure 5.6 shows a flow chart for the risk assessment using the risk measures: robustness and

regret. In finding the robustness for each alternative a system operator has to choose the

maximum allowable operating cost (CCDS) and the minimum level of security (^CDS)
 m e a c J l

future. A conditional decision set is found based on alternatives having operating costs lower

than CCDs and security level higher than HCDS. The robustness of the alternative is determined

based on the futures in which the alternative is in the conditional decision set.

Having determined the attribute scaling (maximum cost cmax) and the attribute weights (wj's),

the regret values for each alternative are measured with respect to the best alternative in each

future. Having determined the best (or optimal) alternative the regret values are found as the

attribute deviations from the best alternatives in each future. The least regrettable alternative is

defined as the alternative x having the minimum distance measure Lp(wcost' R ^ t x, wsecurj(y •
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Initial analysis and expert opinion

Risk assessment

Robustness:

Select future:
Find alternatives satisfying:
c j ,x - C C D S

M'securityj.x - M'CDS

Determine conditional decision
set

Yes

Select alternative: x
find number of futures where
alternative is in conditional
decision set

• find robustness of alternative

Expert
judgment^

Robustness of alternatives

Regret:

Select future:
• find "ideal" alternative
•find distance measures, Eq.5.8
and 5.9 (attribute values)

1 Find optimal alternative
(minimum distance: Eq.5.4 or 5.5)

1 Find regret values:

Yes

Select alternative: x
Find maximum regret values:

Find least regrettable alternative:
min LP(wc0stRC0StiX,ws6c • R ^ )

Least regrettable alternative

Fig. 5.6. Robustness, regret and optimal solutions

^security x)>w n e r e m e Ri x (*= cost> security) are the maximum probability weighted regrets for

the alternative x, for all the futures.

5.6 Multiobjective risk assessment vs. the penalty function method

In the penalty function method, a compromise solution between an optimal cost solution and a

secure solution was obtained. This method does have some similarities with the approach

presented in this chapter. In this section some comments on differences and similarities between
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the two methods are presented.

5.6.1 Penalty function method

• The optimal cost is determined as the minimum expected operating cost for all the futures.

• Secure operation is determined for all the futures, meaning that a safe operating limit

giving secure operation for all the possible futures (single contingency: determined by the

N-l criterion) is found.

• Penalty functions are introduced giving an increasing penalty for an increasing deviation

from the goal (secure or optimal operation).

• The compromise solution is determined as the solution giving the lowest deviation from

the two goals.

In this method the risk is measured in terms of deviation from the secure operation. The penalty

function for secure operation is determined in much the same way as for the security index

determined in Section 4.8. The main difference being that the secure operation is determined as

operation being secure for all the futures (single contingencies: N-l).

A system operator's opinion about the level of secure operation, as well as maximum acceptable

operating cost must be included.

5.6.2 Multiobjective risk assessment (minimum regret principle)

• Individual operating costs for each alternative are determined for each future.

• Similarly, the security level is determined for each alternative in all the futures.

• The distance measures to the ideal solutions give indices of goal acceptance for deviations

from the optimum solutions for cost and security in each future.

• The final solution gives a compromise between regrets in cost and security.

In this method, additional information is available. The robustness of each individual alternative

is determined directly, by including an expert's opinion in determining the conditional decisions

sets, thus also the global decision set. The importance of cost vs. security can also be changed

according to system operator's preferences.

5.7 Summary

This chapter presents an approach which seeks to minimize the risk of making a regrettable

decision when choosing an operating limit for a critical transmission corridor or interface. The

approach considers the problem of determining an operating limit as a multiobjective decision

problem, with the two objectives minimum operating cost, and obtaining a secure operating

limit. The approach includes risk assessment, and the risk is measured in the two dimensions:

robustness of an alternative, and the degree to which an alternative is regrettable.
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Chapter 6

An illustration of the risk based
multiobjective approach - A case study

In this chapter the approach presented in Chapter 5 is illustrated using an important

transmission interface in the Nordic power system. The flow limit for this interface

is determined based on the concepts introduced in the previous chapters. It includes

examples of preventive and corrective actions to enhance security and illustrates

how this may affect the final solution. The chapter also includes a very brief

comparison and discussion of differences between the minimization of expected

operating costs, the penalty function approach and the multiobjective approach

minimizing risk.

6.1 Introduction

The approach in Chapter 5 will be illustrated for an important transmission interface between

the Norwegian and Swedish power systems, known as the Hasle - interface (see Figure 2.6). In

some high load situations, with high imports or exports on the interface, the power transfer on

this interface can be restricted due to either angular stability problems, thermal overload

problems, or potential voltage instability problems. The thermal overload problems or angular

stability problems are most likely to restrict the power transfer in cases with low loading in the

central parts of Norway (Oslo load< 3300 MW), while voltage stability problems can restrict

power transfer in high load cases (Oslo load> 3300 MW) [35,41].

The presented example will be based on a high load situation in the Norwegian power system.

It could represent a likely scenario of a high load flow situation in the Norwegian power system,

while at the same time, there is a considerable demand for power export on the transmission

interface. Such a scenario is chosen since for these conditions, power transfer is likely to be

restricted by voltage stability problems. In Section 6.3 the load flow model, initial data and

assumptions about weather conditions and power market situation are presented.
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Prior to performing the analysis and applying the models presented in Chapters 4 and 5, several

types of analyses may have to be done. For the risk analysis in this example, a contingency

analysis, and steady state voltage stability analysis have been performed. Some comments are

given in Section 6.2.

The example includes:

1 an illustration of changing important parameters in the approach. It includes the choice of

cmax, and of how the attribute weights w; can be determined based on evaluating regrets

of indifferent alternatives in different futures (Section 6.4). The section will also include

the effect of varying attitudes regarding the modeling of the physical constraints, of

varying weather conditions and of differences in outage probabilities.

2 an illustration of the multiobjective risk assessment approach applied to power system

operation (Section 6.6).

3 an illustration of the effect of including preventive load shedding, corrective load

shedding and corrective production unloading (Section 6.5).

4 a comparison between an approach which minimizes the expected operating costs

presented in Section 2.5.3, the penalty function approach presented in Section 2.5.4 and

the multiobjective risk assessment approach (Section 6.7). The fuzzy models for weather

dependent probabilities and assessment of the amount of load lost are used in all the

approaches. Preventive and corrective actions are included in the comparison.

The models and the approach presented in Chapters 4 and 5 were tested based on the code

implemented in Visual Basic for Applications for Excel 97.

6.2 Security assessment

6.2.1 Contingency analysis

There is a vast number of possible contingencies in a power system since a power system could

consist of hundreds or thousands of buses and branches. Therefore techniques are necessary for

screening the majority of contingencies to identify the potentially dangerous outages. In many

cases the screening is also restricted to only single contingencies, since these are the most likely

contingencies.

Contingency screening

The voltage stability problem is strongly connected to the production, distribution and

consumption of reactive power. Contingencies giving large increase in reactive losses, violation

of reactive production limits, or large voltage drops are likely to give large reductions in load

margins. Contingency screening for voltage stability could give indications of where reactive/
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voltage problems might occur. Changes in the power system causing:

• thermal overload

• violation of reactive limits

• additional reactive losses in remaining transmission lines (X • I )

• violation of voltage limits.

can indicate post-contingency problems; consequently potentially dangerous outages can be

identified. These outages can be candidates for further analysis by other methods. In order to

evaluate the consequences for thermal overload problems an AC - power flow is required. For

steady state voltage stability analysis, load margin calculations using continuation power flow

can be performed.

A ranking of contingencies according to marginal reactive losses in transmission lines in the

entire power system or in local areas is expected to find the contingencies giving a large

reduction in load margins, and a ranking according to this criterion has been applied in the

example.

A method for contingency screening for branch-outages is to calculate only one (or a few)

iteration(s) in a Fast Decoupled Load Flow (FDLF) using a compensation technique. There are

several different versions of FDLF, two commonly used are the XB and the BX methods. The

XB is the standard FDLF presented in [5], while the BX is also known as the general-purpose

version. This method was presented in [55]. The BX method is better in cases with strong

coupling between the Q and P subproblems. The main approximations in the FDLF are

summarized in Appendix C.

The FDLF uses two constant matrices, and the Q and P subproblems are treated separately. The

major difference between the two methods is that in the XB method, the line resistances are

neglected in the B' matrix and not in the B" , while in the BX method this is reversed.

The convergence performance of the FDLF is significantly better than one could expect

regarding the approximations introduced in deriving these methods. The convergence

performance is due to the iteration scheme used for these methods. For each .sttZuteration the

most recent information is used in calculating the mismatch vectors for the next ^iteration. In

[55] it is shown that by using the most recent data, the coupling between subproblems is

automatically taken into account, thus giving the good convergence performance.

The compensation technique uses the Inverse Matrix Modification Lemma (IMML). The

matrices (B' and B") only have to be factorized once. A change in configuration will only

introduce a few extra calculations per iteration (see Appendix C).

By neglecting the shunt elements for branches, the contingency screening might become less
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sensitive to outages of branches which are highly shunt compensated, thus more than one

iteration might be necessary to identify potentially dangerous outages for voltage problems

(violation of reactive limits).

The contingency screening was performed using an algorithm implemented at SINTEF Energy

Research. This algorithm utilizes sparse matrix operations, a compensation technique using the

IMML and a few load flow iterations for the contingency cases using the FDLF (either BX or

XB). Contingencies giving a large increase in reactive losses were identified as critical

contingencies, only single contingencies were considered. Fifteen (single) contingencies were

identified as potentially critical, other contingencies were found to only give a minor reduction

in the load margin for the selected load increase.

6.2.2 Voltage stability analysis

PV (or nose) curves were calculated, using continuation power flow. The PV-curves are found

for the identified contingencies (and for the base - case) for a load and production increase

specified in Section 6.3. The continuation power flow, having limitations which will be

described in Section 6.3, has been implemented in Matlab 5.1. In the current implementation

several types of load and production increase can be specified. The continuation power flow was

described in Section 3.7.

In addition a load index (Li( see Section 3.8) is determined for each load bus at each step in the

load increase.

The results from these calculations can be used to determine as a function of interface flow (for

each contingency):

• transmission line loadings

• transmission interface flows (for the Hasle-interface or others)

• voltage levels

• maximum loadability (and load margin)

• security limit violations for different levels of interface flow

• load margins (L - indices) for each load bus as a function of interface flow.

6.3 Basic data, models and initial conditions

6.3.1 Load flow model

The base case conditions for the example case have been based on the initial loading in a load

flow model of a 511 bus network. This model has a detailed representation the southern parts of

Norway, including the connections to Sweden. The base case loading represented a recording

of a high load situation during the winter of 1987. The actual load in the Norwegian system in
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this case was approximately 18 000 MW. The initial power transfer on the Hasle-interface has

been chosen so that interface export levels ranging from approximately 800 MW to 2 400 MW

can be analyzed.

The load flow model has some limitations in the representation of the power system and

modeling of generators and load characteristics. The representation of the Swedish power

system is inadequate for accurate calculations of active and reactive power flows. This could

result in unrealistic voltages in parts of the power system, and in lower load margins for a load

increase on the Hasle - interface (due to lower reactive reserves and support from the Swedish

power system).

The load characteristics in the load flow model are primarily constant power models. The

calculation of PV - curves will lead to lower load margins, thus to more conservative results.

Some important models, which are important for assessing voltage stability but not included in

the power flow model, are tapping of OLTCs and Static VAR compensators.

The generators are modeled as PV-nodes as long as no reactive limits are violated. Once the

reactive limits are violated, the generators are modeled as PQ-nodes, with Q locked at their

limits. This modeling of generators can give unrealistic results in the voltage stability analysis.

For an actual implementation more accurate models should be implemented (see Chapter 3 and

Appendix A for more details). This example has been introduced to illustrate the approach and

the models presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The results from these example can only be taken as

preliminary results. In an actual case the levels of load increase, the interruption costs, and

security violations may differ as better models can be used. The analysis is still considered to

give results (with limitations) that are adequate to evaluate important aspects of the approach

and the models.

6.3.2 Weather dependency

The failure rates of the transmission lines are considered to be weather dependent. The weather

conditions would be determined from a weather forecast, where weather conditions could be

given in linguistic terms as presented in Section 4.6.1.

The failure rates in changing weather conditions could be represented by fuzzy intervals

represented by a fuzzy trapezoidal number w = [w1,W2,w3,w4] multiplied by an average value

obtained from a data base. In the calculations the following types of weather conditions were

considered:

'fair weather conditions, ^ (w) = [0.05,0.1, 0.15,0.2]

• unsettled weather conditions, ^ (w) = [0.125, 0.25, 0.75, 1.25]

• severe weather conditions, A,;(w) = [0.5, 1.5, 2.5,5]
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Fig. 6.1. Weather dependent failure rates, represented by fuzzy numbers

The fuzzy numbers represent the uncertain weather dependent failure rates for single

transmission line outages. These fuzzy failure rates will be used to determine fuzzy outage

probabilities for single contingencies.

6.3.3 Uncertainty in outage duration

The uncertainty in outage duration was introduced in Section 4.6.2 and will in the example be

represented by the fuzzy trapezoidal number r; = [1,1.5,2.5,3] [h]. This variation in duration of

outage of loads was presented in [50], and represents system operators expected values for the

duration of interruption of loads in the areas used in the model of the amount of load lost. This

model was presented in Sections 4.5.3 and 4.9.1.

The duration of interruption of loads will depend on several factors, and the duration will in

general be a function of the amount of load lost. For simplicity, the fuzzy number presented

above will be used in the example for all outages.

6.3.4 Power market, power transfer demand and load increase

The power transfer demand will in the Norwegian and Swedish power systems be determined

in a power market. In [72], a situation for a high load case on January 21 1997 is analyzed. The

congestion costs are determined based on power prices on each side of the transmission

interface (power import case).

In this example, a market situation requiring a power export (from Norway to Sweden) is

assumed. A congestion cost curve as approximately given in [72] will be used in this case,
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however, this is for a power market demand of 2200 MW of exports.

The load will be increased on the load buses in Sweden to model an increase in power flow on

the transmission interface. The load increase is distributed between generators in the western

and southern parts of Norway. The actual production increase will depend on the bidding in the

power market, but a scenario of production increase in the selected areas can be considered to

be quite realistic. The power plants in the eastern parts of Norway are mainly the run-of-river

type, with a nearly constant power output. The connections to other parts of Norway (middle

and northern) are electrically weak and any significant increase in these parts will not be too

realistic.

6.3.5 Futures, alternatives, objectives and criteria

In the approach presented in Chapter 5, two objectives are introduced: minimization of

operating costs, and obtaining and adequate level of security. The approach also introduces a

risk assessment, where the consequences of selecting different alternative solutions are

measured in terms of two risk measures. The consequences of each alternative are assessed in a

set of futures, the futures being defined by a set of events determined by outage events.

The possible alternatives are represented by different levels of interface flow on the Hasle -

interface. The alternatives are power flow levels in steps of 100 MW. An alternative could also

include preventive or corrective actions to take place under certain circumstances. Inclusion of

these actions will be presented in Section 6.5.

The fifteen potentially critical single contingencies in addition to the event no outages occur

define 16 different futures. The event; no outages occur, will in the remainder be denoted the

N-0 event or future, while the contingencies will be denoted N-l (N-x) events or futures. Note

that in general a future could be determined by multiple (dependent or independent)

contingencies.

6.3.6 Operating costs

Operating costs, and especially interruption costs include large degrees of uncertainty. Chapter

4 presents models where uncertainty is modeled by use of fuzzy numbers. In Section 4.9 these

models were introduced in the approach for rninrmization of expected operating costs. These

models can also easily be adapted to the approach presented in Chapter 5. In this approach the

fuzzy operating costs for each alternative are found for all the individual futures. The futures are

assigned fuzzy probabilities. In the example, fuzzy numbers are used, but the results are shown

by defuzzified (removal) values.

Operating costs are given by the sum of interruption costs and congestion costs (and the cost of

preventive or corrective actions). In the multiobjective risk approach, the operating costs in each
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future are considered, assuming that the future has occurred. In determining operating costs for

an alternative in a given future, it will be assumed that an operating limit will be determined for

a specified period of operation, At. The total costs for an alternative F in a future j in this period

of operation are determined as:

Cj(F) = CR(F)-At + c j-r j-P j(F) (6.1)

where:

• Cj(F) are the operating costs for a given future and a period of operation [NOK]

• CR(F) are congestion costs [NOK/h]

• Tj is the duration of load interruptions for contingency j [h]

• Cj is a specific cost of interruption of load in future j [NOK/MWh]

• Pj is an estimate of the amount of load lost for contingency j [MW]

• F is the alternative (or interface flow) [MW]

• At is the period of operation [h].

Note that the future is considered to be known, thus the probability of the future is 1. The costs

for the N-0 future are given by CR(F) • At. If any preventive or corrective actions are included,

the operating costs of these actions have to be included.

In this example the specific cost of load interruption (CJ) is set to 16 000 NOK/MWh. This is a

typical number that is determined based on customer surveys [42], this number was also used

in the work reported in [72]. Currently recommendations for compensating interruption of load

are under consideration, and in the future customers will receive compensation for the loss of

load.

6.3.7 Level of security

The security attribute will depend on an experienced operator's opinion about the degree by

which a certain level of security limit violation is acceptable. This can be restricted by system

protection like overload and impedance relays. "Allowing" a too high power transfer could

result in the protection system causing a disconnection of transmission lines.

In this presentation, focus is on steady state voltage stability. According to current practice a

voltage stability limit would probably include a relatively large security margin, thus there could

room for a certain violation of such a limit. In this example, it will be assumed that a steady state

voltage stability limit is given by a "minimum acceptable" load margin. It is further assumed

that this margin is given by a maximum load - index L ^ equal to 0.5 (x]im in Figure 4.9).

The attribute for security level will be given by the model for soft security constraints presented

in Section 4.8.2, represented by Equation 4.20. A representation which could be labeled soft

constraint will be used in the example (a = 8).
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6.4 Operator judgment, different parameters

The approach presented in Chapter 5 includes several parameters which should be determined

by a system operator. In this section, some of these aspects will be discussed. The maximum

cost cmax presented in Section 5.4.2 will be discussed as well as the determination of attribute

weights w; which are important. Note that these parameters are interrelated. Changing the

scaling of the attributes (by changing cmax) will have an influence on the attribute weights wj,

for a given criterion for determining these weights.

The section will also include examples illustrating the effect of varying attitude in determining

the "softness" of the security constraints, and in varying weather conditions (changing outage

probabilities).

In this section, and the next section about preventive and corrective actions, the regret - values

are based on all the alternatives, also including alternatives which are not in any conditional

decision sets.

6.4.1 Determining cmax

In order to determine the optimal solution for a given future the alternatives are ordered

according to their distance to the ideal, given by the best attribute values for all of the

alternatives. In determining the optimal solution for each future, the problems of scaling of the

attributes and in judgment of attribute weight (or importance) are inevitable.

Distance measures for the distance to an ideal were introduced in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 to

compare alternatives with respect to cost and security. In one measure of cost distance, a

maximum cost was defined. Section 5.5.3 discussed a requirement for the cost distance

measure. In this section this criterion will be illustrated and discussed by the introduction of an

example.

In order to determine regret values, the attribute weights W; have to be known. The weight have

to be given to find the best alternative in each future, from which regret values are calculated.

The regrets are defined as the difference between the alternatives' attribute values, determined

by Equations 5.8 and 5.9, and the attributes of the best solution within each future. In order to

demonstrate different scaling of the attribute, the regrets are found based on the attribute weight
wcost= 0-5. In the example the best solution within each future does not change for levels of

weight on the cost attribute varying from wcost = 0.1 to wcost = 0.9. Thus, the maximum cost

regrets and security regrets will not differ for any choice of wcost in this range.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the cost and security regrets (RC0StiX and RseCurity,x)m m e space of futures

for different choices of the maximum acceptable cost, cmax (in Equation 5.9). The maximum

acceptable cost is determined by (Equation 5.14):
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p N - 0
'CDS (6.2)

where:

• CCDS is the maximum operating cost for determining the conditional decision sets

' MCDS *s m e minimum security index for determining the conditional decision sets

• pcrit is the probability of the contingency considered to be most critical

' PN-0 *S m e probability of the N-0 event.

The operating cost regrets are determined for values of C^ps e c l u a l t o : NOK 10 000,25 000,50

000, 75 000 and 150 000. The minimum security level |LICDS is 0.5.
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Fig. 6.2. Security and cost regret as function of interface flow F

This figure shows that as the maximum cost CCDs decreases, more weight will be put on the

operating cost regret in the decision process (cmax decreases). Note that the cost and security

regrets shown in Figure 6.2 represent the maximum probability weighed regrets in cost and

security for the alternatives (interface flow levels).

The sharp increase in security regret at 1700 MW is due to the security regret for alternatives

higher than 1700 MW being determined by the regret felt if the N-0 future occurs. Similarly, the

high cost regrets at low interface flow levels are due to the high congestion costs in the same

future. Choosing cmax by selecting CCDs significantly below NOK 10 000 would result in the

decision solely being determined by the high congestion costs (and the security regret) in the N-

0 future.

In the rest of the example, it will be assumed that a system operator has determined a scaling,

for example, based on an analysis as performed above. The scaling chosen for this example is
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based on Equation 6.2 for CCDS = KNOK 75 and J^CDS
 = 0-5. and the probabilities for the

events: no outages occur (N-0) and a critical outage event (N-1). Crisp annual values have been

used for outage probabilities. The critical outage event could be the outage determining the N-

1 criterion.

6.4.2 Attribute - weights: Wj's

The system operator also has to determine the attribute weights w, in order to find the best

alternative in each future and to find the least regrettable solution. The attribute weights given

by the w-values could be determined based on alternatives for which the system operator is

indifferent. A procedure for determining w-values was presented in Section 5.5.4.

In this section w-values will be determined based on the assumption that a system operator will

be indifferent to the two alternatives:

• the alternative which in the N-0 future gives the highest operating costs that are lower than

or equal to a specified operating cost

• the alternative which in one of the (more critical) N-1 futures gives the lowest security

index higher than or equal to a specified security level. The most critical N-1 future can

be defined as the outage giving the largest reduction in the load margin.

Figure 6.3 shows attribute weights as functions of a maximum acceptable cost in the N-0 future,

for a minimum security level of HsecuIity = 0.3 (1 - ŝecurity = 0-7). Note that in this figure, the

scaling has already been determined. The figure shows that the attribute weight can be quite

sensitive to changes in the maximum acceptable cost. For maximum costs varying from about

KNOK 100 to about KNOK 225 the attribute weight will vary between 0.4 and 0.7.

In Figure 6.4 cost weights are determined by the same criterion, but in this case the maximum

cost in the N-0 future is fixed at KNOK 150, while the minimum security limit (insecurity)m m e

N-1 future is varied from 0 (security limit violations) to 1 (no security limit violations).

Requiring a level of security higher than 0.7 (1 - M-security < 0-3 in the figure) will cause the

decision maker to pay no attention to the cost attribute. The reason is simply that in this case,

both alternatives (determined by the criteria above) will have equal security indices (equal to 1

=> 1 - M-security = 0). For lower security levels the cost attributes may vary from 0.3 to

approximately 0.6.

In Figure 6.5 the cost attribute weight wcost is shown as a function of both the maximum cost in

the N-0 future, and the minimum security in the N-1 future. The figure clearly shows that the

weight on the cost attribute will decrease with increasing maximum operating cost in the N-0

future, and that it will increase for a decrease in minimum security level. From the figure it is

clear that the cost weight for a given scaling of the attributes will be quite sensitive to changes

in the alternatives being indifferent.
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Figure 6.6 shows the results of applying the criterion above for different outage events. In this

figure the maximum cost is KNOK 150 for determining the alternative in the N-0 future, and a

minimum security of 0.3 for the N-1 future(s). This figure shows that for most of the futures,

the attribute weight will be around 0.5.

In this example, the outage probabilities for all the outage events are equal. In a real case various

outages will have different probabilities. The result could be that applying the criterion in these

futures would lead to quite different results.
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This section has been included to illustrate how the attribute weights may vary for different

alternatives being indifferent. However, different attribute weights can be the result if other

criteria for determining these weights are used. The above-mentioned criterion for determining

the w - weights just provides an example of how the attribute weights could be determined.

Actual alternatives for which an experienced system operator is indifferent could vary for

different operating conditions. An operating policy for determining equally acceptable

alternatives could also be established. In either case, a set of indifferent alternatives could be

analyzed to establish acceptable attribute weights.
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6.4.3 Weight or importance of attributes

In this section solutions for different levels of weight (wcost) will be studied.

Figure 6.7 shows interface flow solutions for cost attribute weights (wcost) varying from 0 to 1.

Note that for wcost = 0 and wcost = 1 the alternatives are determined based on either a pure

security regret minimization or a pure cost regret minimization. If cost is ignored then only

security is considered and vice versa.

For wcost = 0 all the weight has been put on the security index (wsecurity = 1 - wcost) and the result

of applying the principle of minimization of risk is that no security limit violations are allowed.

This results in the final solution being given by the highest operating limit giving no security

violations, thus becoming equivalent to the traditional N-1 criterion (if only single contingency

futures are considered).
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Fig. 6.7. Importance of cost attribute

As the attribute weights are varied between 0 and 1, the final result will be given by a

compromise between cost regret and security regret. At higher wcost, an increasing weight is

given on the cost regret, and high cost regrets due to congestion costs at lower interface flow

levels result in an increase in the final solution. That is, the final solution will appear at higher

interface flow levels.

For wcost higher than or equal to 0.8 (but lower than 1) multiple solutions appear. This is due to

the fact that the security regret is constant for the alternatives from 1400 MW to 1700 MW. 1300

MW is the steady state voltage stability limit for the most critical contingency and for

alternatives higher than 1300 MW, the most critical contingency will result in a security index
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equal to 0. For solutions above this limit and below the alternative which introduces a

significant security regret in the N-0 future (1800 MW), the security regret is determined by the

most critical contingency.

At wcost equal to 0.8 and 0.9 the minimum of maximum regrets is given by the maximum

security regret for the most critical contingency. For these weights, choosing a lower interface

flow would result in an increase in cost regret due to high congestion costs. Increasing the

interface flow would result in either higher security or cost regrets. The maximum regret being

equal for several alternatives, indicates an indifference between these alternatives for particular

weights or importances of attributes.

For wcost = 1, no weight is given on the security index. Now the solution is a pure minimization

of maximum cost regret. This has been presented in [78].

Outage probabilities

In the example the outage probabilities for all the outages are equal. Once the most critical

contingency (with the lowest load margin) becomes limiting in such a case, the maximum

security regret will not be affected by security regrets in the other outage cases. In the example,

the most critical contingency will have a significantly lower load margin than the other outage

cases. If the outage probabilities were different, the approach would not necessarily result in

such an indecision. The presented case can be considered to be a relatively "hard decision

problem" to solve.

In a real case, the outage probabilities are likely to be different in the various parts of the power

system. The difference will depend on factors like severity in weather conditions and

geography. As an example, the outage probabilities (failure rates) are likely to be higher in

mountainous region with more extreme weather conditions like wind and snow conditions or

thunderstorm activity.

The three most critical outages are outages of the transmission lines in the Hasle-interface.

These lines can have a lower failure rate than the transmission lines from the western to the

eastern parts of Norway as the latter are crossing mountain regions. More realistic failure rates

for the transmission lines in the Hasle - interface could be annual failure rates ranging from 0 to

0.2 [45]. If average annual failure rates of 0.1 are used for these three lines and 0.5 for the other

transmission lines, and introducing the fuzzy weather dependency presented in Section 6.3.2,

the results as a function of cost attribute weight will become as illustrated in Figure 6.8. In this

case no indecision will occur.

6.4.4 Soft vs. hard constraints

This section analyzes the effect of varying attitudes regarding modeling of the constraints.
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Constraints are introduced which could be labeled hard, soft and very soft. This is represented

by Equation 4.20 applying, respectively, a = 200, 8 and 4. The introduction of soft constraints

is supposed to allow higher transfer limits, especially for high weight on security (low wcost

values).

In Figure 6.9 the solutions for varying weights on the cost attribute and for different levels of

softness of the security constraint are shown. As is shown in the figure, the introduction of softer

security limits can allow for higher interface flow limits. This is clearly illustrated for wcost from

0.1 to 0.6. By allowing higher security limit violations, the security regrets for alternatives

below 1400 MW are made "softer".

For solutions above 1400 MW, the modeling of softness of constraints is not expected to have

any effect. The maximum security regret will be determined by the most critical contingency,

and for this contingency, the security regret equals 1. This is illustrated in Figure 6.9 for wcost

above 0.7 (giving solutions higher than or equal to 1400 MW).

However, by introducing hard constraints, multiple solutions are introduced for wcost = 0.6, and

the solutions contain interface flows ranging from 1200 MW to 1700 MW. This is caused by

introducing the hard constraint in the most critical contingency, making interface flows levels

as low as 1200 MW unsatisfactory for this event. In fact, for the most critical contingency, a

hard constraint would result in this future having unacceptable security for interface flows as

low as 1100 MW, the load margin for 1100 MW being larger than 0.5. Thus, the security regret

becomes equal for interface flow levels from 1200 MW to 1700 MW, and the same arguments

(for multiple solutions) as given above are valid for the modeling of hard constraints.
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6.4.5 Weather dependency

Some of the arguments for looking at alternative approaches to power system operation have

been that the traditional N-l criterion is insensitive to changes in power market situation, and to

changes in outage probabilities. A change in power market situation would affect the congestion

costs, while changes in outage probabilities affect the expected outage costs. In the regret

approach, the varying outage probabilities will have an influence on the cost and security regrets

in the space of futures.

In this section changes in outage probabilities will be considered, these changes could be due to

varying weather conditions. The weather dependency will be modeled by using the fuzzy

numbers for single transmission line failure rates presented in Section 6.3.2 and illustrated in

Figure 6.1. The solutions for cost weights (wcost) from 0 to 1, and for weather conditions labeled

fair, unsettled and severe are shown in Figure 6.10.

The figure clearly shows that changing weather conditions affecting the outage probabilities

will have a significant influence on the decision. For severe weather conditions, the

multiobjective approach will result in conservative solutions for weights of wcost up to about

0.8.

As the severity of weather conditions increases, leading to higher outage probabilities, the

security regrets (p ; • Rrecurity> x ) will increase at lower interface flow levels (see Figure 6.2). At

lower interface flow levels, the cost regrets will be determined by the congestion costs in the N-
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Fig. 6.10. Weather dependency

0 future. This regret will change only slightly (in fact it will decrease slightly) due to the

increase in outage probability. The large increase in security regrets for an increase in outage

probability will lead to more conservative, or lower, interface flow limits.

Also, in the case of pure cost regret minimization, an increase in outage probabilities will result

in a decrease in the final interface flow limit This is due to the increase in cost regrets at high

interface flows (the increasing part of the cost regret in Figure 6.2). These regrets are determined

by the increase in outage costs at higher interface flows, and will therefore increase with an

increase in outage probabilities.

At low outage probabilities, the cost regret due to high (N-0) congestion costs will become

larger than the security regrets (at low interface flow levels), even at relatively low cost weights

(wcost). This explains the multiple solutions appearing at wcost as low as 0.4 in Figure 6.10.

6.4.6 Different LP metrics, P = 1, 2 and °°

As shown in the previous figures, the L^ - metric can result in an indecision between several

alternatives. This is due to a "blindness" in using the L^ metric to determine the minimum of

the maximum regret-values. The blindness is due to a noncompensatory property of the

minimization of the maximum values. The L^ metric considers only the largest of the distance

measures for the two attributes. Thus, if two alternatives have equally large distance measures

for the largest of the attribute distance measures, these alternatives will be considered equivalent

regardless of the distance measures in the other attribute(s).
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Figure 6.11 shows the interface flow solutions for three different LP - metrics, using P = 1,2 and

oo. The solutions are given for cost weights varying from 0 to 1. As can be seen from this figure,

P = 1 and 2 will result in a single solution, while P = °° can give multiple solutions. Using P <

^ can, however, as will be discussed in Chapter 7 be subject to criticism, if used for maximum

regret - values in the space of futures. In the rest of the example, the LTO - metric will be used.
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Fig. 6.11. Different LP - metrics

6.5 Preventive and corrective actions

Examples of preventive and corrective actions, like load shedding and unloading of production,

will be included in this section. Load shedding has been considered as a possible action for

corrective as well as preventive actions in the Norwegian power system [74].

In this example, alternatives which include unloading of production will be assessed by the

approach presented in the previous chapter. It will be assumed that preventive or corrective

actions can take place, not considering any political or practical problems in arranging these

kinds of actions. They are introduced merely to illustrate how they are included by the approach.

Note that by introduction of these actions the number of alternatives in the decision making

process will increase.

6.5.1 Load shedding as preventive actions

Interruption of loads like electro boilers has been considered as a preventive action to enhance
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system security. Approximately 550 MW of electro boilers are installed in the central parts of

Norway. In the example, 400 MW of loads like electro boilers are shed as preventive actions if

the power transfer on the Hasle-interface exceeds a certain limit Fprev, a limit of Fprev = 1 300

MW was used.

In current operation, the power transfer limit on the Hasle - interface is determined as a function

of the amount of Oslo-load. If this load increases, the interface flow limit may have to be

reduced as a preventive action to increase the level of security prior to any contingencies. It must

be noted, however, that in the presented approach the risk of selecting a "too expensive

alternative" is also included in the risk measure. Thus, the introduction of preventive actions

could result in selecting a larger interface flow limit, due to the changes in risk (or regret) by the

introducing these actions. In the example, preventive actions can result in an increase of the

interface flow on the Hasle-interface, due to the reduction of the Oslo-load.

If preventive actions are introduced they will introduce costs no matter which future occurs,

since the preventive actions are performed in pre-contingency cases to enhance security prior to

any contingency. Consumers, especially those with loads like electro boilers who can switch to

oil if the price of electricity becomes too high, can be offered a special tariff or reduced price.

In return the system operator can interrupt these loads at a reduced or no cost, depending on the

time of warning of these interruptions. In recommended regulations for compensation of non-

delivered energy, these customers will be offered no compensation for interruptions warned in

advance. For interruptions without warning, however, they may be offered a compensation [61]

(2000 - 35 000 NOK/MWh). Introduction of load shedding as a preventive action, can be

considered an interruption without warning (warning times of 2 or 24 hours in advance), thus

such interruptions would be given a compensation.

The cost of preventive actions, given as a cost pr hour of interruption, can be given by:

" " (6.3,
•P F > F

where:

• Pp is the amount of load shed [MW]

• cp is the cost of interruption [NOK/MWh]

In the example it is assumed that customers have been given a sufficient warning so that cp = 0

NOK/MWh. This could be the case if the congestion can be predicted in advance.

6.5.2 Load shedding as corrective actions

The amount of load shed as a corrective action is chosen so that the reduction in post-
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contingency power transfer in the Hasle-interface approximately equals that of the reduction

given by production unloading. Production unloading will be introduced in Section 6.5.3. To get

a reduction approximately equal to 300 MW, it is assumed that about 600 MW of load has to be

shed on the Swedish side of the transmission interface. The shedding of load will result in a

decrease of production at power plants. The change in interface power transfer will depend on

generator's power - frequency characteristics.

In the calculations for corrective actions, 600 MW of load in the Swedish power system is shed

if the following conditions are satisfied:

• The interface flow exceeded an upper limit Fcorr [MW].

• A disconnection of one of the five most critical transmission lines (contingencies).

Corrective actions are introduced for the most critical contingencies, and different limits Fcorr

are used for each outage case. This type of corrective action could be implemented in a similar

way as today's unloading of production at a large power plant in southern Norway.

The corrective actions will only introduce a cost if the contingencies occur and the actions are

performed. If some consumers are offered a tariff (cost) for load shedding, the cost of corrective

actions, as a cost per time of occurrence of an interruption, for a contingency i can be given by:

0 F<F c o r r

P F > F <">
I C C 1 _ A c o r ) .

where

• Pc is the amount of load shed [MW]

• cc is the cost of interruption [NOK/MW]

In the example corrective load shedding is compensated for by cc = 50 000 NOK/MW. The cost

of corrective load shedding given by Equation 6.4 is given in NOK.

6.5.3 Unloading of production as corrective actions

Production unloading or generation tripping can be introduced as a corrective action to alleviate

heavily loaded lines. In current practice in the Norwegian power system, these kinds of actions

are implemented at several power plants. For the Hasle-interface, 600 MW of production will

be unloaded if the power flow on one of the transmission lines in the Hasle-interface is

overloaded during power export.

This generator tripping will result in a production increase in power plants in the Nordic power

system. The power increase will depend on the individual power - frequency characteristic of

the generators. In current practice it is assumed that the unloading of 600 MW of generation in
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a power plan in southern Norway (Kvilldal) will result in a reduction in the power transfer on

the Hasle-interface of about 300 MW.

The tripping of production at the power plant in Kvilldal is compensated for by costs ranging

from NOK 50 000 to 100 000 per time of occurrence, depending on how many times these

actions are applied. In the example a cost of NOK 75 000 per time of occurrence will be used.

6.5.4 Introducing preventive and corrective actions

The amounts of load shed and the interface flow levels at which they are introduced, are chosen

rather arbitrarily, but in such amounts that they will have a significant influence on the load

margin in the more critical contingency cases. Preventive and corrective actions are introduced

at interface flow levels below steady state voltage stability limits, i.e. corrective actions for an

outage j will be introduced for interface flow levels F < VCj, where VCj is the steady state

voltage stability limit (nose-point) for outage j . Preventive actions are introduced for levels

below the limit for the most critical contingency (the contingency with the lowest load margin).

The introduction of new alternatives can change the optimum solution in each future, the regrets

for the alternatives may therefore change. The preventive and corrective actions are introduced

to enhance security, and will result in a reduction of the security regret curve shown in Figure

6.2. The cost regret curve will also change. The cost regret can increase or decrease depending

on the cost of these actions, the effect in terms of reduced outage costs and the change in optimal

solution in each future.

Steady state voltage stability analysis (PV- curves) is performed for the actions introduced. It is

assumed that the post - contingency load will fully restore to pre-contingency levels.

Figure 6.12 shows the solutions as functions of attribute weight (cost) for the successive

introduction of preventive load shedding, corrective load shedding and corrective production

unloading.

Preventive load shedding

This figure shows that at low cost weights the introduction of the preventive actions will not

influence the decision. This, of course, is due to the fact that at low cost weights, interface flow

limits are chosen below the interface flow for which preventive actions are introduced. As the

weight on cost increases, so does the interface flow limit, and at wcost = 0.6 preventive actions

would be considered least regrettable for an increase in interface flow of 100 MW.

For wcost > 0.7 multiple solutions occur, and it can be seen that the alternative 1800 MW (with

preventive actions) has been included in the set of solutions. This solution has been introduced,

since the security level in the N-0 future has been increased for this alternative and the security
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Fig. 6.12. Introduction of preventive and corrective actions

regret is determined by the most critical contingency.

For wcost = 1, the minimum regret solution is now given by the solution 1900 MW (no increase

in interface flow), with the introduction of preventive actions. The introduction of preventive

load shedding does not increase the interface flow limit, but the consequences of outage events

have been reduced.

Corrective load shedding

The introduction of corrective load shedding results in a significant increase in post-

contingency security. The result is a significant increase in interface flow limit for cost weights

between 0.3 and 0.8. The increase in security level for the most critical contingency results in a

reduction in security regrets for the alternatives 1400, 1500 and 1600 MW. As a result of this,

the multiple solutions no longer occur for wcost = 0.8. However, there is still an indecision for

wcos, = 0.9.

For wcost = 1, the minimum regret solution is now given by the solution 1900 MW (no increase

in interface flow), with the introduction of corrective load shedding.

Corrective generator tripping

The production unloading is relatively cheap, and will enhance security considerably.

Unloading of 600 MW of production will give approximately the same increase in post-
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contingency security (and loss of load) as corrective shedding of 600 MW of load as presented

above. It is interesting to note that corrective load shedding of 600 MW of load, and corrective

production unloading of 600 MW will give the same decisions. Load shedding will be

significantly more expensive than production unloading, thus unloading would therefore be the

preferred set of actions.

This result shows a second form of "blindness". The maximum regret values are determined as

the maximum probability weighted regret values for all the futures, and the regret values (in this

case cost regrets at low interface flow levels) will not change for an introduction of any of the

presented set of corrective actions. The cost - regrets for higher interface flow levels will differ,

but due to the large increase in security regret at 1700 MW, this will not have any effect on the

final solution. And as the security regret - values for the two set of corrective actions are

essentially the same, an indecision will occur.

6.6 The multiobjective process for managing risk

This section will include an example which will illustrate how a system operator can determine

operating limits for a critical transmission interface using the approach presented in Chapter 5.

6.6.1 Conditional decision sets

In order to determine the conditional decision sets, a maximum acceptable operation cost C^DS

and a minimum acceptable security level |aCDs have to be chosen. The acceptable levels could

be based on an accepted operating policy, or it could be based on an experienced system

operator's personal opinion about acceptable levels.

In Figure 6.13 some of the alternatives for the N-0 event are shown in the space of the two

attributes cost and security. The figure shows an example where a system operator has

introduced the acceptable levels CCDS = KNOK 75 and (^CDS = 0.5. The conditional decision

sets are then based on alternatives having an operating cost lower than KNOK 75, and having a

security index higher than 0.5. The figure shows that only a few alternatives satisfy the criterion

for the conditional decision set.

Several alternatives, having very high costs due to loss of load, are not included in the figure,

but they will not be candidates for the conditional decision set (and therefore not for the global

decision set). In general an alternative having high operating costs in one future (e.g. due to loss

of load), does not necessarily have high operating costs in another future, and it can therefore

be included in the conditional decision set for another future.

Conditional decision sets are defined for each future by finding the alternatives having costs

lower than KNOK 75 (CCDS) and security levels above 0.5 (1 - (iseCurity < 0-5). Similar figures
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Fig. 6.13. Possible alternatives and conditional decision sets.

are found for each future.

6.6.2 Robustness

The first measure of risk presented in Chapter 5 was the robustness of alternatives. The

robustness can be measured either as the fraction of futures or the probability of futures in which

the alternative is considered to be a good compromise and therefore included in the conditional

decision set. The robustness of the alternatives can be seen in Figure 6.14, which shows the

fraction of the futures supporting each alternative (interface flow level).

Only a few alternatives, 1500 -1800 MW, are in at least one of the conditional decision sets and

therefore included in the global decision set. These alternatives can be considered possible

compromise solutions in the space of futures. Note that the alternatives below 1500 MW and

above 1800 MW do not appear in any of the conditional decision sets.

If no alternative is completely robust (supported by 100% of the futures in Figure 6.14), possible

measures could be considered to increase the robustness of the solutions (introduce more robust

alternatives). Either preventive or corrective actions could be introduced, and the procedure

above could be repeated finding the robustness of the new alternatives. Corrective and

preventive actions were introduced in Section 6.5.

6.6.3 Regret

The second measure of risk introduced in Chapter 5 was regret. This measure will answer the

question: what is the chance that a particular plan will be regrettable. The degree by which an

alternative is considered regrettable is measured with respect to what would have been chosen
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if one had perfect foresight regarding the future which actually occurs. The approach assesses

the risk due to uncertainties by determining the degree to which an alternative or plan will be

regrettable. The attributes have to be scaled appropriately to determine the regrets for the

alternatives in all the futures.

The process of selecting scaling and attribute weights involves determining the system

operators preference for the consequences of different alternatives in various futures. The

choice of scaling, weight and acceptable values for cost and security levels, could be based on

an accepted operating policy, or a system operator's personal opinion. Approaches for

determining scaling and weights were presented In chapter 5, but other approaches could also

be reasonable.

Assuming that the scaling found in Section 6.4.1 is used, and the criterion presented in Section

6.4.2 is applied for several of the most critical contingencies. Then the system operator could

come to the conclusion that attribute weights wcost = 0.5 and wsecurity = 0.5 are appropriate.

In Sections 6.4 and 6.5 the least regrettable alternatives, considering all possible solutions of

interface flow limit are found for different attribute weights. Determining the attribute weights
wcost = O-̂  and wsecurity = 0.5, would result in selecting F = 1200 MW as the final solution (see

Figure 6.7).

It is interesting to note that the least regrettable solution does not necessarily result in the most

robust solution, or in fact in any of the more robust solutions. This is due to the difference in

definition of the two measures. In the robustness measure, the alternative has to satisfy both the

criteria of cost less than CCDS and security better than HCDS- ^n m e regret measure, the risk is
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measured as the maximum probability weighted deviation from what would have been selected

with perfect foresight about which future that actually would occur. With the difference in

definition and if applied to all the alternatives the measures can give different results.

The system operator could, however, want to select between the alternatives identified as

relatively robust (in the global decision set). The measure of regret could in such a case be used

to rank the robust alternatives according to the degree by which they would be regrettable. Then

the process as described in Figure 5.6 could be applied for the alternatives in the global decision

set. This is illustrated in Figure 6.15. In this case, for nearly any weight on cost attribute, the

least regrettable of the solutions in the global decision set will be F = 1500 MW.
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6.6.4 Considering preventive and corrective actions

In the example, as presented above, it is assumed that a system operator can select between

different sets of actions. If actions, such as corrective load shedding or production unloading,

are available, they would probably be automatic actions which would take place under

predefined conditions such as overload or undervoltage. If corrective actions are not an option

to select, but applied automatically, this would have been included in the analysis prior to

selecting the final decision.

If a system operator can identify additional actions or select from a set of optional actions to

enhance security, the consequences of introducing these actions could be identified as presented

in Sections 6.4 and 6.5. For the same attribute weights as determined above, the solution would

now become choosing an interface flow limit F = 1400 MW, and applying either corrective load

shedding or corrective production unloading. Considering the price - difference between the two
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sets of actions, corrective production unloading would probably be chosen.

6.6.5 Level of security

The perception of the level of security can be influenced by a system operator's judgment in at

least two different ways.

Increasing security limits?

The security limits for different phenomena like voltage instability could be changed (increased

or decreased) as a system operator gains in experience and confidence in the applied security

limits. As for the example of minimum load margin for steady state voltage stability, a fairly

large security margin will most likely have to be introduced. But as the knowledge about the

voltage instability problem increases, the security limit for this phenomenon might be reduced

(or increased).

For other phenomena like thermal overload, the upper limit can be difficult to increase

significantly due to the possible action of protection system like overload or impedance relays.

A system operator could, however, want to change the thermal limit according to changes in

weather conditions such as temperature.

Increasing softness of constraints

For similar reasons as above, the system operator could change the attitude towards the actual

softness of constraints that are applied.

6.7 A brief comparison: minimum cost, penalty and risk

This section includes a few aspects of a comparison between the minimization of expected

costs, the penalty function method and the risk based approach. Minimizing expected operation

costs and the penalty function method were briefly discussed in Chapter 2. These approaches

are compared to the approach presented in Chapter 5 using the same example as above.

6.7.1 Minimization of expected operating costs

Figure 6.16 illustrates an example where a decision is made based on minimization of operating

costs (see [79]). The figure shows the operating costs for the four different cases: no actions,

preventive load shedding, corrective load shedding and corrective production unloading. The

actions are the same as defined in previous sections. The operating costs are determined as

described in Section 4.9.

In this example preventive load shedding, corrective load shedding and corrective production

unloading result in a significant reduction in expected operating costs, and would be considered
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better solutions when compared to no actions. The introduction of any of these sets of action

would result in an increase in interface flow limit from 1600 to 1700 MW. This figure clearly

shows that corrective production unloading would be preferable.

The minimum expected operating costs would give the correct minimum long term operating

costs. If it is acceptable that in the long run, bad or costly outcomes will be compensated for by

good ones, this criterion can give the correct signals for operating a power system. Such an

approach could, however, still have some drawbacks. The interface flow giving minimum

expected operating cost could result in an interface flow limit, which for most of the futures

could be considered a bad decision.

Figure 6.17 shows the interface flows giving minimum operating costs in each futures. As can

be seen, for most futures the interface flow limit given by the minimization of expected

operating cost would not be the same as the interface flow giving minimum cost if this particular

future would occur. In fact, for many futures, a higher operating limit would be preferred (giving

lower operating cost).

Also shown in this figure is the maximum interface flow for each future which would give no

security limit violations. In the minimization of expected costs as described in [48,49], this

aspect is not included, mat is no security constraints are included. This approach could,

therefore, in general, result in operating limits which could give unacceptable security

violations.

When compared to the solutions given by the risk oriented multiobjective approach it is noted

that the latter can give a much larger variety in interface flow limits, depending on the system
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operator's (operating policy) opinion about the scaling and weight of the different attributes.

The risk approach includes the security aspect in terms of to which degree an alternative will be

considered acceptable depending on the future that will occur and the security limit violation in

this future. This approach also includes the N-l (N-x) criterion as a special case if no weight is

given to the cost attribute. This would in this example lead to a very conservative operating limit

giving quite high operating (congestion) costs. If no weight is given to security limit violations,

the minimizing (cost) regret would result in a higher interface flow limit than given by the

minimization of expected operating costs. This is due to the large regret introduced by the

congestion costs in the N-0 future.

6.7.2 Penalty approach

In the penalty function approach, penalty functions for security and cost were introduced, and

the solution minimizing the penalty was found. The penalty function for security introduces a

linearly increasing penalty for an increase in interface flow beyond a secure limit. The penalty

increases until a maximum acceptable interface flow is reached. The penalty for cost increases

linearly for an increase in operating cost from the minimum cost and up to a maximum

acceptable operating cost

In order to compare the penalty function approach with the minimization of regret, a maximum
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operating cost equal to CCDS was chosen. The operating costs were determined in Section 6.7.1.

Secure operation was defined as operating at interface flow levels for which no lower flow will

give post - contingency load margins higher than L]^. The maximum acceptable operating limit

was defined by the pre-contingency interface flow giving a load margin equal to Llim. Figure

6.18 shows the results by applying the penalty function approach for the four cases defined: no

actions, preventive load shedding, corrective load shedding and corrective production

unloading.
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Fig. 6.18. Penalty function for different types of action

The introduction of preventive or corrective actions hardly result in any change in the penalty

function for security. This is mainly due to the fact that the these actions are introduced at

interface flow levels above the N-l criterion, and these actions do not affect the penalty function

for secure operation.

In Figure 6.17 it is shown that introducing corrective actions would increase the secure level up

to 1300 MW. However, the secure limit in the penalty function in Figure 6.18 is defined as the

maximum interface flow for which no lower interface flow limits can cause any security limit

violations. As corrective actions are introduced at 1300 MW, security limit violations may still

exist for lower interface flow levels. Therefore, in this case, the secure level in determining the

security penalty function for corrective actions remains unchanged when compared to the

penalty function for no actions. The cost penalty curve will, however, change as the expected

operating cost curve changes, thus the decision may be affected through the change in this

penalty function.
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The penalty function for secure operation should in this approach have been changed in order

to include the possible increase in security which could be introduced by any preventive or

corrective actions. If, for example, the lower limit for secure operation in the security penalty

function is increased to 1300 MW, this would significantly alter the final decision. The final

solution for the penalty function as defined above, will be nearly insensitive to these actions.

The penalty function approach can be partially "blind" to an increase in security level at higher

interface flow levels by the introduction of preventive or corrective actions.

The major difference between the penalty function approach and the approach presented in

Chapter 5 is that in the latter, the consequences in terms of deviations from optimum cost and

in terms of security violations are measured for each individual choice of alternative in each of

the possible futures which are likely to occur. In the penalty function approach, as presented in

Chapter 2 and in [72,73], the consequences (or penalty) of selecting an interface flow limit are

measured by expected cost values and a simplified security measure, and not in terms of actual

consequences in the futures which could occur.

6.8 Summary

In this chapter, the approach presented in Chapter 5 has been illustrated by an example. Risk

assessment is introduced in a multiobjective decision-making approach. In this approach, a

system operator's or decision maker's opinion will be important in making the decision. A

decision maker will have to face the problem of determining appropriate scaling of attributes to

be able to make a comparison between attributes with different unit measures.

Section 6.4 presented a discussion of how different choices of attribute scaling and weight could

influence the final decision. Also aspects like the softness of security constraints, and weather

dependency were discussed. In Section 6.5 different actions were introduced. The types of

actions included in the example were: preventive load shedding, corrective load shedding and

corrective production unloading. In Section 6.6 it was illustrated how the approach could be

applied to select an operating limit for a transmission interface. The following two measures of

risk were shown: robustness of solutions and the degree by which a solution is regrettable.

Section 6.7 introduced a few aspects in a comparison between the approaches: the approach

minimizing expected operating costs, the penalty function approach and the risk oriented

multiobjective approach.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and conclusions

This chapter gives a summary of the objectives of this work. It also provides a brief

discussion of some of the concepts and models which have been introduced. The

chapter includes the main conclusions which can be drawn from this work and a few

recommendations for further work are given.

7.1 Objectives

The main goal of this work has been to introduce an approach which can be more flexible and

sensitive to power market demands and variations in outage probabilities. The objectives of this

work can be summarized as follows:

• include cost minimization

• include the current practice of obtaining secure operating limits

• model the relevant uncertainties in determining operating costs and security

• design a framework for decision support in finding transfer limits for critical transmission

lines or corridors (interfaces), which includes the elements mentioned above.

There has been a pressure to operate power systems closer to their security limits. This has

partially been due to financial imperatives but also due to practical difficulties such as obtaining

authorizations from regulatory bodies to build power plants and transmission lines. Some of

these difficulties are due to an increased public focus on environmental issues.

Deregulation has been a trend in many countries, and in Norway the power system has been

deregulated since 1992. The introduction of a deregulated power market has put an increasing

focus on more cost-efficient production, transmission and distribution of electrical power.

Traditionally, operating limits have been based on conservative deterministic criteria which

have introduced relatively large security margins. Deterministic criteria, like the N-l criterion,

do not directly include the evaluation of outage probabilities. The outage probabilities are only
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considered in an indirect manner, since multiple outages are excluded due to their low outage

probabilities. In conditions with low outage probabilities, the security margins introduced can

be too restrictive and conservative resulting in rather large operating costs, while they in severe

weather conditions may be insufficient.

Probabilistic methods have been introduced to many areas of power systems, like in distribution

system planning, but only little effort has been made in the field of introducing probabilistic

methods in power system operation and power system security assessment. There has also been

an increasing interest in applying probabilistic models in this field.

7.2 Multiobjective risk assessment

The major contribution from this work has been a new approach to power system operation

which presents the problem of obtaining operating limits as a multiobjective decision problem,

considering the two objectives of minimizing operating costs and obtaining an acceptable level

of security. These objectives can sometimes conflict. The new approach also includes risk due

to uncertainties in the process of finding the operating limit.

In the approach, critical contingencies identified in a contingency analysis are considered as

possible futures which could appear in the next period of operation. The consequences or risk

for each possible alternative is measured in each of the identified futures. In the risk assessment

(the regret - measure, at least) the outage or future probability is also included, making this a

probabilistic approach.

7.2.1 Risk measures

The system operator is exposed to the hazard of risk because of uncertainty. Risk is a

characteristic of decisions. The risk can be considered to have the two dimensions, the

likelihood of making a regrettable decision and the amount by which the decision is regrettable.

In this thesis these aspects of risk are introduced in a new approach which measures the risk of

making a bad decision in terms of two risk measures: robustness and regret.

The robustness is defined by the number of futures in which an alternative can be considered to

give a good compromise between cost and security. This is defined by alternatives satisfying

both requirements for operating cost as well as security levels. If a totally robust alternative is

found, this alternative would be a good solution no matter which future actually occurs.

If all the likely futures have been included this would be an obvious decision. This measure can,

however, be rather restrictive in that both requirements in terms of cost and security have to be

satisfied simultaneously. The results from the example showed that only a few alternatives

would satisfy both the cost and security requirement and only in some of the futures.
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The robustness measure does not include a measure of how good an alternative would be in a

future in which it is not a robust alternative. Thus, if no alternative is totally robust, the

robustness measure can only give an indication of how many futures or the probability of futures

in which an alternative is robust.

The regret is measured as the difference between attribute values for a given alternative and the

alternative which would have been chosen if one had perfect foresight about which futures will

occur. The final solution is chosen as the alternative giving the minimum of the maximum

regrets in cost and security.

The regret measures the degree to which an actual decision would be regrettable if one of the

futures occur. By minimizing the maximum of the regrets in both cost and security, the approach

seeks an alternative which will minimize the risk of making a bad decision. No matter which of

the futures that will occur, the alternative will be the least regrettable. Better solutions may exist

within a certain future, but not for all the futures.

The two risk measures gave different results. This is due to the difference in their definition.

While the robustness measure was defined by alternatives satisfying criteria for both cost and

security simultaneously, the regret measure gives the minimum of the maximum regrets in cost

and security. Thus, the regret measure can result in solutions which are not robust by the other

measure.

The regret and robustness measures can result in indecision between alternatives. The cause for

a possible indecision for the regret measure will be discussed in Section 7.2.4.

7.2.2 Operator judgment: attribute scaling and weights

The final solution will be highly influenced by system operator judgment. An operator's opinion

is important, especially in determining attribute scaling and attribute weights. The proposed

approach allows system operators to include their judgment regarding the scaling and weight on

cost versus security. Based on this judgment the proposed method seeks the least regrettable

solution in terms of cost and security. It seems reasonable that the scaling and weights will be

based on some kind of comparison of consequences in different futures.

The scaling is necessary to compare the consequences of making different decisions about

interface flow levels. The scaling will represent an operator's preference for consequences in

cost values compared to that of security values. The decision maker (operator) can determine

the attribute scaling by selecting levels of operating cost and security which according to his/

her judgment will be of equal importance. The cost and security levels which are considered of

equal importance may appear in different futures, thus introducing the future probabilities in the

comparison of cost and security levels.
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The attribute weights are determined based on a criterion which includes a system operator's

preference for different alternatives. If the system operator is indifferent to two alternatives in

a given future, then these will have the same distance to the ideal. The attribute weights can then

be found easily. However, the system operator could be indifferent to two alternatives in

different futures. In this case, these alternatives should have the same probability weighted

regret values, and the attribute weights can be found.

In the example presented in the thesis, the scaling was determined based on an operating cost in

the most likely future being comparable with a level of security in one of the outage events. The

attribute weights were determined based on the assumption that an operator would be

indifferent to two alternatives, one alternative having a maximum operating cost in the most

likely future, and the other having a minimum level of security in one of the more critical outage

events.

The solution determined by the minimization of maximum regret was very dependent on the

attribute weights as well as attribute scaling. Thus, to apply the approach it will be important to

determine the proper attribute weights and scaling, and they should reflect the operator's

judgment or an operating policy regarding cost and security. The attribute scaling and attribute

weights are interrelated, making the criteria for determining these values interrelated. Changing

the scaling when keeping the criteria for determining weights (the same indifferent alternatives)

would result in a change in attribute weights as well.

Judgment about scaling and weights for attributes is unavoidable no matter which method is

used. This thesis does not recommend a particular choice of preference. The proposed method

does, however, recommend that the judgment should be based on certain events and costs which

can be clearly identified. The thesis merely provides an example of such judgment.

The attribute weights can vary from no weight to full weight for a given criterion or objective.

In the approach the deterministic N-l (or N-x) criterion is included as a special case. It appears

as the recommended solution when applying full attribute weight for the security attribute. For

other attribute weights (except for full cost weight) a trade-off between the regrets in cost and

security is obtained.

7.2.3 Preventive and corrective actions

Preventive or corrective actions can be introduced to enhance pre- or post-contingency security

levels. Inclusion of these actions fits neatly into the presented framework, and the consequences

of such actions can be analyzed giving a system operator valuable information about the effect

of introducing these actions.

Introducing such actions results in an increase in the number of alternatives in the decision
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process. The effect of introducing such actions will depend on factors like the cost of these

actions and the increase in the security level. The example shows that a significant improvement

in the final solution in terms of cost and security regrets can be obtained by introducing these

actions. However, indecision may occur, since the approach is not able to choose between

different sets of actions. This is due to the "blindness" inherent in the concept of minimizing

maximum regret values in different attributes.

7.2.4 LP - metrics

Applying an Lp metric using P = °° could result in multiple solutions. This was clearly illustrated

in the example in Chapter 6. This is due to a "blindness" in the L^ - metric. The L^ - metric

measures the distance of the largest component, thus it does not have any compensatory

properties, resulting in the "blindness". Consider, for example, two alternatives having equal

regrets in one attribute and different regrets in another attribute:

• alternative 1 having regrets: R1;1 = 0.6 and R1;2 = 0.1

• alternative 2 having regrets R2;i = 0.6 and R2j2 = 0.6

These alternatives would be considered equally regrettable. The fact that alternative 1 has a

lower regret than alternative 2 in one of the attributes is not compensated for by the LM - metric,

thus these two alternatives are considered equally regrettable. This would not be the result if a

different LP - metric is used (P < «=).

Using P < oo results in the metric minimizing an aggregate measure of the regrets in the two

attributes. In the regret - approach, the maximum probability weighted regrets for each

alternative are found for all of the futures. As a result, the maximum regret in different attributes

for a given alternative does not have to appear for the same future. Then using P < °° results in

aggregating regrets for different futures. The concept of regret is to find the regret felt if

choosing an alternative and then realizing that a certain future occurs. According to this concept,

an approach minimizing a regret which is an aggregate of regrets for different futures, would be

subject to criticism. Both futures will not appear at the same time, thus only the regrets in one

of the futures should be aggregated.

7.3 Fuzzy models

7.3.1 Modeling of subjective uncertainty

Power system security assessment involves large degrees of uncertainty. In this thesis the main

focus has been on some aspects of uncertainty that are thought to have a very large impact on

finding the best decision about operating limits. The aspects considered are (see Chapter 4):

• Widespread effect of outages, what is the expected amount of load lost?
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• Outage probabilities are thought to be highly weather dependent. What will the outage

probabilities (failure rate) be like in "fair weather", "unsettled weather" or "severe

weather" conditions?

Some of these types of uncertainties can have a stochastic nature. However, there might be a

lack of sufficient data and in tools available for on-line or near to on-line analysis. In many cases

evaluating the probable consequences and the assessment of weather dependencies in outage

probabilities can be based on expert opinion. Thus, these evaluations will include a subjective

type of uncertainty.

This kind of uncertainty can be given a formal representation using fuzzy set theory, and in

particular fuzzy numbers which could represent an uncertain interval of possible values (in an

expert's opinion). The introduction of fuzzy numbers allows the system operator or other

experts to include their subjective opinion about failure rates or outage probabilities of system

equipment.

Loss of load

It is the author's belief that there is a lack of sufficient data and probably also assessment

techniques to give very accurate results. The amount of load lost will include very large

uncertainty which will be difficult to quantify precisely. Thus these assessments have to be

based on expert judgment and opinions.

The model for the amount of load lost is based on a set of assumptions for the possibility of

losing load due to voltage instability. The model is based on measures of load margins at

individual load buses, and these measures are used to predict an uncertain amount of loss of

load. The assumptions are made by the author, but this kind of model could also easily include

an expert's opinion and assumptions. Also, the model can be improved by adjusting the

assumptions and predicted areas which are thought to be affected by a voltage collapse.

Weather dependency

Many utilities will probably have a fair amount of probabilistic data available on failure rates

and repair times for different outages. Failure rates for outages of transmission lines could,

however, in many cases be found based on similarity. The failure rates could be given in a

linguistic representation by an expert, such as: the failure rate of a given transmission line would

probably be close to x, or be between x andy or similar types of expressions.

The failure rates or outage probabilities of transmission lines are thought to be highly weather

dependent. In the thesis fuzzy numbers are introduced for the outage probabilities. The numbers

are chosen rather arbitrarily, with increasing uncertainty in the interval of belief for increasing

severity in weather conditions. The main purpose has been to illustrate how this kind of
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dependency, based on an expert's opinion, will be included by using a fuzzy representation.

The fuzzy models introduce subjective elements of uncertainty in the decision process. Fuzzy

arithmetic has to be applied, and this results either in operating costs or regrets becoming fuzzy.

Inherent increasing uncertainty concerning consequences for increasing interface flow levels is

introduced in the decision problem. The result can be a large and uncertain interval of interface

flow limits. The final decision will, however, have to be a crisp one, thus, defuzzification is

necessary.

This fuzziness results in the decision being fuzzy, the optimal solution will be a fuzzy number

having a fuzzy cost or regret. The greater the subjective or fuzzy uncertainty which is

introduced, the greater the uncertainty in the final result. The large, increasing uncertainty at

higher interface flow limits, results in large uncertainty in cost and regret values for high

interface flow levels. This will give conservative decisions about the interface flow limit, i.e.

the limit for interface flow will be reduced for an increasing uncertainty at higher interface flow

levels.

Reducing the subjective uncertainty in the models can result in higher interface flow limits,

giving lower operating costs.

Introducing the fuzzy models presented in Chapter 4 in the approach minimizing the expected

operating costs, resulted in a relatively large uncertainty in minimum operating cost. However,

by defuzzifying the operating cost curve, the increasing uncertainty at higher interface flow

levels resulted in a fairly conservative operating limit.

The models were also introduced in the new approach presented in Chapter 5. This approach

proved to be quite sensitive to changes in weather conditions. Large outage probabilities and

uncertainties in weather conditions resulted in conservative results, i.e. in lower interface flow

limits. While low outage probabilities and uncertainties in weather conditions resulted in less

conservative solutions in terms of increasing interface flow limits.

7.3.2 Soft security limits

In power system operation, security limits can be introduced for phenomena like thermal

overload, angular stability and voltage stability. The exact limit for secure operation might not

be known precisely. Thus, security limits will usually involve quite large margins to ensure

secure operation. These limits could be made "soft" to allow small limit violations under some

conditions, like in good weather conditions with low outage probabilities.

Currently, security based transfer limits are mostly implemented as hard constraints for system

operation. However, by using soft constraints, slight violations of these constraints can be

allowed for a reduction in costs. This could be of particular interest if a large gain in the
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operating objective can be obtained for a "negligible" violation of security constraints, or in

cases where the outage probabilities are rather small, such as in fair weather conditions. This

could for example occur if high power transfer demand exists resulting in congestion, during

fair weather conditions.

In this thesis, fuzzy sets are introduced for security limits allowing these to be modeled as soft

constraints. The constraints are modeled by the degree by which a security limit violation can

be considered acceptable, for instance by the personal judgment of a system operator. The fuzzy

set can reflect the system operator's preference for a violation of security limits.

The fuzzy models introduced for including subjective uncertainty and for modeling constraints

as soft were included in a new approach for determining power transfer limits for a transmission

interface. The results showed that this modeling of constraints can allow an increase in

operating limits for an increase in the acceptance of violation of security limits.

7.4 Conclusions

The main conclusions in this thesis are:

The risk oriented multiobjective approach

The proposed approach is flexible and sensitive to changes in outage probabilities and in market

demand. Thus, this approach will enable the introduction of operating limits which can change

with variations in power system demand and outage probabilities due to various weather

conditions.

The presented approach represents a formalized framework for power system operation which

allows system operators to include expert opinion in determining interface flow limits. The

approach is sensitive to subjective judgment and operator preference for consequences

associated with choosing an interface flow limit. The operator judgment is included by attribute

scaling and weights being determined by operator preference. Examples are presented in the

thesis.

The framework also allows the easy inclusion of preventive or corrective actions.

The judgment will include parameters like acceptable levels of operating costs, scaling of

attribute values, determining attribute weights and determining preference for acceptance of

security limit violations. Thus, strategies or policies for determining appropriate scaling of

attributes and determining attribute weights are necessary to correctly include operator

preferences for possible consequences in terms of operating costs and security limit violations.

Once the operator dependent parameters, and additional actions have been determined, valuable
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information like robustness and regret of alternatives is found.

The least regrettable solution recommended by the approach is very dependent on the attribute

weights. The attribute weights determine the trade-off between regrets in terms of cost and

security. As a special case, the solution will be equal to the deterministic (N-l) criterion if all

the weight is on the security attribute.

With difficult decision problems the approach can result in indecision between alternatives. The

indecision is due to the uncompensatory property of the concept of minimization of maximum

values.

The fuzzy models

The subjective elements of uncertainty cannot be avoided and neglected in the current decision

problem. Subjective uncertainty can, however, be formally included in power system operation

by introducing fuzzy numbers representing intervals of belief. The results from fuzzy arithmetic

are fuzzy intervals of possible solutions. The fuzzy models presented include the inherent

increasing uncertainty for rising levels of interface flow, and tend to give conservative interface

flow limits for increasing uncertainties.

The fuzzy models represent a framework that allows operators to include their subjective or

expert opinion about aspects like: weather dependencies in outage probabilities, the amount of

load lost due to component outages and judgments about soft security limits.

7.5 Further work

Several aspects could still require some further work to make this approach applicable for

implementation. Some interesting aspects which could have been pursued even further are:

Improve risk based multiobjective approach

Determine criteria for scaling of attribute values and for establishing attribute weights, which

will reflect the decision maker's preference, or which will reflect an accepted operating policy

for system operation. Determine "softness" - measures of constraints, establish a decision

maker's preference for softness of constraints.

The approach may in some cases result in indifference between solutions. An important task

would be to improve the approach, resulting in better decision support in such cases.

Only security limits for steady state voltage stability have been included in this thesis. However,

other phenomena like thermal overload should also be included in the approach.
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Operator interface

To implement the new approach in real power system operation, an appropriate interface

between an operator and criteria for determining scaling and attribute weights is necessary. A

simple example has been presented in the thesis.

Dynamic security assessment

The inclusion of dynamic security assessment in the decision model could be a further

refinement. In the thesis it has been assumed that the transition between futures are stable.

However, to ensure a stable transition, dynamic simulations are required. This is especially so

in evaluating the corrective actions to enhance security in post-contingency cases. Here,

dynamic security assessment can be important.

Modeling of uncertainty

By reducing the uncertainty in the decision problem, higher interface flow limits giving a lower

operating (congestion) cost can be determined. In order to reduce the uncertainty, further work

could include implementation and testing of models for inclusion and improvement of

uncertainty in models and calculations. Since the amount of load lost will be uncertain, this

model could be improved as more knowledge about phenomena like voltage stability is

obtained.
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Appendix A

Load restoration mechanisms

This appendix presents a detailed description of some load restoration mechanisms

which can lead to voltage instability. The voltage stability criteria and

mathematical proofs have been presented in the literature, but the appendix

provides some additional comments and verifications.

A.1 Thermostatically controlled load

Figure A. 1 shows a simplified power system with a constant voltage source supplying a load

through a transmission line. For simplicity, all line resistances and line chargings are neglected.

However, any reactive support that might be present at the load end of the transmission line has

been included. The dynamic behavior of the thermostatically controlled load is represented by

the first order model in Equation A.I. For simplicity it is assumed a unity power factor load.

^ j x h

1 - J B

^e1 0 G

Z_J

Fig. A.I. Constant voltage source supplying a load through a transmission line

The power-voltage (PV) curve of the post-disturbance system is shown in Figure A.2. A

thermostatically controlled load (constant energy load) gives a constant steady state load, Pj.

The constant load characteristic is shown by the vertical line. This line intersects the P-V curve

at the two points A and B, corresponding to two possible equilibrium points. The portion

VLoACB, i.e. the region on the PV-curve "to the right" of the unstable point B is the region of

attraction of the stable equilibrium point of the post-disturbance system.

The dynamic behavior of a constant MVA load is represented by a first order differential model.

An example of a load having a constant MVA characteristic in steady state is the
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voltage, V
Region of attraction

Po Active power, P

Fig. A.2. Active power vs voltage

thermostatically controlled load. The load is represented by:

T . _ T — P _ 1
L dx ~ °

(A.1)

VL(1-BX)

8

- ^ ; VL-B-X

1
1

VL

VLGX

Fig. A.3. Phasor diagram, cos <|> = 1.0

From the phasor diagram in Figure A.3:

v? =
(1-B-X)2

(A.2)

By substituting VL
2 from Equation A.2 into Equation A. 1 the load dynamics can be written as:

(i-B-xr

G 2 - ( l - B X
^ 2

(1-B-X/
.21 (A.3)

(1 -BX) 2 + G 2X 2 (1-B-X)2 + G2-X2

where G10 and G20 are the stationary solutions. The stationary condition is:

?•') (A.4)

with the two solutions:
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G =

(1-B-X)
-A V * PO-X'

•X)

(A.5)

2 • P n • X '

The two values of G correspond to the two voltage solutions for the given power Po. In Figure

A.2 these two solutions correspond to the equilibrium points B and A, respectively. The two

voltage solutions are:

2(1-BX)
(A.6)

The higher voltage solution associated with the lower conductance solution, and vice versa, this

is verified by noting that:

V , , - G , n =

Vf, • G,n =

(VSV

(vs
2-,

Jv s
4 -

2(1

ivs"-

•4PoX2(l

- B X ) 2

4P2X2(1

- B X ) 2 )

- B X ) 2 )

(V2s

(<

-H

Wvs

- 4 -

2

- 4 -

Po-

•po

P^-

x2.
• x2

x2.

(1

(1

- B

- B

•X) j

• x / | (A.7)

2(1-BX) 2-P0-X

4P 0 -X 2 - ( l -BX) 2 = Pn

Equation A.3 shows that if the initial state is to the left of the point A on the P-V curve in Figure

A.2 (G less than G20), ^? is positive, and therefore, the operating point will move to A, at which

point ^? = 0. Similarly, if the initial state is anywhere on the portion ACB (G2o < G < G10), j ?

is negative and, therefore, the operating point moves to A. If the initial state is to the left of B,

^? is positive and the operating point moves further away from B. The region "to the right" of

B is, therefore, the region of attraction of the stable equilibrium point A.

voltage, V

a

Active power, P

Fig. A.4. System P-V curves and steady state and instantaneous load characteristics.
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For the pre- and post-disturbance system P-V curves shown in Figure A.4, and an initial load of

Pi, the disturbance will cause the load to follow the instantaneous load characteristic, a, to the

point A'. Since the point B lies within the region of attraction of this post-disturbance curve, the

load will move to the stable point B, and the system is stable. For an initial load of P2, the load

will follow the instantaneous load characteristic, b. Since there are no stable equilibrium points

(no intersection between constant curve, P2, and pre-disturbance P-V curve), a voltage collapse

will occur.

A.2 Combined thermostatically controlled load and impedance load

A.2.1 Voltage stability limit

With a combination of impedance and thermostatically controlled load (constant MW load) it

can be shown that the stable equilibrium point can reach beyond the maximum transfer

capability limit. Assuming for simplicity, unity power factor, this load can be expressed as:

(A.8)

where:

• GLis the conductance of the resistive load
• G is the conductance of the thermostatically controlled load, whose dynamics is given by

Equation A. 1

The phasor diagram, Figure A.3 with G = G + GL, shows that:

.x ( A 9 )

VS (A.10)

and:

VL-(G + GL)-X

cosh - V L ( 1 - B X ) " ( 1 - B - X )

By linearizing Equation A.I, the following expression is obtained:

By inserting G = G + GL into Equation A.2:

(A. 13)
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and taking the derivative of V^ with respect to G, the following expressions is obtained:

3G

and:

2 • JUA- B • X) 2 + (G + GL)2 • X2] • [(1 - B • X) 2 + (G + GL) 2 • X2]

(A.14)

3GL

"vT
(G + GL) • X

1 — 2 < A - 1 5 ^

Inserting Equation A. 15 into A. 12 gives:

T, A G = - V ; • 1 + 2 - G - -
(G + GL)-X

( 1 - B - X ) 2 + (G + G L ) 2 - X 2
•AG

1 - -
2 • G • (G + GL) • X

- B • X) 2 + (G + GL)2 • X'
• AG = -Vf

2 - G - X
(G + GL) • X
(1-B-X)

( 1 - B - X ) ( O H - G L ) - X

(A.16)
AG

By inserting Equation A. 11 into A.16:

2 - G - X • tanS
1 -

J 2 - G - X • tan8

1 2 - G - X • lan& I X J
1 -

2 f(G + GL) • ((ro«8) + 1) - 2 • G • (tcrnS)'

2
-V , -L

•AG

(A.17)

• AG

and using the fact that:

1 - -

(cost

(cosS)2 _ (cos5)2-(sinS)2 _

(cosb)2 (cos5)2 + (sinS)2
(A. 18)

Equation A.I now becomes:
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T, • AG = - \ + G • • AG V L I G + G, J"AG (A. 19)

For the system to be voltage stable, the eigenvalue of Equation A. 19 has to be negative, thus the

voltage stability limit is given by:

G, Vi • G,
e o s 2 5 . __L = _ ^ 1 (A.20)

where Po = VL G is the constant (thermostatically controlled) part of the load.

vj
Voltage, V

i

—

— — — — .

Po

A ^

Active power, P

a
- b

Fig. A.5. System P-V curve and load characteristics

In Figure A.5, the load characteristic of the combined resistive and constant power load is given

by curve a. This curve intersects the system P-V curve at the points A and A'. By increasing,

either the constant part or the resistive part of the load, or both, the voltage stability limit can be

reached. This limit is given by the tangent between the load curve, b, and the system P-V curve.

The equilibrium points in Figure A.5 are given by (load characteristic = system P-V curve):

•> VcV, : • sinS (A.21)

Substituting vL = ——s • cosS from Equation A. 10, Equation A.21 can be written as:
(1 — B • X )

• Gr

2

( 1 - B - X ) 2
X . ( l - B - X )

——— • sinS • cos& =
2 X ( 1 - B X )

• sinlS (A.22)

The tangent in Figure A.5 is given by the gradients being equal. Taking the derivative of

Equation A.22 with respect to 5, (=g° = o):

3 5 (l-B-X)2
• sinS- cosS =

2 - X - ( l - B - X )
• cos25

(1 - B X)
inS • cos5 = ras25(A.23)

By substituting vs =
V L ( 1 - B X ) .

cos 8 into Equation A.21:
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2 (1 -B-X) sm5
L' X ' cosS

X • cos&

and substituting from Equation A.24, using the fact that:

-2 • (sinS) = cos25 - 1COJ28 = l -

the tangent is be given by:

(A.24)

(A.25)

= cos2S =>•

- ( 2 • GL • = Po • cos2& + V* • GL • cos25

GL ' V L ' c a s 2 S ~ GL ' V L = P0 ' cos25 + V L ' GL ' co-v (A.26)

thus, proving that the tangent of the two curves is the voltage stability limit given by Equation

A.20. This shows that the point A in Figure A.5, although on the lower part of the system P-V

curve, is a stable equilibrium point, whereas point A' is unstable.

A.2.2 Extension to large networks

The above results can be readily extended to large networks if the stability limit is related to the

system Jacobian, where the system Jacobian is modified to reflect the static part of the load.

Fig. A.6. Constant voltage source supplying a combined impedance and constant and load

The power transmitted across the transmission line in Figure A.6 is:

-JX

VL-VS ,s V?
J x e " J x

PL = Re{SL} = j

= Im{SL} =

X

v, -v..

• • sin&

(A.27)

(A.28)

(A.29)

Thus, the active and reactive power injected at the load bus, including the impedance part of the

load, are:
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V, • V, ,

Q =
V, 2 V, -1

5 - ^ + V2
L-B = ^ x -

(A.30)

(A.31)

By Taylor series expansion around the stationary points Po and Qo, and excluding second order

terms and higher, these equations can be written as (the voltage V s being fixed):

(A.32)

(A.33)

Po and Qo being the constant (load restored by some mechanism) part of the load. The

incremental power flow equations can now be written as:

V, -V.
• c o s 5 •i] • A8 + (2

AQ = Qo-Q =

which can be written as:

(A.34)

L̂ ( A - 3 5 )

^ 2VLGL - -fs/«8

VoV,
t s m S 2 V LLZ_pv__J>cos5

X A. A.

A8

AV,
(A.36)

This Jacobian is singular when the determinant is zero, giving:

VcV, V,

det

" L . ;
X

vsv.

sin5 2V,
(1-BX) V,

--cosi

= 0

) v s . s \ l „ (A.37)

2-V,

2-V,
(l-B-X)

X

'• • cos5 + 2 • V, • GL • sinS - — • ((cosS) + (sinS)) = 0
X

V,
cosd + 2 • V L • GL • sin& - - ? = 0

V • ( 1 — B • X )

By substituting vs = ——7-^ , using Equation A. 10, Equation A.37 can be written as:
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(1-B-X) v s
2 • VL •v ° ; • cos5 + 2 • VL - GL • sm8 - -£ = 0

. _ . . V L . (1 -B.X)

( 1 - B - X )
cos 5

2 • (1 - B • X) • (co.s8)2 + 2 • GL• X • sinS • cosS - (1 - B • X) = 0

Substituting ( i - B X ) = ^ | ~ • (Po + v2• GL) from Equation A.24, Equation A.38 can be

written as:

2 - ( l - B - X ) ( c o . s 5 ) 2 + 2 G L - X s m S - c o i - 8 ~ ( l - B - X ) = 0

=» 2 • \ • (Po + V
2 • GL) • (c^8)

2 + 2 • G L • (««5)
2 - -i- • (Po + V

2 • GL) = 0 (A39)

P P

=> 2 • -2 • (eoi-8)2 + 2 • G, • (coiS)2 + 2 • G L • (smS)
2 - -| - G, = 0

VL V2

P P
=> - | • (2 • ( « M 8 ) 2 - 1) + 2 • G L • [(iw8)

2 + (co.v8)2] - G L = -— • (eo*28) + G L = 0
V L V L

Thus, the condition for the singularity of the Jacobian is the same as the condition for the voltage

stability limit, given by Equation A.20.

The extension to larger networks follows directly from the above analysis. Power flow

equations are first written, separating the voltage dependent part of the load form the constant

power part, as shown in:

p + P(V) = f(8, V) (A.40)

Q + Q(V) = g(8,V)

The linearized power flow equations are written as:

M (A.42)
LAQl [JQ8

 JQV'J L^V

where :

JPV' = JPV-^P(V) (A.43)

JQV' = I Q V -^Q(V)

The voltage stability limit can be indicated by the singularity of the modified Jacobian.
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A.3 On-load tap changers

Figure A.7 shows a simplified power system with a transformer with automatic tap changing

(on-load tap changer, OLTC), regulating the low voltage (V2) side of the transformer. The

transformer could possibly be a transmission network transformer supplying an aggregate load,

including the effects of subtransmission and distribution systems.

A simplified first order differential model is assumed, neglecting discrete taps, deadbands, and

voltage and time relays. This will be a rather crude model, but is expected to give qualitatively

reliable results, when used in a conceptual study. The model is represented by:

= «v2) (A.45)

V20 being the reference low side voltage. The steady state voltage stability limit is found by

linearizing this equation, giving:

An = 3f.
An

The criterion, therefore, is given by:

av2

da

Thus, increasing the taping will raise the transformer low side voltage.

(A.46)

(A.47)

z = R+jX = \2 1-.*

n

—dv-
i L L

Fig. A.7. Transformer with automatic tap changing, supplying a load impedance

The voltage equations for the simplified power system in Figure A.7 can be presented as, all

values in per unit:

(A.48)
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ZL33.ZJ
Z n 2 Z

Thus:

z, u,

( A . 5 O )

By using zL = |zL| • e ^ , z = |z| • ej8z and ejS = cosh + j.vm8 Equation A.50 can be written as:

Ug _ n • |ZL | • e ^ n • |ZL | • (COS8 Z

n • |ZLj • (COS8ZL + J.««8Z L)

(|ZL | • C<K8ZL + n2 • |Z| • « w 5 z ) + j • (|ZL | • .S/«8ZL + n2 • |Z| • sin8 z)

Then:

= n . — iZLl
( 2 4 2 2 i i • i ~

J |Z L | + n • |Z| + 2 - n • |Z[J • |Z| • (cos8 Z •co.«8z + s m 8 z • s ;«8 z )

The steady state voltage stability criterion can now be stated as, Uj being fixed:

where:
g(n) = —z—. -2 -2 ^ (A.54)

|ZL| + n • |Z| + 2 • n • |ZL| • |Z| • («w8z^ • cos8z + .s;n8ZL • sin8z)

and:

3 ( g ( n ) ) = _ I Z L1 - C 4 - " • z + 4 - n - | Z L | - Z -(C 05 ^-cos z + » » ^ • w n z ) ) ^ ^ ^

[|ZL| + n • |Z| + 2 - n • |ZL | • |Z| - ( c o i o z • cosoz +smo2 • smoz)]

By substituting Equations A.54 and A.55 in the criterion in A.53:

N!
|ZL|2 + n4 • |Z|2 + 2 • n2 • |Z, I • |Z| • (cosSz • cos8z + s/n8, • si«8z)

3
 L (A.56)

_ |ZT - (4*n • Z + 4 - n- |ZT I • |Z| • (cos&7 -coshy + sinh- • sin§7))
_ n | i-\ x ^ J 1 M ' ' v £L £ £ L £-''

2 [|ZL|2 + n 4 • |Z|2 + 2 • n 2 • |ZL | • |Z| • (CO58 Z L • co iS z + i in8Z L • « n 8 z ) ] 2
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which gives:

|ZL |2 + n" • |Z|2 + 2 • n2 • |ZL | • |Z| • ( c o s 8 ^ • co.v5z + sinS^ • sinSz)

= 2 • n4 • |Z|2 + 2 • n2 • |ZL | • |Z| • (cos$z^ • cosdz + . ™ 8 Z L • sin8z)
Z L | 2 = n 4 . | Z | 2

and the voltage criterion for steady state voltage stability can be stated as:

n2-|Z|>|ZL|

that is, the load impedance must be larger than the line impedance.

The active power delivered to the load equals:

P, = Re ^ = Re-!

1
IZ,

= ^ N ' e

n2-|ZL|2-V2-c-av8ZL

| Z L | 2 + n 4 • |Z|2 + 2 • n2 • |ZL | • |

n • ZL • V, •

osSz + *I«6ZL • sin5z)

|ZL |2 + n4 • |Z|2 + 2 • n2 • |ZL | /«8Z L • sin8z)

The maximum power transfer can be calculated by:

where:

f(|ZL|) = n2 • |ZL|

g ( | Z L | ) = | Z L | 2
 + n 4 . | Z | 2

 + 2 - n 2 . | Z L

and:

] = 2 • |ZL | + 2 • n2 • |Z| • (COS5Z L • cos6 z

The criterion for maximum power transfer becomes:

• smSz)

L • sin5z)

(A.57)

(A.58)

(A.59)

(A.60)

(A.61)

(A.62)
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n • e o s 8 z • [ |ZL | + n • |Z | + 2 - n • | Z L | • |Z | • ( c o s 8 z - « /«5z)]

= n • |ZL | • cos5z • [2 • |ZL | + 2 • n2

• |Z[2 + 2 • n 2 • |ZL

8 Z • cos8z + s/«8z • sm8z)]

L • sm8z)][|ZL

= 2 • [ZL|2 + 2 • n2 • |Z| • |ZL | • (CO.V8ZL • cos8 z + sinSz^ • .s/n8z)

(A.63)

which is the same as the criterion for steady state voltage stability. The steady state voltage

stability, therefore, is determined by the maximum power transfer capability, n IZI > IZjJ

represents the upper part of the P-V curve, and n2IZI < IZLI the lower. The lower part of the curve

is unstable, whereas the upper part represents the stable part.

Increasing load (decreasing

load-impedance IZLI)

Fig. A.8. V2(n) for different values of IZLI

Figure A.8 shows the voltage V2 as a function of tapping n for three different values of load

impedance IZLI. In curve 1, the load impedance is higher than the line (thevenin impedance seen

from load) impedance n2IZl. For this load impedance, Equation A.52 has two solutions for n.

The point a, is a stable and the point b is an unstable equilibrium point. In the region to the left

of point a, ^? is positive, therefore, the operating point will move to a. In the region between

points a and b, p is negative and operating point will move to a. If the operating point is to the

right of b, ^ is positive, and the transformer tapping will increase causing a decreasing voltage

V2. The region to the left of b is the region of attraction of equilibrium point a.

Curve 2 has only one equilibrium point, c. For this curve the load impedance equals the line

impedance, thus this equilibrium point equals the maximum power transfer. Operating points to

the left of c will move towards c, while for operating points to the right of c, a voltage collapse

is inevitable. At higher loads, i.e. lower load impedances, there exists no equilibrium point, and
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a voltage collapse will occur, ?̂ being positive for all values of n.

Fig. A.9. P-V curves for tapping n, associated with the points, a, b and c in Fig. A.8.

In Figure A.9 the P-V curves for the three equilibrium points, a, b and c, are shown. The stable

equilibrium point a, is on the upper part of a P-V curve with a tapping equal to na. The unstable

point b is located on the lower part of a P-V curve with tap equal to nj,. These two curves have

different values of tap, n. The point being on the steady state voltage stability limit, c, is the

bifurcation point, or maximum transfer loadability point of the P-V curve with a tapping equal

tonc.

A.4 Induction motor, dynamic response

Fig. A. 10. Induction motor

Figure A. 10 shows a model of an induction motor supplied by an infinite bus. In this model the

induction motor is represented by a first order differential equation (Equation A.64), neglecting

fast electrical transients which are assumed to be of little concern in voltage stability.

• Rj is the stator resistance
• Xj is the stator leakage reactance
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• R2 is the rotor resistance, referred to stator
• X2 is the rotor leakage reactance at stator frequency, referred to stator
• XJM is the magnetizing reactance
• s is the rotor slip

The rotor dynamics of the induction motor can be represented by a first order differential model,

neglecting fast electrical transients:

^? = l ( T e ]_T o ) (A.64)

where:

• Q. is the motor angular speed
• M is the mechanical starting time (an inertia constant)
• Tel is the electrical torque
• TQ is the initial mechanical torque

The motor slip is:

s = ^il^r = i _ ̂  (A.65)

where oos is the synchronous angular velocity and cor is the rotor angular velocity.

In per unit values, the angular velocity equals:

n = J = i- . (A.66)

Then, by substituting, Equation A.64 can be written as:

The active power transmitted across the air gap equals:

Pd(s) = — • |I2|
2 (A.68)

where I2 is the rotor current at stator frequency, referred to stator

The output value of the active power equals:

Pe = pd(S) - P1OSS = — • |I2| - Rj • |i2| = — |I2| (A.69)

where P loss equals the rotor losses. Thus:
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Pd(s) = cos • Te

Reference values for the per unit system equal:

therefore in per unit, Pd(s) equals:

P8(s) [pu] = Y^ = ̂ f ^ = Te(s) [Pu] (A.72)

by substitution

= —(T0-Tel) = —(T0-Pd(s)) (A.73)

in per unit values.

The steady state voltage stability limit can be found by linearizing Equation A.73:

(A.74)

thus, the stability limit is given by:

^ d > ^ m e k (A.75)
ds ds v '

This requires that for an equilibrium point to be stable, the gradient of the power transmitted

across the air gap is steeper than the gradient of the mechanical load torque.

Possible motor (when neglecting stator impedance values) and load characteristics are shown in

Figure A.ll For load characteristic a, there are two equilibrium points, A and B. Point A is a

voltage stable (steady state) since for this point, g-<i>g-mek> while at point B j - d < g- m e k causing

this point to be unstable.

In the region between A and B, Tm > Pd, therefore ^ is negative and the operating point will

move towards A. From 0 to A and to the ri

for equilibrium point A is the region OAB.

move towards A. From 0 to A and to the right of B j - , is positive, thus the region of attraction

For load characteristic b, the stable equilibrium point is located beyond the maximum inertial,

or breakdown torque, Tmax, thus, showing that this is not the stability limit.

Figure A. 12 shows a static P-V curve (for the power transmission system) and motor constant

slip resistance characteristics. Assuming that the normal operation point is A, and that the

system transiently can be at the bottom of the P-V curve, either in point B or in point C. This
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Load characteristics

Motor characteristic

motor slip, s

Fig. A. l l . Air gap power Pd(s) and load torque Tm(s)

Voltage With capacitor

Without capacitor
Decreasing slip

Power

Fig. A.12. P-V curve and motor constant slip resistance characteristics

can be due to a temporary short circuit causing temporarily low network voltages. After the

connection of a capacitor the new P-V curve will change. Momentarily the motor slip cannot

change, thus, causing the operation points moving respectively (A - A', B - B' and C - C ) . In

cases A' and B', the operating point will move to the stable equilibrium point D on the upper

part of the new P-V curve. This, because, at A' and B', ^ is negative. If the system transiently,

prior to connecting the capacitor has reached C, since ^ is positive at C\ and increasing motor

slip will cause further reduction in voltage. The region of attraction can, therefore, reach beyond

the maximum power transfer capability, depending of the load characteristic.
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Voltage Induction motor Q-V

Reactive power

Fig. A.13. Power system Q-V curve and induction motor Q-V characteristics

The Q-V curve of the power system, and the Q-V characteristics of induction motors can be as

shown in Figure A.13 The Q-V characteristics of induction motors will depend on the load

characteristics. For motor characteristic like a, there can be two equilibrium points, A and B, on

the upper part of the Q-V curve. The equilibrium point A is, however, the only stable of the two.

This illustrates, at least for Q-V curves, that some operating points, even though on the upper

part of the Q-V curve, can be unstable.

Motor characteristic b, shows a situation where the region of attraction reaches beyond the

bifurcation point of the Q-V curve.
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Appendix B

Load index

This appendix presents the voltage stability criterion and mathematical proof for

the load index presented in Section 3.8, the appendix also provides some additional

comments and a verification of the mathematical proofs. The appendix also gives

some comments on implementation of the load index in FORTRAN- code using

routines exploiting the sparsity of the power system Jacobian matrix.

B.1 Analytical solution of V1s equation 3.24

From Equations 3.20 and 3.22 the following relations is obtained:

which leads to:

(V Q -V 2 ) 2 = ( a - V 2 ) 2 + b 2 = a 2 - 2 - a - V 2 + V,

Thus:

(B.I)

V* - V 2 • (2 • a + V2,) + a2 +b2 = 0 (B.2)

which proves the first part of Equation 3.24, i.e.:

The variables a and b are found from Equation 3.23:

(B.3)

(B.4)

(B.5)

By substituting a and b from Equations B.5 and B.6 and r from Equation 3.25, and recognizing
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that sin (x) = 1 - cos (x), the second part of Equation 3.24 can be proven:

2 + |YU

A - ,2

+

(B.7)

B.2 Equation 3.31

From Equation 3.30:

r = r • — + 1 = - • - + L

By substituting from Equation 3.25:

|

(B.8)

(B.9)

which proves Equation 3.31.

B.3 Stability criterion

B.3.1 Equation 3.28

Equation 3.28 can be proven by applying the criterion in Equation 3.27 on Equation 3.24 to

obtain the following solution for a:

V, = J f + a±0 (B.10)

Now Equation 3.23 may be written as:
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(B.ll)
Un-U, = - •

uo-uo u0

Thus it becomes obvious that:

(B.12)

B.3.2 Equation 3.29

From Equation 3.20:

S,V

Yn-U.-U, |YU| -

Thus, by inserting for Uo and Equation B.13 in Equation 3.29 one obtains:

"(B.13)

(B.14)

which shows the first part of Equation 3.29. To prove that this expression equals 1 at the stability

limit, Equation 3.28 is rewritten as:

u0
1 + u l

Y12-U2

Y u - U ,

Re ^ j . = = Re
V i - e ' '

•IU, he (B.15)

fV,-eJ (5 ' 52 + 9 n 8" ' i V,
= Re^ -1 - [ = -^ • co.s(5l - 8 2 + 9 n - 912) = -0,5

from which V o can be expressed as v0 = -2 • Vj • cos(Sl - 82 + 9U - e ]2), thus:

= 1

I,

v o i-(

y

1

52-8, + e,

. + »n-

vo
' v2 "

Bo)-

2

y

V 2

+
v2

y

1

• sin (St — S-}

" i

1 12

+ en-eB ,

V
V !

v2

v?

(B.16)

B.3.3 Stability index L, equation 3.30

From Equation 3.24 it is shown that:
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v . ^ M , , ^ N i
v i - | Y n | r ± - / r - l

Thus the stability indicator (feasibility index for the larger voltage solution) becomes:

L =
N i

B.4 Generalization

From Equation 3.34 the following relation is obtained:

UL = ZLL-IL + FLG-UG = Y- [ . I L -Y- 1
L .Y L G .U G

thus for a load node j , the voltage Uj may be written as:

U J =

Multiplying Equation B.20 by conj(Uj), this equation can be converted to:

i e a L
u*

by substituting:

and:

s,- . z.. s. - —-U.
« : J

Zji s i •
Zjj U* J

where:

and:

i 6 aL jj i s aL jj

(B.17)

(B.18)

(B.19)

(B.20)

(B.21)

(B.22)

(B.23)

(B.24)

(B.25)
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equation 3.35 is obtained.

B.5 Conditions providing exact results for the generalization

The derived theory is exact when the two conditions:

• All generator voltages remain unchanged, i.e. constant amplitude and phase angle.

• All other nodal currents \ (i * j) respond directly proportional to the current Ij (k • Ij) and

indirectly proportional to the voltage Uj (k' • 1/Uj) at the node j under consideration.

are fulfilled. The first requirement results in UQJ in Equation 3.35 becoming a constant. This is

easily seen from Equation 3.36, since all Fj4 and Uj are constant values under this assumption.

The second requirement results in SjCorr becoming independent of Uj (and constant). This is seen

from Equation B.25 by substituting conj(I;) = const • inv(lL). SjCorr then becomes:

(B.26)
aL-JJ

Thus, for these conditions Equation 3.35 is equivalent to Equation 3.23, for which case the

conditions for L (Lmax = 1) at the steady state voltage stability limit has been proven.

From Equation 3.34 it is also easily seen that all currents and voltages will be determined once

the current Ij is known. Equation 3.34 can be rewritten as:

OL ' Yr.
•M-N

Y"1

Y L L

Y G L • Y£L ̂

Y"1

~YLL
'GO - Y O L

YLG

Y L L ' Y G G

(B.27)

can be determined from L and the constantAll the unknown currents (IQ) and voltages

generator voltages UQ. Thus only two load flow equations are necessary to determine the

conditions for the entire system. The load flow equation may be determined by Equation 3.35:

V? + U 0 j - U * = V^ + V o j - V j - c a s C S o - S ^ + j - V o j - V j - i m C S o - B , ) = - ^ = a + + j b +

Yjj

Separating into real and imaginary parts and substituting a = 60 - 8j:

«Vj, a) =

The jacobian with respect to Vj and a becomes:

(B.28)

(B.29)

2 ' v j + VOJ • c o s a ~voj • v j • s'na

VOj • sina Voj • Vj • cosa
(B.30)
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The condition for the steady state stability limit is given by the condition which results in the

singularity of the system Jacobian. The system Jacobian becomes singular when the

determinant equals 0, thus the criterion for the stability limit under the given conditions

becomes:

det(J) = (2 • Vj + V0 j • cosa) • Vo j • Vj • cosa - (-VOj • Vj • sina) • VOj • sina

= 2 • V0j • Vj2 • cosa + VQJ • Vj • (cosaf + V^ • Vj • (sina)2

= 2 • VOj • V? • cosa + V2
0j • Vj • [(cosa)2 + (sina)2] = 2 • Vo j • V

2 • cosa + W2
0j •

(B.31)

j = 0

or equivalently:

Thus for the given conditions L = 1 at the steady state voltage stability limit.

B.6 Implementation details

B.6.1 Sparse row-wise representation

The admittance matrix (like the full jacobian) is stored in a sparse row-wise representation. This

representation requires the dimension N of the matrix to be known. The matrix elements are

stored in a vector Val(i), and two vectors Col(i) and Next_Elem(i). In the first N positions of the

Val-vector the diagonal elements of the matrix are stored. In positions higher than N the val-

vector stores the off-diagonal elements.

The vector Col(i) contains the column number of the i'th element, while the vector

Next_Elem(i) contains the position (in vector Val) of the next element in this row. Next_Elem(i)

is a pointer to the next non-zero element in the row. For the last element in the row the

Next_Elem vector equals 0. Note that the order of the off-diagonal elements in the i'th row is

random.

This sparse row-wise representation is illustrated for the 3rd row of the "sparse" matrix A, given

by:

A _

2 0 0 5 4 0
0 5 10 2 0
0 2 6 0 2 3
5 0 0 12 8 4
4 1 4 0 18
0 7 0 0 0 2

(B.33)

This matrix is not symmetrical. Neither the admittance matrix Y nor the Jacobian matrix J are

generally symmetrical matrices. For power systems without transformers with phase shift, the
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Y matrix will be symmetrical, a property which could be exploited in calculations on and

storage of these matrices.

The third row of matrix A could be represented by:

• Val(3) = 6, Col(3) = 3, Next_Elem(3) = 12
• Val(12) = 2, Col(12) = 5, Next_Elem(12) = 13
• Val(13) = 2, Col(13) = 2, Next_Elem(13) = 17
• Val(17) = 3, Col(17) = 6, Next_Elem(17) = 0

The representation of the k'th row is terminated by the next-element pointer Next_Elem(i)

pointing to 0. Note that the number Next_Elem(i) is larger than the matrix dimension N, and

less than or equal to the number for non-zero elements in the A matrix.

The YLL matrix is built from the sparse (row-wise) Y matrix. In the YLL matrix each non-zero

element is represented in three vectors containing the matrix element value, val(i), row number,

row(i) and column number col(i). The order of the elements in these three vectors are arbitrary,

these vectors are input variables to NAG or Harwell subroutines for LU - factorization and

solution of sparse equations. The routines are:

• NAG: F01BSF and F01BRF
• Harwell:MA28AD and MA28CD (the MA28 routines in the Harwell - library are

superseded by the MA48 routines)

B.6.2 Solution of a system of complex equations

The solution of the Uo - vector requires a set of complex equations to be solved. There are

routines available for solving complex linear systems of equations. However, these problems

may also be solved using the routines for "ordinary" real systems. The dimensions of the system

matrix are doubled.

The problem at hand (for example Equation B.22) is finding the solution of the complex linear

equations:

A • x = YLL • (-Uo) = b = YLG • UG ( B . 3 4 )

This matrix equation is transformed to:

Y L L - ( -U 0 ) = ( G L L + j . B L L ) - ( U r + j - U l ) = Y L G - U G = (b r +j -b i )

= ( G L L - u r - B L L ' u i ) + J ' ( B L L - " r + G L L - u i ) = b r + J ' b i

This results in:

GT i •U. -Br r •!!• = b_LL , LL , , ( B 3 6 )

BLL-ur+GLL'ui =b i

which can be written as:
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B , , G , , I |u,|
(B.37)

Now the solution ( - U o = u r + j u j ) i s found from a system of 2*N equations.
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Appendix C

Contingency screening

This appendix provides some comments about the Fast Decoupled Load Flow used

in a method for contingency screening. This method is applied to detect potentially

critical contingencies. The method uses a compensation technique which applies

the Inverse Matrix Modification Lemma (IMML). A proof of the IMML is given, and

it is further illustrated how the IMML is used in the contingency screening method.

C.1 Fast Decoupled Load Flow

The well known linearized equations for the Newton method are:

dp 3P
aea~v
3Q 3Q

AS

AV
(Cl )

A Fast Decoupled Load Flow is based on the following approximations:

• the Q and P sub-problems are loosely coupled, that is the elements of the ^ and ^ are

small compared to the elements of 2^ and |p., and are therefore neglected

• voltages are around nominal values (1.0 pu)
• the angle differences across branches are small, cos^-op = 1
• the R/X -ratios for branches are low, By » GjjSin(8j-8j)

These approximations lead to the following equations, where the matrices B' and B " are

constant and therefore only have to be factorized once:

^ = B'.A9 (C.2)

^ = B".AV (C.3)

Then the active and reactive sub-problem can be solved individually. Different iteration

schemes are possible. A good choice is to solve Equations C.2 and C.3 alternatively, always

using the most recent voltage and angle values when updating mismatch vectors.

The two commonly used methods XB and BX only differ in the approximations of B' and B" .

In the XB method, which was the original method presented by Stott and Alsac [5], the series
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resistances are neglected in matrix B', while they are not neglected in the B " matrix. In the BX

method this is reversed. The BX method has better convergence performance for systems with

stronger coupling between the Q and P subproblems (higher R/X ratios).

In the implementation of Fast Decoupled Load Flow used for the security analysis, all shunt

elements are neglected from the B " - matrix (no shunt elements are represented in B'). This

could possibly lead to poorer convergence performance in some cases, but for most systems this

approximation is acceptable. By neglecting the shunt elements, the compensation algorithm

becomes simpler and less laborious.

C.2 Contingency calculations using compensation-technique

From a solved base-case solution, the effect of branch outages are calculated using a

compensation technique. This technique uses the inverse matrix modification lemma (IMML)

which states that:

(A + C D V ' = A"1-A"1C[Im + DTA"1C]"1DTA"1 (C.4)

where: A is a nonsingular n x n matrix and C and D is an n x m matrix, with m < n.

C.2.1 Proof of the Inverse Matrix Modification Lemma

The proof consists of multiplying the right-hand side of Equation C.4 by (A + CDT) and

concluding that the result is an identity matrix.

[A"1 - A-'CC^ + DTA~1C)~1DTA"'1] • [A + CDT] = In + A"'CDT- A"'c(Im + DTA"'C)"' • DT • (In + A"'cDT)

= In + A-1CDT-A-1C(Im + DTA-1C)"1.(DT
 + DTA"1CDT) (C.5)

C.2.2 AC-load flow contingency analysis

Outage of a branch between the buses m and kcauses changes in the matrices B' and B". These

changes are represented by (all shunt - elements are neglected in the two matrices B' and B"):

A B ^ b ' V ^ . ^ (C6)

where:

• ABwis the change in the matrix (B' or B")

• b^mfc is the mk'th element of matrix B ^
• e ^ is a vector with elements equal to +1 in position m, and -1 in position k, and zero

otherwise

Equations C.2 and C.3 now become:
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y = (B'+AB')-A8 => A8 = (B' + AB')"1- ~ (C.7)

^2 = (B" + AB")AV =* AV = (B^AB")"1-^? (C8)

Using Equation C.6 and the Inverse Modification Lemma Equation C.7 can now be written as:

AO = (B' + ABT1- f = (B> + bWWW)~'- y = (B'-'-b'^B'-' ^ ' r ' ^ 1 ^

-1 AP _ B'"'emkeLB'"' AP -1 AP gmk
 v mk AP (C.9)

' V 1 T _,-l V " " V I . mk mk. ^ 6 i V i
e r - + emkB emk j^—+ (Sm ~ 8k ) i

b mk b mk

where:

• gmk = B'"1 - emk is a vector equal to the difference of the columns m and k in matrix B'
• g^ is the i'th element of the vector
• — is the i'th element of the mismatch vector

Vi

A similar expression is found for Equation C.8. The matrices B' and B " do not have to be

refactorized for each new outage or contingency.

New load-flow iterations can be performed using Equation C.9 and a similar equation for the

reactive sub-problem. In each iteration only the mismatch-vectors and the summation V ;
 mk AP

(and a similar summation for the reactive sub-problem) need to be recalculated. '

This compensation technique is much more efficient than recomputing or updating the matrix

factors.

In the implementation of the outage-screening, using the compensation technique, the

modification due to the configuration change, is included in the mismatch vectors for each

iteration. The mismatch vector for the active sub-problem is modified by a vector:

y mk AP

5P = - H 7— • (-emV) (C10)

The solution of the equation B' • A8 = ^ + 8P is:

Y mk AP

r r - + (gm ~Sk ) (C.ll)
mk AP °^

-l H A P g m k
 v mk AP

_
V I mk m k , ' " e ^ ~ l i 'V I

r r - + (gm -g k ) zrbmk bm
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which is exactly the same result as in Equation C.9. The same relation can be shown for the

reactive sub-problem.

C.2.3 Detection of singularity (system separation)

Outages which separate part of the system from the swing bus will lead to singular B' and B "

matrices. These outages can easily be detected since for these outages:

mk mk. 1 1 /f\ \ r\\
(gm -gk ) = rr~ = -r— (t-12)

b m k bmk

The B' matrix (and the B " matrix neglecting shunt elements) is equal to the susceptance matrix

(the branch-resistances may or may not be neglected, XB/BX) of a system where the swing bus

is grounded and all other shunt elements are neglected.

^swing bus

1 r -1 P
^ ^

V 1 '
N

~~~ v . ^ ^ ~~

\ '

\
\ \

\

I
7 Vv ^ ^ /

Fig. C.I. System with grounded swing-bus, branches represented by susceptance by (l/xy)

The g11* vector, found in the algorithm, equals the difference between the m'th and the k'th

column of the inverse for the susceptance matrix (impedance-matrix). It then follows that (just

considering the susceptance matrix):

mk mk
Sm -Sk

( V m V N /Vk (Vm~Vk) ^ m - V k )
I™ I t

(C.13)

If the outage causes system-separation then Vm-Vk = 0, when a current is injected in bus m,

while Vm - Vk = -1/bmk x k̂ when a current is injected in k (all shunt-elements have to be

neglected). Thus, for an outage causing separation g " * = -1/b'mk =

In the current implementation of the contingency screening, the following threshold value for

testing of system separation is chosen: C = 10"6. If a b s ( ^ m k - g ^ - gj,"*) is less than 10"6,

then singularities of the matrices are expected. But this threshold value does not capture all

outages leading to system separation. Choosing a higher threshold value, this outages would be

identified, but could also lead to "false alarms".


